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SCRAP BOOK
FOOTBALL 1955
All News Items in this Book 
Are from the Providence 
JOURNAL—BULLETIN
Unless Indicated Otherwise
JOE McGEE, PROVIDENCE COLLEGE FOOTBALL COACH
"I am working and hoping for one of the best grid seasons Providence College has ever had."
Issues Practice Call
Joe McGee, above, head football coach at Providence College, who 
has sent out invitations to prospective candidates for the squad 
to report next month for training at Narragansett.
Will Report
On Sept. 9th
Pt. Judith Polo Field at 




Providence College is going right 
out after football laurels in a huge 
way this fall, judging fro-m plans 
for the season an-
Fred Foley
Providence College Gridders to Hold
Extensive Pre-Season Workouts
squaci oi 6u-oaci players down to tne 
famous watering resort, far from 
\ the madding crowd and the distrac- 
j tion of the city where they’ll buckle 
. right down to work for the open­
ing of the season with Holy Cross 
; at Worcester on Sept. 28.
This marks the first time since 
1923 that the Dominicans have at- 
; tempted anything of this sort. And 
the present squad, with a nucleus of 
14 lettermen and a flock of fine re­
cruits coming up from last year’s 
Freshman team, looks to be the^ 
ample return on the work and ex­
pense that goes into the pre-season 
camp.
During their stay at the Pier the 
Friars will work out with two ses­
sions a day on the Point Judith polo 
field. In a week or so Coach McGee 
will announce the names of -those 
invited to the camp.
BRIDE TO SCOUT
Working with McGee this season: 
will be Phil Couhig. former Boston 
College star, as line coach, and 
lie Roberge, versatile Friar gradu- ; 
ate, as end coach. Each served in 
the same capacity last year. Tom 
“Junie” Bride, backfield mentor for 
the past four seasons, has asked for 
a year’s leave of absence because 
of pressure of his duties in a gov­
ernment position. He'll serve the 
team only in an unofficial post as 
scout this campaign while McGee 
himself han dies _the backs,
nounced today by 
Friar athletic au­
thorities.
For one thing, 
the Friars this ■ 
year will start the 
campaign with a 
two-weeks pre­
season training ■ 
period at Narra­
gansett Pier, ac- F 
cording to. plans ; 
announced by ; 
Head Coach Joe ■: 
| McGee.
Coach McGee 1 
on Sept. 9 will 
take a picked'
] The Friars have ah e^P®^1 
son f0r wanting * building
paign this seasom gn
new steel stanns to ce!e_
Sth^P-^with a «W 
g-%J“SS °‘
Athletics Johnn o-ames on the
have a fl°®k ofri_h°“e opening of the 
schedule to mark * rytrouWes out 
: new stands, buab lumher for i 
in the Wes* ,tn lrom have
j the seats is cornu o 
slowed up the work. now I
The stands w university Sa“!e’ 
until- the Niag mark the
,Nov.. 9- new seating area, but!
I opening of p^ication game wont 
the actual dedmat Rhode
?°,^\tate wtil come to town Orig­inally the Sfe game was slaed^aJ
-•iuWtW-X.
her, they1* f n > en the followmg 
St. Anselm s_ ..Colby, Spring--
1 Saturday, • College Niagara and 
mder. Col- 
a^Mainel 
0UThe ’Varsityaand Freshman sched- 
ules: ’VARSITY
September'28, Holy Cross at Wor- 
cenhtober 5, St. Anselm’s College at 
Manchester, N- H„ replaces Lowell 
^October 12, City College of New! 
Y°OrctoberN19WCYo?by College at Water- 
V1Octob’er112(), Springfield College at 
S^&TBoStoti College at 
B NoTember 9, Niagara University at 
Providence, (opening of new sta 
^November 16, Rhode Island State 
at Providence, originally Kingston, 
(dedication of new stadium.) 
FRESHMAN
Oct. 4, Holy Cross Freshmen at I 
P Oct"morning), Boston College I 
KOc“DeanIcademy at Franklin, ! 
^Oct. 25, Marianapolis College at I 
P1Novdei, St. John’s Prep at Danvers, I 
Jdass. I
j Nov- 8 (pending). ■ WrPsh- 
1 Nov. 15, Rhode Island State Fresn 
men at. Providence. ■ ,
The list of prospects foi the
sitv team, which will be captained by 
n^r Landry ’36, and co-managed > 
by Joseph Dyer and Quentin Geary, 
both ’36 is an impressive one. 
Veterans, who will be on hand are. 
ENDS
Warwick and John Smith of Brock
ton..___ u—----------------- ——
TACKLES
Leo Davin, New Haven; William i 
Lawler, Springfield, Mass., and Leo ! 
Bouzan of Newton Centre, Mass., all > 
lettermen, and William Sullivan and 
Dan McQueeney, both of Providence.
GUARDS
James Boroboras, Providence, let­
terman, and Joseph McHenry, Provi­
dence; Joseph Lenihan, Norwich, 
Conn., and Edward MorPan, Nashua, 
N. H.
CENTRES !
Ben Abrams, Providence, ietter-
'............ .....-
men, and Paddy Morrison, Staten 
Island, and Jesse Braault, Harris­
ville, R. I.
QUARTERBACKS
Capt. Omer Landry, Central Falls, 
and Ray Belliveau, Fitchburg, both 
lettermen, and Leonard Strasberg, 
Providence, who was. ineligible last 
lyeat as a transfer student.
HALFBACKS
Hank Soar, Pawtucket; Joseph' 
Balzanelli, Barre, Vt.; Joe LeFebvre. j 
Pawtucket, all lettermen, and Tom i 
Hammond, Fall River; Carlo Am- i 
gelica, Enfield, Conn. Thomas Ha- 
■ zell, Vrighton, Mass., and Charles 
jBurke, Newton, Mass. .
-V ' FULLBACKS
> Richard Vitullo of Warren and Ed 
Sokolowski of Cranston, both letter- , 
/men. ,
Prospects from the Freshman 
j team:
ENDS
Paul Ryan, Haverhill; Manny 
Borges, Bristol; Laurence Marion, 
Putnam; Thomas Devine, Suffield, • ' 
Conn. 1
TACKLES i
Norman Eicher, Torrington, Conn.; ■ 
Raymond Guillette, Taunton; Ed- j 
ward Snyder, Paterson. N. J.; An- , 
thony Capucilli, 'Warren.
GUARDS
Benedict. Polak, P.. Warren. Stan- £ 
ley Gorman, Somersville; William , 
Spinnler, Paterson, N. J.; Constan- ( 
tino Cinquegrana, Warwick; Johnp 
Lyons Fall River; Robert Robinson, ’] 
Pawtucket. 1
CENTRES
Walter Strepek of Woonsocket; 1 
John Millian of Attlebore, Mass.
QUARTERBACKS'
Dominic Minicucci, Naugatuck, 
John Dempsey, Putnam, Conn.; Vin­
cent Ahearn of Derby. Conn.
HALFBACKS
John Lengyel, New Haven; John 
Cronin of Providence.
COACH McGEE, of Providence College, watches 
Capt. Landry demonstrate tackling methods during 
 a practice session at Point Judith Country Club.
Friars to Have Fall Training
Two-Week Practice Session to Start
Sept. 9 at Narragansett Pier
I Continuing innovations begun last 
year when graduate coaching was 
l adopted for both varsity and fresh­
man elevens, the Providence College 
athletic department today announced 
plans to hold a two-week pre-sea­
son training camp for the Providence 
Varsity squad at Narragansett Pier 
starting Sept. 9.
The Friar football schedule for this 
fall calls for two games at home and 
six on the road. Holy Cross will open 
the 1935 campaign at Worcester on 
Sept. 28. For the first time in its- 
history Providence will meet a 
Maine team in football, the Colby 
“Mules”, of Waterville, Me. Another 
new arrival on the listing is St. An­
selm’s of Manchester, N. H„ which 
follows Holy Cross on the schedule.
City College of New York, Spring­
field, Boston College, Niagara Uni­
versity and Rhode Island State also 
appear on the Friar slate. The Niag­
ara game will open the new stadium 
erected on Hendricken field and 
elaborate dedication exercises will 
be held when Rhode Island State 
pays a visit to the field for the clos­
ing Friar contest.
For the first time in years the 
Friars will not start their pre-season 
drills on Hendricken field but will 
transfer their activities to the Point 
Judith Club field near the Pier. 
There Coach Joseph P. “Joe” McGee 
will have charge of about 30 picked 
players with an intensive program 
mapped out for each day-
Coach McGee announced his staff 
this morning. He has retained Phil 
Couhig, former Boston College tackle 
star, as line coach, and Oliver Ro­
berge, one of Providence's well- 
known athletes, as end coach. 
Thomas P.. Bride, Jr., backfield coach 
for the past four years, will serve in 
an unofficial capacity. this year due 
to the pressure of business/Bride is 
expected to do much of the scouting 
for the Friars while his work with 
the backfield squad will be handled 
by McGee. 
plans to have his players in top con­
dition early. Equipment will be 
drawn on Sept. 8, when the picked 
players will meet at the College.
McGee anticipates making changes 
in his Ffeshraan coaching staff in 
keeping with ■ is policy to give 
graduates of tj..'e'r college an oppor- i 
tunity to coach. Several of the for- 
fflet stars of Friar football teams are 
under consideration for work as 
Freshman mentors.
As Hendricken field will not be 
ready until later in the year, several 
games which were scheduled for that 
surface have been transferred to op­
ponents’ gridirons. The Friars were 
listed to meet St. Anselm’s, Spring­
field and Colby here but a strike in 
a mid-Western lumber company 
halted the completion of the Hen­




Sept. 28—Holy Cross at Worcester, Mass.
Oct. 5—St. Anselm’s College at Manches­ter, N. h.
Oct. 12—City College of New York at 
New York City.
Oct. 19—Colby College at Waterville, Me.
Oct. 26—Springfield College at Spring­
field, Mass.
Nov. 2—Boston College at Boston, Mass. 
, ^ov*.9—Niagara University at Providence, 
'Opening of new stadium).
Nov. 16—Rhode Island State at Provi­
dence, (Dedication of new stadium).
Freshman
Oct. 4—Holy Cross Freshmen at Provi­
dence.
Oct. 12—Morning. Boston College Fresh­
men at Boston, Mass.
Mass** 19—Dean Academy at Franklin, 
dence’ —Marianapolis College at Provi- 
Nov. 1—st. John’s Prep at Danvers, Mass. 
Nov. 8—(Pending).
Providen5 island State Freshmen at
The players available to Coach Mc­
Gee for the coming season follow;
Varsity
Ends: Al Hagstiom, Gloucester, Mass., Ed. 
Ed Banahan, New Haven; Gerald Duffy, West Worwick; John Smith, 
Brockton. (Freshmen last year): Paul Ryan, 
«1Hi,Manny Borges, Bristol; Laurence 
COa^on’ Putnam>‘ Tom Devine, Sufiield,
Tackles: Leo Davin, New Haven: Bill 
Yaxvler,_Spnngfieldi_ Leo , Bouzan, Newton..
EIGHT GAMES SCHEDULED
FOR DOMINICAN ELEVEN
The Providence College football candidates went right to work 
on pre-season drills as this picture, taken yesterday on the beach 
at Narragansett Pier, indicates. While the coaches looked on the 
Friars held their morning workout on the beach and moved to 
the Point Judith polo field for the afternoon practice. The Friars 
will remain at the Pier until Sept. 18.





Burdge Is Added to Staff of 
Tutors as Friars 
Take Field
By FRED FOLEY 
(News-Tribune Sports Writer) 
T:™ydence College football 
squad will leave tomorrow for\ Nar- ragansett Pier to open a twokr-'k
Fred Foleyr u potey oacKneid
Sara* «s
position will be somewhat cut down 
ChSaXarR^.l,:eS^^ of business, and 
cnailie Buidge of Warren reeenrlv named as Freshman coach reCently 
sr?eringM?4WHhft rec.eived a Friar de- 
fn sirrin8' as a tackle
ball 1 w?n a pitche1’ on the base- 
withtt'^sLXXt0£ his work 
MORE HELP NEEDED 
laterathe°anh M'tGee announce 
J Friar ^duX?otmheandle°fthe S 
job-
Charlie O’Tctnr1 ? McCormick and 
I Atthe pfer n year’s coaches. 
Cer' lJ tdge Wil1 asist Mc-
players, who 4dfl make fhe trip^The 
flayers who the
JoT^aSSS’lI^^^-Jbrams, 
Hammond, Ray Belliveau, 11 jSS 
Strom, Paddy Morrison, William 
Lawler Edward Gill, Leo BOu‘a“ 
Edward Banahan, Richard Wttullo’ 
James Borboras, Leo Davin Cart 
Angelica, William Moge BenedW 
St°WDekDOmpiCi M™nicucci, Walter 
btieypek, Paul Ryan, Leonard LenagveT8wmPete c Lekakos> ^n 
So ™1,am Spmnler, Raymond 
Guillette, Edward Snyder, Norman 
Eichner, Stanley Gorman, and Man­
agers Qumton Geary and Joe Dyer 
and. .Trainer Mai Brown. ’
pre-season train­
ing peril u in w - 
aration for a 
son th? i :- 
pected to be one 
of the mos<. 
cessful in Friar . 
history. .
Head Coach Joe 
McGee will ac- 
company the 
squad, along with 
his assistants, 
Phil Couhug, line 
coach; Ollie Ro- 
berge, end coach; 
Tom “Junie” 
Bride, b kfi l
Gerald Prior 
THE SPORT WINDOW
—--------------- ---- By GERALD PRIOR —— ------ —
THAT DEEP, DARK SECRET
TT WAS all very mysterious, that secret scrimmage Saturday be- 
tween the football squads of Brown and Providence College. The 
Friars must have felt like the Foreign Legion, operating under sealed 
orders. They turned up at Hendricken Field, expecting nothing more 
than one of the usual, run-of-the-mill pre-season 
workouts and suddenly found themselves headed for 
Brown Field for a stiff session of contact work with 
the Brown team. The affair, after that, ran off very 
pleasantly, we understand, with plenty of benefit to 
both squads.
It was arranged Friday night by Coach Joe Mc­
Gee of the Friars and the Brown athletic authorities. 
Meeting, probably, beside the hollow tree in the old 
graveyard at. the stroke of 12, with each party to the 
plan giving the agreed upon signal, three hoots of an 
owl, upon nearing the place of assignation. After 
the time and the place of the morrow’s meeting were
settled, all concerned, it may be, took oaths not to talk, signing the 
papers with pens dipped in one another’s blood. The secret was pretty 
well preserved, too, from the general public, except for some 200 or so 
Brown lads, who managed to get over ?md see the scrimmage.
Seriously, though, it’s hard to see the reason for all the mystery. 
Granting that neither Coach McGee nor Coach Tuss McLaughry of 
Brown wanted to make a public showing of his plays at this point, it 
appears they might have kept the whole show just as private by lock­
ing the gates to the field. This simple method has been known to work 
very well in keeping the non-paying crowd outside at games. Of 
course, some of the folks might have' taken the opportunity to peer 
through the fence, but either coach should be willing to spot a future 
opponent’s scout or (any other interested spectators the information 
that could be picked up on either team from that distance.
Possibly, we’re going too deeply into the matter, but it occurs to 
us that there may have been other reasons for the cloak of secrecy, 
particularly on the part of the Brown folks, who, we understand, were 
especially insistent that no word of the affair leak out. It’s no secret 
that the football-minded in these parts have arrived at the point where 
they’re wondering, and loudly, just when Brown is going to find a 
place on its gridiron slate for the Friars. It’s a puzzle to all hands 
why the Bears can’t make room on their list for a game that's a real i 
natural, from any point of view.
Providence College has never made any official statement of its 
desire for a game, but we know, as does about everyone else, that the 
Friars would welcome the opportunity, now that they’re at a point in 
their gridiron history where they could make things interesting for 
the Bruin. It’s also pretty well known that Brown doesn’t want the 
game at this point, for some reason that’s not quite clear. But it does 
seem that therein may lie the cause for the secrecy about the recent 
scrimmage, If it were given any sort of publicity, if a flock of fans 
turned out, to watch the teams scrimmaging upon an even basis, they’d 
wonder more than ever why two sdch natural rivals couldn’t meet in a 
real game.
The scrimmage showed the teams to be pretty evenly matched. ' 
Any attempt at scoring touchdowns was strictly out, according tol the 
plans agreed upon before hand. When either team, on the offence, 
managed to. get inside the opposition’s 20-yard line the play was im­
mediately turned around. If a player shook himself loose of the oppo­
sition with a clear path to the goal facing him, he purposely ran ojT 
side. So it was far from being even a practice game. But during 
affair, such as it was, the Friars held their own.
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
That removes one objection to a Brown-Friar game, one that has 
been pretty hollow,_ anyway, for the past couple of years. You can’t 
say now that Providence College isn’t strong enough to offer Brown 
a real battle, particularly after the rather sorry record the Bears had 
last year and their dismal prospects this season. There was once am 
other argument against the game from a Brown side. Providence Col­
lege hadn’t any Freshman rule, while Brown had. The Friars allowed 
first-year-men to play on their ’Varsity teams immediately after en­
tering college. But that one also has been buried for a couple of 
years, with a full Freshman rule in operation at the Dominican college.
t certainly is a puzzle. Two colleges, which have friendly, color­
ful relations in baseball and basketball, unable to come together in 
football, the greatest spectacle of them all and the game the general 
public likes best to see colleges play. Well, at any rate, the situation 
is capable of producing a chuckle or two, when it gives rise to such 
ridiculous secrecy as surrounded Saturday’s scrimmage.
Midget of Grid
(International News Photo)
Omer Landry, captain and half­
back on the Providence College 
eleven, which faces Holy Cross 
next Saturday, is the smallest 
collegiate grid leader in the 
East. Despite his size and 
weight, Landry is hard to halt.
BOston TRANSCRIPT
Veteran Providence College Eleven
Pointing for Clash with Crusaders
' ' . ®y LEROY ATKINSON
year as director of teotbalFat" Pro^deS cXge"
■aunching i se„.““ SiaT « H.T™? “c’X
counting the game as the season’s red-letter dav « stude.nts h®re are 
:^"at Ccach Joe McGee feelB that he to S X“
against Holy Cross ,at Worcester, Me- p . —— __
Gee will present the; best line-up he, or 'S;„,team is within scoring .distance. 
Providence College has had in several feated pl’0Vldence College de­
years.. ”ated Boston College, 13-7, last year,
“I’m not predicting that we will win,” a'victoro! hava teen Poking toward 
•says Joe. “But I am predicting ■ that seiomF rHoly Cr0S5' dually the 
.Holy. Cross will be given a better battle Island lame a“a-;nst Rhode
than Rhode Island State College pre-- but ,7® ls the camPaign climax, 
sented last week. . ' ' P SI s“e? the Crusader appeared' slug-
“In eight positions I will have play- th? R; I' States last Saturday,
era who saw action last year—Thomas to n-im+?quad has beeu fondly hoping 
Bouzan, left tackle; Jim Boboras, left dunite! season’s big surprise by 
guard; Ben Abrams, centre; Alfred ng Hol5’ Cross.
Hagstrom; Capt. Omar Landry, quar- DAVIN BIGGEST
terback; Raymond Bellibeau, right half- Tfte w-,,?-hack; Hank Soar, left halfback' and of th! g lmeuP on side
Dick Vitullo, fullback. 1 “J® line against Holy Cross will have
- „ At left halfback McGee will have Of Haverhiu at left ' end,
Paw? 1s®?1’ a A^-pounder from Bouzan^rU?r °f■ the entire team; Tom
Pawtucket who was picked last S, ^ewt011 at >«t tackle; Jim
bS allTstar ? small-college Ben Abl2Lthls ®lfcy at leffc guard, and
pass t JrJ* ? the boy whose forward centre^ a? tw also Providence at
for t! Ca”t Landl'y »aved the way ward TOnu J5ght sMe of the for’
Bos«n„ Ji1!!11"*® touchdown against Wan-en r t1U ?e E'd?scilct Polak of
Sv*"-snS«“su
r important in Providence P^yer tips^tbe^scal^^a^le? 4?^ iS-
£<WS fig ££ fiffta* .xt“i “T!«»»■> uassn&?w«s* « K“ai
InP°+S^tOn' aS, hall-carrying halfback. cSi man. of the new Frovi-
na^inaact> s°Phomore Moge’s forward ft £Se, team is Ki!1 3Ioge. 
passing, tremendous punting and whls, sepkomore’s addition to
ground gaining may relieve Soar of the rlir ts?uad that makes it possible01 starting against till S’e Soar to remafn on
Cnuaders. It may be the intention of ,! ■ ?es until he is needed,
Coach McGee to start Moge and to th-! 1 “ Mo»e’s tremendous punts
keep Soar out until such time as the S ,a*® expected to keen P C
of Gauger at Fftton field ’ ‘
Ben Abrams, Providence Colleg e Junior, who will take over the 
centre assignment held last seas on by Abe Feit, who graduated 
in June. Abrams is at present o n the hospital list with an in­
jured wrist, but is expected to b e fully recovered by Saturday 
when the Friars meet Holy Cross in the Dominican opening game.
Friar First-String Centre
I
MgGee Stresses Signal Work as Friars Drill for Opener
Scrimmage Against' Brown 
Helpful in Ironing Out 
Ragged Play.
■ In possession of valuable’’informa
; tion concerning ,his. Providence Col- 
I lege eleven’s possibilities and the no 
tentialities of thef Friars’ first foe’ 
Holy Cross, Coach Joe McGee be van 
yesterday to concentrate on last min 
ute work for the Dominican’s open-
■ mg game at Worcester on Saturday.
The scrimmage with Brown was 
; the means of enlightening both the 
Friar mentor and his staff of assist 
ants about several things which have 
been up in the air” during the early 
training period. Facts not retdilv 
brought out in a scrimmage between 
A and B teams of the same sauad came to light against Brown d
Fred Huggins, former P r 
brought back from the Crusader' 
Ram game.enough notes to eivl th’ 
Smith Hillers an idea of what mav 
be expected from the Jesuits ?hu 
year. Providence, up in Weight ex" 
penence and condition is no 
for the coming clash with thf PuJS§
Last season the upset victory over 
Boston College crowned the 
efforts. This year Holy Cross inn 
as the big obstacle in the path to a 
. successful season. True, the Cr°4 
I has always been a stumbling block 
I ^.SJEJnars  ̂buy^ Dominicans 
have advanced a long wav in th 
j past few campaigns and will m 2! nK1°reeqUalt^S
Ed Snyder, Friar end and tacWn returned to practice yesterday1 Snv’ 
der is one of the squad’s ‘w; 
and his return further stren1^tS the Dominican chances He It®11! 
at end for the freshmen but 
to an excess of capable ends h ™ 
work with the tackles’ With 
injured, however, the big pa+t“ G 11 N. J., sophomore may takelv! 
end post for the time being hlS
Signals were the important on the Friar drill program 2* 
day. Backs and linemen /es"er* 
hard to perfect their timing 
while Coach Charlie Burdgf' 
yearlings another long Workout 
preparation for scrimmaging Z+h 
the Varsity, probably this afternlc^ 
The P. C. band, 40 strong took ?£ 
field before the footballScandidJtZ 
appeared and held a marching drill* J
Presenting three Providence College football luminaries who are hard to down. Ray Belhveau,
halfback; Capt. Omer Landry, quarterback, and Hank Soar, halfback, left to right.
Friar Backfield Trio With Plenty of Zip
Should the Friars be able to half 
the Crusaders’ air attack this after 
noon at Worcester, they will , 
it interesting” for Holy i 
opinion of Coach Joe McGee of P th® 
idence College. While> he diri^’ 
care to predict the outcome of The 
encounter last night, McGee hor the 
that the Purple will’ notfind it 
to gain ground against the Rl=nl Sy 
White via the land route k and
“Holy Cross has a ennd „„ • tack,” continued the ^ar “h Fi 
coach, “but if my bovs , ,head 
throw it off. balance we staFk able to 
chance of taking the game”*" even
Providence and Holv 
at 3 p. m. today on Fitton" p-3S “eet 
Crusaders’ home gridiron the
“football generations” wi'u ing for the honor of their be fight‘ 
institutions. In past respective Friars have failed ?o pie^St°hns/he 
pie armor, although they have th PUr" 
,S adeerkfter the
m™evfneterms. ‘Holyon 
experienced team, whkh Shasan 
: opinion of many, is headed f “ the 
tional and possibly national^ SSC‘ 
Providence has what F ^°nors- 
termed its "best” eleven -FF?1 be i 
first time in years has’3Pd f°r ‘he 
reserves which should r.r®upply of 
cient to make a worthy sPhM|uffl-
At Holy Cross, Dr p/ij- S' 
son, head coach, ’has not be Ander‘ 
fled with the work of his X?tis- 
tion, which started against Rh^FF’ 
land State. Injuries have alT^nF 
a part in the changes whirh pl yed made in the Purple line VpeTeT-be 
gua’s ailment proves tn h et Lln’ 
cial, as some believe it ,suPerfi- 
Will start at right guard, 
gan may hold down the Wt «
Beta tocl.M “ "g
  Holy Cross' Favored Over 
Providence College Eleven
Purple Will Not Find
Gains Through Line Easy
McGee of Domininanc McGee of Dominica s Looks 
for Close Game at Fitton 
Field Today.
On the ends Bob Daughters and 
Johnny O’Donnell, a junior from 
Providence, will hold forth. O’Don­
nell replaces the injured John 
O’Neill. Another Rhode Islander who 
may see reserve duty is Bill Gallogly, 
fullback. Gallogly was quarterback 
of the Warwick high eleven two 
years back, while O’Donnell was one 
of La Salle’s outstanding ends.
The tackles for the Purple will be 
Dave Gavin and “Hip” Moncewicz; 
the guards, Lingua and Flanagan; 
and the centre, Bob Mautner. In the 
backfield Rex Kidd, fleet-footed 
quarterback; Capt. Nick Morris and 
Vin Dougherty, halfbacks; and Joe | 
Yablonsky, fullback, will start.
Sophomores may carry the reserve 
burden for the Cross twith. small pos-: 
sibility that any will edge out a vet- I 
eran for the starting work. Among’ 
them are Bill Shields, Bill Gallogly, 
Joe Curran and John Dzierzak.; 
Shields and Dzierzak are ends, Gal­
logly a fullback and Curran, a guard, j
The return of Jim Hobin, star i 
passer and punter; Charlie Brucato, 
Milford sophomore, and Bob Curley, 
regular right end, has strengthened 
the Cross’s reserve power consid­
erably. There is slight chance that 
any of these players will start, but ■ 
they are slated for duty as subs. In- ■ 
juries have kept all of them out of , 
action until, today.
The Providence College situation 
.is little altered. The line will re­
gain the same as previously an­
nounced, with two exceptions. Pat 
Morrison will start at centre in place 
of Ben Abrams, whose injured wrist 
has not responded sufficiently to 
warrant a starting assignment. Wal­
ter Strepek, Woonsocket sophomore, 
may replace Hagstrom at one end. 
j For backfield starters Capt. Landry 
has been selected to quarterback the 
eleven; Dick Vitullo will be at full- 
1 back; and Ray Belliveau and Bill 
Moge will be at the halves. Hank 
Soar is also a possible starter, as Mc­
Gee said last night that he would 
not choose a final starting backfield 
until he had looked over the situa-i 
tion at Fitton Field.
The Friar line from the centre out 
will have Jim Boboras and Ben Po­
lak, guards; Leo Davin and Leo Bou- 
zan, tackles; and Gus Hagstrom or 
Walter Strepek and Paul Ryan, ends. 
Strepek, at end, will leave Hagstrom 
available for reserve duty, a possi­
bility which assumes more import­
ance as Hagstrom can sub at either 
'■ flank. Strepek’s .presence would 
make the Friar line several pounds 
heavier, bringing it closer to the 
Crusader level.
H.C. TOPS FRIARS,
HOLY CROSS REPULSES STUBBORN FRIARS, 12-10
Providence Eleven Refuses to 
Budge Eight Times Within 
10-Yard Line
(Special to the Sunday Advertiser)
Worcester, Sept. 28_The Holy 
Cross Crusaders, met a tartar here 
’ this afternoon in Providence Col- 
i lege. The under rated Friars not 
i only practically exploded' the
‘ stones of the Crusader power bnt 
forced the Anderson team to the 
limit before bowing, 12 to 0
Tlie Cross, one of the heaviest 
teams m the East, presents „ ,tack that lacked sincere lda '
“a
Gaming ground almost at will 
, around the center of the 
iron, the Crusaders virtually 
up against a stone wall Lin the shadow of the t?- with-, 
line. ne Fnar goal
No less than in ,,
saders’ highly geared h Cru"’ 
the ball within ftLbscb 
yard line but on eight o^™?6 S 1Qj 
attack fizzled as the Fr?f?v°ns th* 
. charged the heavier Crusaders^ 
MOGE SPARKLES '
Captain Nick Norrie, 
’first touohdown in' ?.scored ths 
quarter after some hrnr °penir« 
j vidual work. The I’1 lndi’ 
drive, with Morris doing th^°WM 
of the work, ended flf+f the brunt 
battering down the fiZm ? 57-yard 
ris, on a reverse, skirt 'vhen Mor-, 
for the score. Kidd’s d ?2 yards 
went wide. Placement'
After a ding-dong battl • 
. second and third periods th^r 
saders tallied again in J. “ Cru'* 
Yablonski and Dougherty f fTth< 
the second Crusader? featured 
drive. After being hBm°hdowa 
timts without gain witu- ld thre® 
yard line, RedXSSv the five- 
through for the second ttn srnasW 
Kidd failed to Place kick Agai« 
Lafter^______  the point
The victory was costly for tha 
Anderson team as Captain Nick 
Morris, the spark plug of the of­
fense, was injured in the second 
period and put out of commission 
for the rest of the day. Morris 
suffered a badly sprained ankle.
Coach Anderson used his sub-< 
stitutes sparingly as the stub- 
borness of the Friar defense and 
its vicious att ack gave the Crus ad-, 
ers plenty of trouble.
Bill Moge, a 185 pound triple 
threat, was the outstanding Friar, 
back,
The Crusaders attempted nine 
laterals but lost a kick off in 
; the third period when Yablonski 
fumbled for a 40-yard loss. Provi­
dence attempted eight aerials with' 
only one connecting. The back- 
field hocus-pocus attempted by 
Dougherty to either Yablonski or 
Daughters missed fire several! 
times, and Anderson abandoned, 
the sleight of hand football in the 
final half. Although Nick Morris 
was out of commission in the sec­
ond half, he was the best ground 
gainer of the afternoon.
HOLY CROSS PROVIDENCE C.
Daughters, le.
re, Hagstrom, Snyder, Strepek 
Gavin, It.......... . ...........................  rt, Davin
Luciano, lg ........ rg, Polak, Strasberg 
Mautner, c ........ c, Abrams, Morrison 
Flanagan, Lingua, rg.
ig, Bobo-ras, Eichner 
Moncewicz, rt........  it, Bouzanl
O’Donnell, Ryan, re.
le, Ryan, Gill 
Kidd, <ib ............... .............. .. qb, Landry
Dougherty, Janiak, Canini, Ihb.
rhb, BelliveatS 
Morris, Hanifan, Kuziora, rhb.
' lhb, Moge, Soar 
Yablonski, Massey, fb. ' ■
„ fb, Vitullb, Gaffney,
Score by periods:
Holy Cross ............. 6 0. 0 6—12
Providence C........... o 0 0 0—13
Touchdowns—Morris, Dougherty. Offi­
cials—-Referee—D. Leo Daley, B. C. Um­
pire —Thomas Scanlon, Fordham. Head 
Linesman—James L. Duffy, B. C. Field 
Judge William J. Prendergast, Colby^ 
Time—15m. periods.
Breaking a Stonewall —By Al Banx
Nick Morris Starting on 15-Yard Jaunt Behind Perfect Inti
Morris, Holy Cross captain, gave a brilliant exhibition of ball carrying during the first half of yesterday’s game with Providence, being st opped only 
Morris was starting on an off tackle smash which resulted in a 15-yard gain. Note the perfect interference running ahead of him.
HUMBLES FRIARS 12 TO 0
Powerful Crusaders Punch
Out 17 First Downs to Win
Stubborn P. C, Defence Pre-
vents Scoring Orgy; Score 
Lowest in Series.
BY JOE NUTTER ' >
Fitton Field, Worcester, Mass 
Sept. 28.—The Crusaders of Holy 
Cross kept their record clear of de 
feats and their goal line inviolate bv 
defeating the Providence ColleZ 
Friars 12 to 0, here today. The game 
was played on a sodden gridiron un 
der a steady drizzle that at times 
reached the proportions of a down 
pour, and the Slippery turf ham" 
pered both teams. m’
The score established a new all 
time low for the Crusader, so far 
this series is concerned, for the nrl 
vious lowest count stood at 14 to 0
Today, Holy Cross had a high 
powered offence, fully 100 per CX' 
improved over the lagging drive of 
last week’s opener, and she gained* 
staggering total of yards n?6d ? 
down the field, a considerable 
tion in the shadow of the Friar 
posts. Providence, on the nfh 1 
hand, showed a team that ros^to 
rare standards of excellence ™ th 
defensive, but seldom showed an 
fence that was able to break 1°' 
the Crusader defence. ak down.
Lashing out with a furinno ", 
in the initial period, Holy ft? 
scored twice, only to „y Cross 
nullified by a holding penalt? 
fought desperately against th a’ TS-he defencemen until win past ha 
tance in the final period befn? dlS' 
was able to drive.over the 
ing touchdown. ® COnclud-
And in the interim, Prnma 
landed big Bill Moge on a Cr 
fumble on the Holy Cross 26 
line early in the final period and ?d 
a time lifted the hopes of the invS 
“g =°n<.tragent- the heightToJ 
the best passing attack that & ? 
ars could muster wasn’t good to break through the Purp^ and'?11 
Crusaders’ second tally shortl?^?6 
the most potential Provident h®T 
put an end to the hopes for th « ’ 
Friar triumph in the history 
series between these two -rivals™6
Game played:
  September 28, 1935
IMPROVED CRUSADER
Alternating between the single 
. wing and kick forniat'ibns, the Friar 
j lacked the concerted attack neces- 
! sary to grind out yards against this 
ponderous Purple machine. The 
. Friar defence was superb, rising to 
real heights in the middle two pe­
riods as it fought out a dozen des­
perate sorties against its citadel. The 
' Friar acclaim quite completely lies 
; in that department.4 4 4
Opening with a high-powered 
drive by a revamped line-up that 
had been through a week of desper­
ate preparation, Holy Cross quickly 
and decisively moved out ahead. 
Eleven plays after the game opened, 
the Crusader operating on the drive 
and speed of Morris, Yablonski, Kidd 
and .Dougherty, with Dougherty the 
best of the lot, set out on a march 
that quickly carried to a touchdown.
Sixty yards they covered on high 
riding sorties by Capt. Nick Morris, 
Kidd and Dougherty, with a beauti­
fully executed reverse, Dougherty to 
Morris, that unwound out around the 
Friar right end, spelling out the tal­
ly. It took just six plays, in addition 
to the four yard runback by Morris 
to crack the Friar defence wide 
open, and the score of 6 to 0 at that 
stage looked impressive enough, for 
, a starter. Kidd had missed his at- 
; tempt to convert the point by a 
placement.
Pouncing on Belliveau’s fumble on 
the second play after the following 
kick-off, the Crusader charged over 
the terrain for 42 yards in a drive 
that carried for another touchdown, 
but John B. O’Donnell, Providence 
boy who was stationed at right end 
for Holy Cross, was detected holding, 
and the touchdown nullified.Me ♦
There the'-tide turned, and a Friar, 
who had shown little with which to 
cope with this fire-eating Crusader, 
came to life, and from there until the 
final moments of the wracking and 
bitterly-fought encounter, held the 
Holy Cross machine to its small but 
sufficient lead. More than two quar­
ters were played in and around the 
Providence 20-yard line, but the 
Friar took everything that ■'•yas 
thrown his way in the form of passes, 
sweeps, smashes and plunges, reeled 
off with all the wizardry of execu­
tion of Dr. Anderson’s best threats. 
And the second tally didn’t come un­
til midway through the fourth frame, 
when Crusader reserves had worn 
down some of the colossal figures in 
the Dominican line and backfield.
Nick Morris was‘injured and led 
from the field late in the second 
quarter, but the Crusader called the 
roll through most of her backfield, 
and one outfit looked little better 
than the other in battering down the 
Friar defence. The Crusader could 
do everything but score touchdowns, 
it seemed, for she piled up tremen- 
js- -A—---------- .........r
Continued from Page 1, Col. 8.
BY JOE NUTTER
' dous yardage by holding the ball 
most of the 60 minutes.
Take the second quarter, for in­
stance. Following an exchange- of 
kicks as the session opened, Kidd got 
in a runback of a Moge punt to the 
Providence 45-yard line. That drive 
carried down to the Friar 12. Three 
times Holy Cross had a first down in­
side the Providence 15-yard. line, but 
not once could she break down that 
Friar defence.
* * »
The third quarter was something 
of a repetition of the second, with 
Holy Cross losing out on her first 
sortie on a fumble by Yablonski on 
the Friar 24-yard stripe, then march- 
ing 57 yards for a first down on the 
j Friar 11-yard line, only to continue 
on to the Friar two-yard line there 
to lose the ball on downs.
Fumbles had a major part, in the 
game, both teams erring repeatedly 
but most of the trouble there could 
be charged up to the wretched con­
dition of the playing field and the 
slippery ball.
Mid-way .through the final session 
the. Crusader drove out a 71-yard 
march to send Dougherty across for 
.the, second tally, a one-yard romp ■ 
. through the Friar right guard turn- 
! ing the trick. Snyder blocked Kidd’s ’ 
attempt at placement.
Providence hopes went a “Soaring” ■ 
early in the final period, in the only 
real bid of the invading forces when : 
Hex Kidd fumbled on an attempted 
lateral and Bill Moge recovered on ' 
the Crusader 26-yard line. Ryan lost ; 
nine yards and “Hank” .Soar passed i 
to G-us Hagstrom and Ray Belliveau 1 
on the next two downs, but both - 
flings went incomplete and with ’ 
them Providence’s hopes for a tie or j 
a conquest. After Providence had J 
had her chance and failed to capi- J 
talize on it. the Crusader took the bit i 
„ between his teeth and marched 1
I ’’ 7 __,, ...... .
through the. Friar walls of defence 
lor the second touchdown.
Providence had’a ’life on the sec 
i ond last play of the half- when 
| intercepted Dougherty’s flat pass 
Xniumne Friar five-yard line, and 
clear S / lnt° what speared a 
u| withe‘V7>yai'ds before meeting 
»•« “’d
sSef'HS; 
week ago had™^11 Rllode Island a 
Provement in 3 vast im‘
attack, and donhlt pef,fection of her 
experience made\eSS that one game’s 
the diSer^ncp^THP considerable of 
offences todav these twofirst downE : *°Iy Cross made
and in the for tbe mvader,
^^”=£1.^1 
was a 
to Daughters Dough®rtywas called in/* dld 116 work, but 
seldom. “ 1 operation all too
BemXueiaCndSWte uLandry’ Moge’ 
ing half and pTu^3110 ln the °Pen- 
and Vitu’llo in 5elllveau> Moge, Soar 
her was' a tl?® s®cond half- Eich- 
Friar fine °f strength-in the
The summary;
D?ught°?s°®S J12' • PROV. COLLEGE <01 
Gann. 1. ’t ; e................................ e„
Man?"0’ ’■ 8-.’Z..................... V t’’ B°uzan
i-1 ■ ....................... ?- p°^
Dough ’j b-• 6 • •.......... ............I'-'e./sSepe”
Yablonski. f. ..........................r. h„ Belliveau
Holy cro^ -f2 % vitu,1°
^■Do^^t? ĥd™-;-Mor0ris°(Do6^? 
College—HaestrnmSrlb5tltutions: Providence 
Da°S5°=- ^'eF!k- Eichner for
Snyder for wL®, boras- GuiHette for 
SiJ. Gaffnev for trom- Soa1' for Lan‘ 
Lawler fOr Bouzan fUllo, Snyder for Ryan, 
Spmnler for Polak ^xn,™cci for Gaffney, 
Holy Cross—.Han,?’ Landry for Belliveau; 
Dougherty, Mas^.rv f°r Morris. Janiak for 1 
for Yablonski C-/.J.01: Yablonski. Knziora Daughters. CaiS?1?’ fo,r, Kidd- O’Melia for 
for Gavin, Lingua r°r M°ncewicz. Murphy D. Leo Dalevn(^la t?" Luciano. Referee— 
Soan.on (Fordhfmi Thomas
Pendergast (c<5bv1 T .dudEre—William 
Duffy IB, , Linesman—Jsraes
mmute. Time of Periods—Four 15! ‘
CRUSADERS TRIP DOMINICANS 12-0
Chalking Up the Crusaders’ First Touchdown
Capt. Nick Morris, Holy Cross right halfback, SHown above go- 
inG across the line for the first touchdown against Providence
Toe Yablonsky No, 13, is making interference for the CRU- 
sader captain on the play which resulted in the score following 
a 17-yard run. Holy Cross won the game 14-0.
Moge’s Punting Outstanding. 
Ben Polak Only Injured 
Player.
The showing of Providence Col­
lege against Holy Cross was a topic 
of conversation over the week-end 
in local gatherings where “second- 
guessers” got together to "talk it 
over.” Once again Providence’s fine 
defensive tactics were given high 
praise but the lack of sustained Friar 
offensive was noted.
Out-of-town critics termed the 
Friars “stubborn,” “sturdy,” “strong 
defensively” and “tartars” in thei? 
accounts of the game, but the weak­
ness of the Dominican attack came 
as a surprise, considering that they 
lived up to pre game reports in 
other. departments.
Even taking the weather into ac­
count, Friar supporters recalled that 
the same conditions prevailed last 
year, and yet the Dominican backs 
were able to reel off some long runs 
and saw more action in Holy Cross 
territory than they did this year
Time and again the Friar backs 
bucked into the Purple “stonewall”
P. C. Attack Below Standards 
of Defence in H. C. Game
I- craiw?Jdfmade impression. Op- 
at .A g from a fake punt formation 
™2he ftart of the game> the Briars 
Zd a6v St 3 disadvantage, as the Cru- 
throup>>e+ldS* and backs crashed 
a nJ; to stop the ball carrier.
-r>=i |h°Ugh the Friars made several 
mSf3tands of a highly com- 
the flrsVh ?.ature> the secondary ,in 
c mifbn * ^alf was not UP t0 Par. Per- 
d g the Cr«sader attack to get
" HolvI?rVay witb scant opposition. 
lt baokfi2?Sv’ with a hard-running i 
e ent a ■ C ’ broke through for consist- 
h en5Sams almost at -will.
r Dra1\SeadreW down much of the l 
and witlUrmg and after the game-'- 
Sme reason- He lived UP to pre! 
Friars expectations, booting thi 
r A fo-ar Ti.Of danger several times! 
behind hi hlS best punts were frona 
e same ", own goal- He showed the 
y as h? in punting Saturday
" ieam^Vasom6
■- anmrm^hT^6 mai°r injuries 
i PoIakVh!ndrhVldenCe players- Ben 
st a X h d became swollen when ’s gaSXt5 hPPEd dUPt°n “ during the 
.s cribed P condition was not des- 
® Pend thiX°US- The Friars W1U before X X°°n in light w°rk 
:s the St An !g the dr» program for 




____ ______________ By ARTHUR MARKEY —-- --------------------
CROSS ALUMNI LOOK FOR WINNER, PLEASE 
HOLY CROSS alumni are wondering if Dr. Eddie Anderson cant do 
H just a little better with the Crusaders on the football field. An­
derson succeeded Capt. John McEwan, one-time Army gridiron field 
o-eneral,- after a row between the players, coaching staff and trainers 
° Uo Koneli at Rrown Field, where Cross and theon the oencn at mo n -
Bear were staging a bitter duel for honors. Me- 
Ewan and his help wrangled about substitutions, etc. 
No junior official argues with a captain in the army 
and naturally the'former West Point football direc­
tor wouldn’t take it. At any rate, Brown won the 
game on its merits but the bitterness didn’t end 
there. McEwan called for a showdown and lost out 
when all the chips were in.
Anderson was one of the flashiest ends the late 
Knute Rockne ever turned out at Notre Dame. He 
quit prescribing for patients to go into the football 
onatomv on a more thorough basis. Cross has been
blessed with excellent material tne iasr lour ul — -
go to town, yet Joe McGee took his Providence College handful and, 
held the Crusaders'to a 12 to 0 decision last Saturday. Folks up in 
Worcester expected a series of touchdowns, half a dozen at least, lhe 
result, therefore, represented a moral triumph for the Friars. .
Given a few more years in which to build, and without going on 
the shady side of the professional ledger,, it will take a few seasons 
before the Friars will be able to hold their own with the best Sub­
stitutes just now are Coach McGee’s chief headache. If Joe had capa­
ble reserves he’d show the folks something.
We’re all just waiting for the time when P. C. gets strong enough 
in man power to have it out with the Brown Bear. Then it will be a 
scrap, a real scrap for Rhode Island honors.
Cross plays some of the country’s best teams year in and out. An­
derson has the material. Good material, too. The alumni expects the 
doctor to not only get the patient up and going but to make a 10-sec- 
ond man out of him. It can be done.




P. C. Football Fortunes on 





It certainly was a break for Provi­
dence College athletics when a rug­
ged youngster named Bill Moge de­
cided to further 




tured in three 
sports as a Fresh- ■■ 
man last year, 
has already 
clinched a 'varsity 
football berth this 
fall and. promises 
to repeat ■the pro­
cess .in 'varsity 
basketball this . 
winter and base­
ball next spring.
He has solved: 
one pressing prob- I
lem that faced Coach Joe McGee : 
at. the start of the current, football 
season. That was the job of finding 
■ a punter, who could get away his 
kicks fast and could send them down 
the field for ■ a fail’ amount of dis­
tance.
Moge did all that and more in last 
week’s Holy Cross game. Facing the 
charge of a mighty Holy Cross 'line, 
he shot his kicks away in grand 
style and for more than a fair 
amount of distance. In addition, he 
did his share of cunning with’the 
ball and played a smart defensive 
game. In fact, he did about every­
thing that was asked of him.
PRAISE FROM ANDERSON 1
Dr. Eddie Anderson of Holy Cross, 
reporting on the game to Cleo 
O’Doniiell, former Holy Cross ath­
letic director and coach and present 
coach at St. Anselm’s, said that the 
Friar player St. Anselm’s would 
have to watch out foe* particularly 
today was none other than the same 
Moge.
"When Moge packs away his foot­
ball togs this- fall after what seems 
certain to be a. successful campaign, 
from his personal standpoint, ‘ at 
least, he’ll turn his attention imme­
diately to. the basketbail court.
In basketball he’ll face plenty of 
opposition in landing a regular job 
for the Friars will nave a wealth' of 
talent on hand, including most of 
the stars of. last year’s varsity) and 
a crack crew coming up along with 
Moge fro,m the 1934 Freshman team. 
Yet Mo>ge is a fairly safe bet to land 
a berth. An accurate shooter and a 
scrappy, rugged defensive player, he 
may fill the berth left in the 'varsity 
ranks by the graduation of Bill Kut- 
neski, great guard. of the past four 
seasons. ----- -
GOOD THIRD BASEMAN
In baseball Moge stands out as 
the solution to another big problem, 
4]he...task of replacing.. Johnny . Mad-, 
den, last year's co-captain, at third 
base. Although he came up to the 
Friars as a pitching prospect, Bill, 
was shifted to third base with the 
Friar Freshmen and handled the as­
signment in a. fashion that made him 
outstanding in most every game the ■ 
yearlings played.
He shaped up as a real ball play- ■ 
er, a dependable fielder, with a pow­
erful arm for the throw over to first 
that recalled the days of Heck Allen 
at the hot corner for the Friars. 
He s a crack hitter, too. In fact, in 
his all-around capabilities in the 
three sports, he’s the nearest dupli­
cate to Allen the Friars have, had 
since, the later graduated.
Ana what’s very important, Moge’s 
coaches in all three sports report 
he s easy to handle, never showing 
signs of lettinng his honors run 
away with him. He’ll do any job 
assigned to him, no matter , what, 
even if the task calls for him to sac- 
ntice opportunities for starring.
WILING WORKER
this fall before the Holy Cross 
some o£ the lads sought to 
f r?1’ te?hng him he was due 
.r the blocking back assignment 
wouldn't do much ball-carrying. 
°u won’t see much of the ball, 
Bill, they said “You’ll just be the 
tnopper-up?'
<,.."p?at’s °'K-’ with me,” said Bill, 
it that’s what they want..”
Kight there’s the answer to a 
coach’s prayer. A youngster, who’s 
good, who may know it, but1 never 
shows it and is willing to handle any 
lob so long as it will benefit the 
team.
Jack Egan, the Providence College ' 
baseball coach, is highly satisfied 
with the fall workout the' Friar ball- 
sters had. The Freshmen who re­
ported for the session didn’t appear 
to be as brilliant as last year’s lot, 
but the line the practice' gave on the 
varsity prospects was very encour- 
agpg, considering that some of them 
who will be with the ’varsity next 
spring were busy with the football 
squad.
Coach Egan was particularly im­
pressed with the work of Leo Ploski 
and Red Ahearn, infield candidates.
® figures that the Friar infield 
win be much stronger than last 
year s combination, ivhat with the 
newcomers from the Freshman team 
supplementing the ranks of the vet­
erans.
_ Friar practice didn’t pass 
without a casualty. It was Coach 
■ gaiJ himself who went on the in­
jured list, although the injury didn’t 
from directing the drills.
1 he first day of practice at Davis 
U n ^Jack was hurrying toward the 
■ball field and, in his haste, tried to 
scoot down -one of those Davis Park 
mils, than which there are few 
steeper in the city, without slowing 
hjs Paee. He received a bad 
iai., a bruised face and a wrenched 
shoulder muscle. The face bruises 
nave Jieaied by now, but the shoulder 
is still bothering him. Outside of that ' 
and Jis fact that he, along with your 
correspondent here and a flock of 
oJiers, picked the Cubs to romo 
through the World Series, the Friar 
coach is in the pink. He’s looking 
forward to next-spring when it’s 
likely that ths Friars in baseball will 
climb to even greater heights than
. . they have already reached.
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
ANGELICA LOOKSWELL IN FRIARS
HALFBACK POST
May Solve One of Coach Mc­
Gee’s Problems; Injuries 
Cut Into End Squad.
Problems at end and in the back- 
field confront Coach Joe McGee of 
the Providence College football team 
as he puts his squad through drills in 
preparation for the contest with the 
rugged St. Anselm eleven at Man­
chester, N. H„ Saturday. With Wal­
ter Strepek and Ed Gill on the in­
jured.list the Dominican mentor is 
combing his reserve ranks for sub­
stitute ends.
Except tor Paul Ryan and Gus■ 
Hagstrom, regulars, there are few I 
players on the squad with enough 
natural ability to take over the end 1 
role on short notice. Strepek may=oe ' 
back in uniform today or tomorrow 
but it is doubtful he will be able to 
play against the Bluejays Saturday. 
He was present at practice yesterday 
in civilian clothes. Norm Eichner. 
centre, was excused from drills due 
to a slightly strained side received in 
Tuesday’s scrimmage.
The backfield may work as a 
smoother unit with Carl Angelica at 
one bf the halfback posts. The En­
field, Conn., Junior was tried at half­
back yesterday with favorable re­
sults. With Bill Moge in the fullback 
assignment and Hank Soar at the 
other halfback berth, Capt. Omer 
Landry sent the A team along at a 
fast clip in signal drills.
The A line was as follows: Ryan 
and Hagstrom, ends;' Bouzan and 
Davin, tackles; Boboras and Polak, 
guards, and Abrams, centre. Abrams 
played through the entire, afternoon 
at centre and appears ready for ac­
tive work on Saturday. With both 
Abrams and Eichner slowed up by 
slight injuries, Pat Morrison may 
start at the pivot post against St. 
Anselm. Pat was at centre for the 
B team yesterday.
On the B eleven were: Don Mini- 
cucci, quarterback; Tom Hammond j 
and Charlie Gaffney, halfbacks; Jack i 
Lengyel at fullback; Ed Snyder and 
Ben Smith, ends; Bill Lawler and Bill 
Sullivan, tackles; ■Bill Spinnler and 
Stan Gorman, guards, and Morrison 
centre.
The work of the linemen in assign­
ment scrimmage and the blocking of 
the backs was much improved yes­
terday and the coaches intend to 
keep the pressure on these points. 
Providence will block much better 
fore and aft if yesterday’s rugged 
positional play continues.^
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE FACES ST. ANSELM AT MANCHESTER
Coach McGee Makes Changes in Friar 
Lineup Tomorrow
st. anTelT
Sullivan, le .. . PROVIDENCE
Fraggos, It........ ..... .................. * *A *^4 RyanBalon l«r • • • .. ...............  . it, Bouzan
Nadeau,%...................................... lg’ Gorma«
Richardson. . .....................................  Elc^ner
Furness, rt “ .........................rS, FolaK
Tinel, re .........................................   Davin
Jeliy, qb ...................................... re, Strepek
Hahn, Ihb....'...............................  Landry
Spirida. rhb .......... lhb’ SoarButchka. fh " hb’ AnSellca or Minicucci 
................... ...................................... - • -tb^Moge
Both Coach Joe McGee of Provi- 
; dence and Coach Cleo O’Donnell of s,
St. Anselm will start their fastest 11 f 
: men when the Friars and Bluejays ®. 
! meet for the first time on Textile r 
' Field, Manchester, N. H., tomorrow £ 
afternoon. During the week the j, 
tendency on both squads has been  
to make the line as heavy and as fast | 
j as possible an^ to send the fleetest 
backfield quartet into action behind . 
such a line. “
At least two and perhaps three d 
; changes will be made in the home s 
' team’s first string. Phil Nadeau, F 
Dover 185-pound centre, is slated to p 
take over the injured Joe Grogan’s g 
pivot post. Grogan was hurt in the g 
Boston College fracas and will see c 
little action against Providence.
Nadeau played almost half the B, C. j 
game and is rated as a capable un- c 
> derstudy. (
Foster Flint’s left guard berth s 
: will more than likely be filled by :
Pete Balon, former Manchester Cen- < 
; tral star., Balon is a Senior, weighs 1 
, 185 pounds and is a seasoned cam- i 
■ paigner. Another possible starter is ■ 
I Billy Meisel, former Manchester 
I West high backfield ace, who played : 
i well against the Eagles. Marty Ken­
ney, another Manchester West lumi­
nary, bothered the B. C. eleven de­
fensively and will see plenty of ac­
tion.
The Providence team will have a 
fast backfield. Capt. Omer Landry ' 
and Bill Moge, both starters against : 
, Holy Cross, will be in the lineup, 
i Landry will start at quarterback and ;
Moge at fullback. Hank Soar will ' 
' again be a starter, holding down the 1 
left halfback post. The other half­
back assignment will go either to ' 
Don Minicucci or Carl Angelica, who 
. are rated on even terms.
Walter Strepek will start at end 
i ... ......... .......... ............
« tVbl?‘ ?ls iniury “-ay be suf- i 
wly h.^aled to Permit his start- 1 
? Tk11 giVe Way t0 GUS Hag- 
strom in the event of a change. Paul 
?be at the other end berth. 
raVltl and Keo Bouzan, tackles;
,n Gorman and Ben Polak, guards; 
orman Eichner, centre will 
complete the line. 
in?0/™311 is a newcomer to a start- 
and takes the place 
°boras who has been slowed 
siderprt + an i^ury- Boboras is con- 
serio in? valuable a player to risk 
action in tury and may see cur tailed the epn? thu contest- Eichner won Sve taXl-berth dUe t0 his aggres- 
HoIvCr^1 g and charSinS in the 
y Cross encounter.
’ ins th?re-nC!’S entire squad is mak- 
' o’clock Manchester with 5:30
will ho k startinS time. There ’ S the in the party includ-
' The band t staff and “lagers. 
’ ttagent of PSeth-7 With a large con- 
make th« tProv?dence students will 
1 8’30 a m .tnp ln buses starting at r iPa'jv a. m. tomorrow.
  Friars Pound for Score in First Period
 ' ' 1
Uncorking a savage overland and aerial attack In the first period, Providence college marched 71 yards ( 
to a touchdown to throw a scare into St. Anselm rooters at Athletic field this afternoon. Soar is shown after 
receiving a pass from Belliveau that netted the Friars four yards in the long march* Soar is shown eluding  






Stubborn Battle Put Up by 
Both Teams at Athletic 
Field
Providence College’s football team 
returned home today after its S 
New Hampshire invasion with a 7 « 
victory over St. Anselm’s Blueiavs 
at Athletic field this afternoon Th J 
game was stubbornly i0„„h! 
throughout, developing much off.„ 
time into a punting duel between st 
Anselm’s Johnny Spirida and Prnvi 
deuce’s brilliant Billy Moge former 
St. Anselm prep football star. 6
Providence scored in the onenmv 
period after taking the openingrkw- 
offi and marching 71 yards to cros. 
the goal line. Belliveau’s place k°ck 
was good, making the difference b- 
tween victory and a tie.
The locals scored .in the second 
period when it obtained possession 
of the ball at Providence’s 20-varrt 
line as Capt. Omer Landry fumbled 
one of Spinda’s long punts. In eight 
plays St. Anselm’s went over for ■ 
touchdown. On try for the extra 
point, the pass to Pelbnzi was bad 
and he tried to run but was smoth 
ered before crossing the line
P2?oviaence NEWS-TRIBUNE
Here is Captain Omer Landry oi Providence College displaying 
a typical sample of his broken-field running ability. The tiny 
Friar Senior has used this “fadeaway” style of ball-carrying on 
more than one occasion to elude his opponents’ secondary. Lan-
 Friar Captain
Providence College Downs 
St. Anselm Eleven 7 to 6
  Belliveau’s Placement on Con- 
  version Is Margin of Victory
in Hard Game. i PRC
ITSpecial to the Providence Journal.) ■ pass<
Textile Field, Manchester, N. H„
Oct 5.—A placement kick from the1 Yar<i 
foot of Ray Belliveau, Providence Yard 
College quarterback, gave the Do- 
minicans a 7-6 victory over a tight- Yarc 
ling St. Anselm eleven here today.
■ Taking the opening kick off on their i Fum 
115-yard line the Friars travelled up ( jjnr 
. field for 85 yards for their score.
I St. Anselm was a threat to the Fri­
ars throughout the game. The Blue 
Jays scored in the second period 
when Capt. Omer Landry, substitut­
ing for Belliveau, fumbled one of 
Johnny Spirida’s twisting spirals, ■ 
' and alert Left Tackle Kenny recov- 
I ered on the Friar 22. From this 
! point Murphy, Pelonzi and Spirida . 
made brilliant runs through the Do- , 
minican line to the Friar one-yard ! 
stripe and Spirida plunged over for 
(he score. , _.--------- -----■■ :
With Meisel back to try for the 
point, Quarterback Pelonzi dropped 
the pass back and was smothered by 
f the Friar ends, and the failure to 
make this point deprived the Saints I 
of a tie and gave the Friars the vic- '
I tory. !
On the run of play throughout the ’ 
game Providence deserved to win 1 
The. break which the Blue Jays re­
ceived was the only serious scoring 
threat they made in the game, except 
for one instance in the second period 
when they advanced to the . Friar 
five-yavd line and ^topped as the 
; Dominicans covered two passes for j 
ho gain.
* « *
Johnny Spirida’s excellent punting 
saved the Saints on more than one 
occasion. He placed his punts so well 
that they rolled off between the Friar 
10 and the goal line consistently Al­
though Meisel, subbing for Spirida 
punted well enough while he was in 
the'Anselmian ace was rushed back 
. to the lineup when the Friars made 
one of their threats in the third pe­
riod.
In comparison with their play 
against Holy Cross last week the 
Providence team showed a better of­
fence but a less certain defence 
f Hank- Soar ran and passed his way to 
consistent gains. The Soar-to-Hag- ‘ 
Strom passing combination clicked 
in the first period for an 18-yard <?ain 
as the Friars made their touchdown 
I march and again in the fourth period
the same pair netted the Friars a 22- 
vard advance. ,
_/Jame played: October 5,1935
PROVIDENCE-ST. ANSELM STATISTICS |
Providence St. Anselm |.
First Downs .............................. 9 4
Passes Tried ........................    6 4 ■
Passes Completed ................... 2 2
Yards Gained Passing............. 35 28
dage of Punts..............296 374
Yardage of Runbacks................194 41
Average Punts ......................... 30 37
Yards Gained Rushing............... 175 87
ds Lost Rushing'..............   19 7
Penalties .............................  3 6
Yards Lost Penalties................ 35 30
bles ............................  2 1
, Fumbles Recovered..............  2 0 |
ceptiveness, Providence equalled in | 
hard running, improved passing and 
great charging. Both teams showed 
lapses but both displayed enough 
brilliant football to keep the crowd 
on edge' through the entire 60 min­
utes.
PROV. COLLEGE (7) ST. ANSELMS (6> 
pvan 1 e .........SJlliVftO
BouzanA t.. ...........: l.t Kennw
Gorman, 1. g.................. *■ B-, Richardson ,
Mchner. . ............................ ..............c- Naoeau
Polak, r. g................................... !'■ £•’ Barnes
Davin, r. t........ ...........................r. t., Fraiiggos
■Hagstrom, r. e.................................r,- e - T1 .
Belliveau, q. b.. ................ • ••<!• b., Pel™'11
Soar. 1. h. b.................. ....1. h. b., Spii.da
Minicucci, r. h. b...................I. h. b., Murphy
Moge, I. b.............................. ... ..f. b., ^.7
Providence College ..7 0 0 u i
St. Anselms ............ 0 . 6 0 O b
Touchdown- providence—Soar, St. An- 
selm—Spirida. Points after touchdown- 
Providence—Belliveau.
Substitutions: providence—Landry for 
Belliveau, Boboras for Polak. Spinnler for 
Gorman. Lawler for Bouzan, Mornsrtj, for 
Eichr*ei*«St Anselm—Furness for Barnes. Kelley 
for Pelzoni. Butchka for Meisel. Coolidge 
for Richardson. Hahn for Murphy, Raiche 
for Connors. Balon for Franggos, Sperandio 
for Nadeau, Nelson for Coolidge, McLeod for 
FlReferee. Paul Swaffleld (Brown). Um­
pire W. S. Oannell (Tufts). Field judge 
John Dvrgan (St. Ambrose). Linesman Al 
Bratt (Tufts). Time of periods—Four 15- 
minute.
Although -the Providence attack ' 
was slow in getting started there 
were exhibitions of power which 
augur well for the Friars. St. An- , 
selm’s lived up to pre-season pre­
dictions that they would be a ‘^breather” for no one and were^on 
edge every minute waitino for 
miscues and “the breaks.♦
They were quick to take advan­
tage of Landry’s fumble in the sec­
ond period and opened up with an 
attack which had not been 
by anything they showed in the first 
Pein°the closing five minutes of play 
Providence appeared to be off on 
another . touchdown run when the 
final whistle ended the contest.
Taking one of Spirida's punts on 
their 38, the P. C. outfit travelled to 
the Anselm five-yard stripe with 
Moge, a Soar-to-Hagstrpm 30-yard 
pass and several plunges by Soar 
gaining the ground.
St. Anselm threw a scare into the ; 
Friar ranks in the last period. Start- ; 
ing from their 38, the home eleven 
made a 52-yard drive. Pelonzi ran 
back one of Moge’s punts to the 
Saints’ 49. An unexpected pass from 
Pelonzi to Murphy placed the ball 
on the Friar 30. Pelonzi carried to 
the Dominicans’ 20 for a first down, 
the second in a row. Spirida, jover- 
eager to make the third first down, 
fumbled on the Friar 10-yard stripe 
and Providence recovered.* * *
Making their winning bid in the 
opening 15 minutes the K“®rfs 
powerful as they reeled off fo™ ™st 
downs and scored the initial touch 
down in the history of this particular 
series. St. Anselm appeared nervous, 
was caught off-side three times on 
this Friar drive, and lost through 
such penalties all
Soar’s ball carrying, Bill Moge s 
punting, Ray Belliveau’s fine gen­
eralship and the all round improved 
play of the Friars were the elements 
which gave the P. C. team their first 
triumph of the season. Coach Cleo 
O’Donnell’s team came close to up­
setting the Friars although the pre­
game predictions' gave either team a 
fine chance to win. The one point 
margin of victory which the Friars 
enjoyed was just about the correct 
indication of the difference between 
the two college teams. •
What Providence had in weight, 
nt Anselm’s counter-balanced with 
%£> ™ SS “-|
gelm’s possessed in speed and de-1
C.C.N.Y. to oppose
FRIAR ELEVEN NEXT
Friedman Develops Aerials for
P. C. Game in New York
Saturday.
Two football elevens boasting 
strength in the air will meet at Lew- 
isohn Stadium on Saturday, where 
Providence College faces the City 
College of New York eleven in the 
Friars third game of the season 
Coach Benny Friedman of City Col­
lege has worked long and hard, with 
increasingly-better material, in an 
effort to make them dangerous on 
the air lanes. Coach Joe McGee has 
taken advantage of several fine nas 
sers and receivers on his squad 
make the Friars a threat in passing.
Both colleges have heavier lines 
than they have boasted in recent 
years. Weight is more evenly dis - 
tributed throughout. There are not 
too many burly guards or tackled 
combined with light centres and 
! ends. The backfields have not In 
creased substantially jn nonr,\ „ 
but they have picked up\P°™ d 
Chris Michel, swarthy 140-nound 
quarterback is the fastest ball-car 
I rier in the Beaver backfield Carl 
! Schwartz veteran fullback has re 
covered from a pre-season iniurv 
and is again performing well Jack i 
! Novack, one of the regular half 
backs, is a very capable punter and'! 
much time has been spent in perfect 
mg his work in this phasp <.tt_ 
; game. Vincent Marchetti the 
j has shown ability in nunt? Serve’ 
’ may w°yk int0 *e backfield
A father-sonmade its appearance a^Citv Con haS 
Jack Caulfield, 192-nn11„AC Uege- 
started against Brooklyn igUard>in his first Varsity as J? last Week 
first played football H®
varsity a year ago don 'IUnlOr C. C. N. Y. lineman la dad was a
younger Caulfield mad?31'8 h8°' The 
! showing that he will hold" the gr°°d 
ular assignment against°ldthe reg- 
on Saturday. agalnst Providence 
: Laterals will Diav _• 
’ the Beaver attack th^ 
! coaching period'? havak ^everal 
to this department. Coach Frhrt°ted has been laying the* f Friedman a swift, short-lateS lS.atjon for 
coming on the end of *11. k’ Iaterals 
forward passes. Michel ®verises and 
has done most of the n quarterback, 
combined on most of th T?g and has • in.drills.___ St of the laterals used ;
Ray Bellieveau, above, star halfback of Joe McGee’s Providence 
College gridiron squad, which plays the City College of New 
York Saturday. Belliveau is also a crack baseball player, a fleet 
athlete.
Fast Running Friar
  C.C.N.Y. Faces Providence Fray
With Poise Born of Confidence
Old Lavender Defeatist Attitude Gone as Squad 
Under Friedman Builds Offensive, Sound Yet 
Unhampered by Orthodoxy, in Stadium Drills
the Beavers’ concrete stand, won- 
football letters in high school.
None -of these operatives, though 
is on the eleven that Benny Pried ’1 
man hopes Mil whittle the puissant; 
Dominicans down to its size on Sat 
urday. They have-been beaten out ' 
for starting assignments by ladl 
with no previous pretensions to grid 
iron greatness and will see action 
only as replacements. a
That gives you some idea of th„- 
task confronting Friedman and hi! 
assistants, Dr. Joe Alexander and Pa„i 
Rlblett, in their efforts to eievaS 
C. C. N. Y. to a place in the metro politan football sun. There ?? 
scholarship athletes at Citv 110 
Every player, to quote the somewhat 
exaggerated opinion of I’riedmL - ' 
“an incipient Phi Beta KaL ’ *5 
T. B. patient.” Translated Xera^v 
that means that the Beaver players have to maintain SS 
scholastic standing and, being 
boys, born and bred on New Vnrl? 
sidewalks, have none of the attributes of youths reared h? wh®? 
cosmopolites like to refer to L n? 
sticks. “s the
There is nothing Michigan >c 
Friedman and his staff can do 
the studies except to encourL??,Ut 
athletes to do their class room LL 
well. But by conducting a me .LOrk 
football camp and finding oLr?™ 
summer jobs for the boys they‘ha? 
caused a few of them to build hn 
and muscle and reolacp • bons 
pallor with a glow of health®’* CUy 
A visit to Lewisohn 
terday, where City’s varsity sqm^of 
thirty were sharing the 
watered dirt field with a"® hly 1 
dozen awkward if willing °frevealed an astonishing 
the same scene before FriedrnL, + ? 
over the coaching fob Tn???00’ 
look and act like foo+ball mLP1L?s 
old defeatist attitudeLs gone 
boys have poise and confidence tL® 
mow what to do and how .7There is no drudgery So J , 
bruising contact work.’ *° prolonged,
New York HERALD TRIBUNE
„ By Everett B. Morris
City College, whose football tradition boasts 
whose playing field is as innocent of grass as a billin L1 SP<8 °f ivy and 
will start a team against Providence College at baU “ °f feathers, 
Sa urday, made up entirely of young men who haveXX StadiuK1 
ball since leaving high school. teamed all their foot-
Only three members of the small but spirited m 
Xp dnllS dady among the sandPiles, wheflbaCnthU51aStlC Varsity i 
the P. W. A. contingent that is trying to make 1 ®lbarrows and tools of’
x —°Ut of
’Roatroi’c’ nnnnroFa -i ------------------ ------ -
, coaches 'absence of f.
There is, too, || yelling. The l1confusion and sti Men y oonsplouous 
coaches aie t They speak in-I.
persons on the interrupting
frequently and. q boy definite I
| practice only to g snow him the I, 
instructions o oyt his assign- ,
proper way to ®a -y,.BiU yoU didn t 
went. It’s “m’to that pass, kget enough wrist s. ap mucb on
You’ve got your we o g(jt y^r
the left foot. ™ ball g0 up.”
■ 1 arm hack ,tbe tall halfback, .
fiS Tttentiveiy, nods and gets his 
next pass off P.^®“ Jjp „ says Fried-. I 
“That’s the idea B yobserver;
i«an- ,A+d PSv kid over there. >sspe tliat cxiunKj inqt, year s
ends. Im has J^st. He’ll be mworked off a cond_ t hQW he |
there against Prov &u he has
loves to smash, ne g-» 
all the time.” Michel, the
Rockwell and erbacK, prac- |
g? Th., ’
are only fan'- ticker?” asks Benny “Want to see a ki° fnl. an answer, 
and, without waitinga 160- he calls Vincent Marche ftom
pound sophomo e get in
;■ he second team.
here and kick a few.
FiaP He takes less time and Vinny does. He tai s a
listance to get off h 1 
iefinite snap to his » ^n-
;he ball further down rue 
the two veterans. a single-
City is attacking f1 unbalancedwing formation behind set.up be.
line and from a_sho offense,
hind a is sound yetas seen m signal cun1 ’ It Can
unhampered by orth y^ ag tbe 
go to the weak side as ' QUt {or 
strong, guards and t£L sidPs 0£ center 
interference from bot^ reveals pried- 
mmi’FlonTSso’ciftion with collegiate 
and Pr°fession^ footb>lh n,s alma 
Like the game of r F Seated on 
mater, City’s .attack l^P always
••po-zee-shun. The w fault tb
cropping up.is going into 
date, his coa®h, bead down instead TloiuSWover the adversary’s de-
College this week. ^rlgeound in wind
(
all his operatives team tbat
d limb for the cross to two touch- id powerful Holy Cross y
,wns l^t Satui day. will dole Dominicans, he »e tearn
onders for the conflden^ wm ap.
ad. the spirit games with Man­
roach its °’?iey U Steams which are 
attan and N. • V-, renascenCe.
,ow in the thioes I t on pol- Friedman is concei Qf Wg start_ 
shing up the detail work Tom Kam 
ng eleven "htch will ha e 
it center, Ted T°\0®sGal.ber and Roy 
nan at Suald’Trying Mauer and lllowit at tackle, I Msicbel at quar- 
Frank Schaffel at en ,Levine at £ SSlMS •' 
fullback. ......... . ....—
BORAS TO START 
AT GUARD AGAINST 
NEW YORK ELEVEN
Coach Joe McGee May Give 
Landry Quarterback Assign­
ment in C. C. N. Y. Game.
S-L-t/7 \e,Scip?I 
Boboras, I. g..................... ’r!,lo2Vlt
Eichner, c. .  '.   S'\’Lu®n?o
Davin, r. t..................  . “ g., .ToIces (C.)
Hagstrom, r. e ... • • ■r- Garber
Landry or Beli veau, a h........ „Soar, 1. h. b........ q‘ Thq'h ’^chel
Minicucci, r h. b. ............... r h k’ IJ0Vack
Moge, f. b...................... • 7 V
Off cials: Referee—W. F Tewhi’ll ■?n!.!nen^ 
B. Brazil; Linesman—wWnl! 
Girling; (tnion). Kickop. 2:30 o'clock. S'
Jim Bpboras, P; hence College 
left guard, will re i to the start 
mg lineup while (_^c. Omer Landrv 
may pilot the Friar eleven when the 
Dominicans meet City College 
Yew York in Lewisohn StadiX 
Brooklyn, N. Y„ tomorrow afternn ’ 
it 2:30 o’clock. The °0,n
problem still rests on the shoukT^ if Coach Joe McGee, X wUrfe 
mtil shortly before game time to de 
nde who is going to run the starting 
earn against the Beavers. Ldrun§
Ray Belliveau turned in u « job of team direction in the^L 
Anselm game, and Capt. Landrv 
is very capable of giving the 
team a smooth-flowing att’v Belliveau’s excellent X?/ 
against the Saints last week S 
weigh in his favor when the SS 
choice is made..
City College Tacklers Closing In on Rival Back
 Herald Tribune photos—Steffen
Soar, of Providence, about to be 
brought down in yesterday s 
game, in which the Friars tri­
umphed, 14 to 0
FRIARS WHIP C.C.N. Y.
Friars Click at Opportune
Time to Beat Beavers 14-0
Both Teams Have Strong Air 
Defences as P. C. Wins 
Sth Game of Series.
Game played: October 12, 1935
" Av
Lewisohn Stadium, New York, Oct. Fu 
12.—Employing both its ground and p. 
aerial attacks at the right moments, J 
the Providence College football team 
defeated the College of the City of ti 
New York eleven. 14-0, here today to 
register its fifth victory over the a 
Beavers since the start of the series s< 
between these two institutions of a 
learning. d
Paradoxically, the City College s 
groundand air attacks showed better t 
results for the afternoon’s work than t 
did those of the winners. But Provi- I 
dence struck at the right instant, t 
once in the initial period and again 
in the third quarter. Both teams 
filled the air with passes, but both J 
also had very effective pass defences, • 
a fact which came out strongly in 
the closing minutes of the last quar­
ter when, in turn, each team opened 
un with a flurry of aerials only to 
fail to pierce the opposing frontier.
Providence maintained its tradi­
tion of never-having bowed to a Lav­
ender grid team with a display of 
eround and aerial power which was 
_ improvement over the showing . 
of last week against St. Anselm. City 
College was also a much-improved. I
P. C.-C. C. N. Y. STATISTICS
Prov. Col. C.C.N.l’. 
Yards gained rushing.......... 145 165
Yards lost rushing. ....... 3 10
Yards gained passing.......... 53 60
Yards lost passing.......... «.* 0 o
Number passes .............  8 16
Passes completed .............. .. 3 6
No. passes intercepted..........  0 0
Number punts ...................... 9 6
Distance punts point kicked.424 181
erage punt ...................... 48 30
, Fumbles . .. .’.......................... 1 3
Own fumbles recovered..., 0 ->
I Penalties ................................. 6 4 '
Yards lost penalties........ .. 60 3o
' team and gave the Friars no easy 
£ time of it throughout, the afternoon.
3 Although behind by a touchdown 
t the half, the Beavers disclosed 
ome spectacular offensive drives, 
>f nd, in spite of a two-touchdown 
eficit as the last period started.
;e showed no signs of being the beaten 
■r team. Their pass attack was decep- 
tive and potent. They varied their 
i- plays effectively to add to the decep- 
it, tiveness of their offensive.
i Providence might have had a 
is larger score as the Friars permitted 
th some “breaks” to slip through their 
>s, hands, but their two-touchdown tri­
i umph over the Beavers demonstrat- 
ir- ed that they are nearing their peak 
ed in stride. But on the other hand, 
to there was no sign of the former “de­
er. featist attitude which has handi- 
di- capped City College teams in the 
(V- Past- When the game was through 
of 9e Fnars were quick to admit that 
zas £bey had defeated a decidedly ,ng I scrappy eleven.
ity I In the last five minutes of the first 
zed I Continued on Page 6, Column 8
period Providence started at the City 
College TrAXV SoTmade 
to the goal line and ov but
three hard cracKs at R
Citv held on its one-foot ill ,
terference with Rymfor second 
snare it, set vitullo, Soar and
°SS-Kyan Rass P^md^he bah ,
Sed|S^ei^^ 32 
in^the Owning P-^Xl’s qiS 
ball on downs w ~ ps fingers, pass slipped out of Schaffers n* 
Providence held Isway du d
rest of this quarter with its w y 
toC°B”v£'’«er, to t--' 
territory during muc of tl
15 minutes. Aavanu b the
Friar 40 with thTtheball to big’ Bill . 
Lavender slippe ® for consistent 
Rockwell and he ran io 
gains through the entae P^.^ 
and deep into the rr cQn_
bTg wT difficulty. With Rockwell siderable umicui y Domm-
B«vS“eto t. <0. 
lean line, the a &n incom-
Friar seven-yard lm , b 
plete pass and a£d the Friars
slowed the di , The period




yards, where bl“ , Hjs passing the touchdown impetu P Ryan 
and running, the receiv s Vitullo 
and the line smacking 
aidXhRaTBXnau had scored his
SyeCollege but the Beavers did not
the Friar ao mt Lavender backs 
formations but to n g de.
de ce showed Lamarr tig^P R
■Beavers t0 ^hrusTfroi^the Beaver 
I sWift, aerial thrust ir & 25.yard 
! 35- T^Bn^Dwyer, Paying sub end
there the movement halted-
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One of th Pperformance of the
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demonstrated a fas ■ h defence,
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his wide end sw ps gam
nod. He made a 1^ nullified 
this quarter but P made
—
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ing duties when did very
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Gus Hagstrom Marchetti,
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Providence Conquers City College, 14 
to 0, With Two Sixty-Yard Drives 
Soar’s Runs and Basses
  Bring Victory to Friars
Pawtucket Junior Who Stopped C. C. N. A in 1934 
Does It Again Before 5,000 at Lewrsohn Stadium 
Lavender Fades After Penalty Halts Long March
By Irving T. Marsh
, The same talented gentleman who nipped a City College streak in 
..its incipiency last year did it again yesterday. Outgained on the ground, 
and in the air, the Friars of Providence College offset these usually fatal 
deficits by presenting one constant threat—a junior from Pawtucket, R. I 
' named Hank Soar—and because the Beavers had no one to match him 
’providence scored its second consecutive victory by a two-touchdown 
/margin. Last year at Providence it< 
was 19 to 6. Yesterday at Lewisohn
.Stadium it was 14 to 0.
This Soar fellow, a broth of a. boy ‘ 
standing six feet three inches ancl i 
weighing 190 pounds, was a constant ’. 
thorn in the collective Beaver hide 1 
all afternoon. He could pass, he 1 
could run and he could kick. And ' 
he did all three beautifully. So well, . 
i in fact, that in the sixty-three-yard 
march which resulted in the first 
' Friar touchdown he. gained thirty-five 
yards himself and passed to Al Hag- 
strom for twelve more. Bill Moge 
took it over from the 1-yard line.
Soar Scores Second Touchdown
; In the second touchdown drive, this 
one of sixty yards, two Soar-propelled 
passes, one of twenty-three yards and 
the other of fifteen, both to Paul 
Ryan, end, were the major 'factors 
in bringing the ball into scoring ter­
ritory. In addition Soar started and 
finished that drive. He started it with 
a twelve-yard run-back of a punt and 
, ended it with a five-yard end sweep 
i that scored the touchdown
For purposes of record, however, it 
must be stated that the Beavers 
played their best football of the cur- ' 
rent campaign and but for several 
unhappy buffetings of fate they might 
have won or at least tied. The Bea­
vers outgained the visitors by three 
yards on the ground, ninety-two to 
.eighty-nine. They were better in the 
air, gaining sixty-nine to forty-six 
yards. Altogether they rolled up ten 
first downs to seven for the Friars
But an offside penalty in the closine 
minutes of the second quarter cost 
them a tying touchdown and allesred 
■interference with a Providence pass 
.receiver in the third period set the 
Stage for t;he Friars’ second score and 
College iS.11TetrleVably °Ut of Cit?
Game played:
October 12,1935
period Providence started at the City 
College 46-yard stripe and marched 
to the goal line and over. Soar made 
three hard cracks at the line' but 
City held on its one-foot line until 
Bill Moge carried over on a guard 
buck. Ray Belliveau place-kicked 
the point.
A pass from Soar to Ryan for a 
24-yard gain which though grounded 
was ruled complete because of in­
terference with Ryan’s efforts to 
snare it, set the stage for the second 
Dominican tally. Vitulio, Soar and 
o Soar-to-Ryan pass pushed the ball 
over the last white line. Belliveau 
kicked a placement for the point.
City drove to the Providence 32 
in the opening period, but lost the 
ball on downs when Michel’s quick 
pass slipped out of Schaffel’s fingers. 
Providence held sway during the 
rest of this quarter with its 46-yard 
touchdown drive.
The Beavers were in Providence 
territory during much of the second 
15 minutes. Advancing past the 
Friar 40 with their aerial attack, the 
Lavender slipped the ball to big Bill 
Rockwell and he ran for consistent 
gains through the entire P. C. line 
and deep into the Friar secondary, 
being brought down only with con­
siderable difficulty. With Rockwell 
wading into and through the Domin­
ican line, the Beavers went to the 
Friar seven-yard line, but an incom­
plete pass and a penalty for offside 
slowed the drive down and the Friars 
took the ball on downs. The period 
closed with Soar punting out of 
danger./ •
Providence started the second half 
almost in the same fashion as the 
first. This time they started their 
drive for a score from midfield and 
marched and passed their way for 50 
yards, where big Hank Soar provided 
the touchdown impetus. His passing 
and running, the receiving of Ryan 
and the line smacking of Vitulio 
aided the drive along.
After Ray Belliveau had scored his 
second point after touchdown with a 
placement, the Friars kicked off to 
City College but the Beavers did not 
get going until the closing minutes 
of the period and then the threat 
ended. Never were they able to pass 
the Friar 45 in the last quarter.
Desperately the Lavender backs 
called for their aerial plays and trick 
formations but to no good. Provi­
dence showed an air tight pass de­
fence. The Friars permitted the 
Beavers to advance to their 45 on a ; 
! swift, aerial thrust from the Beaver 
i 35 Bill Rockwell tossed a 25-yard 
1 pass to Bill Dwyer, playing sub end 
< in the last quarter for this gam. But
there the movement halted.
Gus 'Hagstrom made himself a 
■‘one man opponent ’ by dashing mt 
the Lavender backfield twice and 
battering down attempts to pass. 
Don Minicucci and Cail Angell 
covered the other attempts Yet 
Providence fared no better when it ; 
took the ball on downs aftei this 
great defensive show. dty-hty.ned 
three Friars passes and the Domini­
cans were disturbed just sufficient y . 
to spoil the desired results.
One of the impressive features or 
the game was the performance of the 
Providence College sec0PdJ,ea™' f 
demonstrated a fast, hard bitting 
fence and a capable enough 
Bill Rockwell put a spark of fire in. 
the Beaver lineup as soon as he en­
tered the game. He carried the ball 
four out of every five plays m the 
second and fourth periods and 
'threaded his way like a 
through the P. C. forward wall, com­
ing to a stop only when the second­
ary could drag him down with much 
difficulty. Don Minicucci gave: the 
fans a few exciting moments with 
his wide end sweeps in the last pe­
riod. He made an 18-yard ™
this quarter but a penalty nulhfie 
this advance. His other gams 
valuable yardage for the victors.
Jack Lengyel took the punt­
ing duties when Moge and S°a 
S fC°arl AngE at halfback in 
See of Soar L the last few mm- 
utes nlayed a fine defensive game. .
Gus Hagstrom'; just missed captur- , 
ing a Beaver pass which Marchetti 
reserve Beavbt back hurled right 
into his arms. Thi! break would 
have meant a score. Soar. Ryan and 
Hagstrom pulled a catch-and-flip act 
in the first period and Ha^stro scampered across the L-^der goa^ 
' line untouched only to be caiiea 
back because both clubs were de- 
■ SdENCECOLLEGE (14) C.C.N.LtO) 
, Ryan, 1. e................................. j Illowit
Bouzan, 1- . .........................  Luongo
Boboras, 1. g:...................................... .c., Kain
Eichner. . ...................... .................; ' „ Tolces
Spinnler, r. g. ■■■•;..................,( t Garber
■Davin, r. t..................   e gchafiel
Hagstrom, r. e. b Michel
Belllveau, q. . .......................... < b b„ Novack
Soar, 1. h. ». . ■ r. h. b„ Levine
Minicucci, r. it. . .....................f b gchimenty
Score by permas .. 1 Q 7 o—14 
Providence College—Moge,' s A°VitienCe 
—Be'lliveau 2 iplCollege—Vitul- 
■ S;lb£ M±°npolak for Spinnler. Banahan
, for
ViCitv' College—Rockwell for Noyack, Wil- 
for Garber Caulfield tor Tolces, Uhr,Sr Levin? Schwartz for Uhr, Dwyer for 
iS Reteree-W. F. Tewhill (BrownK Umpire 
F V Brodil (Columbia); Lineman—W. S.
Sriing (Union). I’D™ periods-FoW 
15 minutes,
Providence Conquers City College, 14
to 0, With Two Sixty-Yard Drives
Soar’s Runs and Passes
Bring Victory to Friars
______________
Pawtucket Junior Who Stopped C. C. N. Y . in 1934 
Does It Again Before 5,000 at Lewisohn Stadium: 
Lavender Fades After Penalty, Halts Long March
By Irving T. Marsh
The same talented gentleman who nipped a City College streak in 
. its incipiency last year did it again yesterday. Outgained on the ground, 
and in the air, the Friars of Providence College offset these usually fatal 
deficits by presenting one constant threat—a junior from Pawtucket, R. I.. 
. named Hank Soar—and because the Beavers had no one to match him 
Providence scored its second consecutive victory by a two-touchdown
/margin. Last year at Providence it<- 
was 19 to 6. Yesterday at Lewisohn 
: Stadium it was 14 to 0.
This Soar fellow, a broth of a boy 
’standing six feet three inches and 
weighing 190 pounds, was a constant 
thorn in the collective Beaver hide 
all afternoon. He could pass, he 
could run and he could kick. And 
he did all three beautifully. So well, 
in fact,, that in the sixty-three-yard 
march which resulted in the first 
Friar touchdown he. gained thirty-five 
yards himself and passed to Al Hag- 
strom for twelve more. Bill Moge 
took it over from the 1-yard line.
Soar Scores Second Touch clown
In the second touchdown drive, this 
one of sixty yards, two Soar-propelled 
passes, one of twenty-three yards and 
the other of fifteen, both to Paul 
Ryan, end, were the major'-'factors 
in bringing the ball into scoring ter­
ritory. In addition Soar started and 
finished that drive. He started it with 
a twelve-yard run-back of a punt and 
ended it with a five-yard end sweep 
that scored the touchdown.
For purposes of record, however, it 
must be stated that the Beavers j 
played their best football of the cur- ; 
rent campaign and but for several 
unhappy buffetings of fate they might 
have won or at least tied. The Bea­
vers outgained the visitors by three 
yards on the ground, ninety-two to 
eighty-nine. They were better in the 
air, gaining sixty-nine to forty-six 
yards. Altogether they rolled up ten 
first downs to seven for the Friars.
But an offside penalty in the closing 
-minutes of the second quarter cost 
them a tying touchdown and alleged 
.interference with a Providence pass 
Receiver in the third period set the 
Stage for the Friars’ second score and 




C.C.N.Y.  Rally Fails
Ifruition by that offside penalty.
BetiLnS sSV’distance.. “aglm Ind' 
within striKixig T?riar territory inj
tVet: Mies110 Generally outmaleTve?^ j 
xBsytewR1 
and suneruio first quarter, it ,
buck fever in the f wost
came back to retain the »aum> 
of the second P^^ex- 
s?«”ps.km«“, 
srus. ”8»"* .«.i. >»«■>«■ 
rU\loge Crosses C. C. N. Y. Line 
^toSS^tXp^ous^pb^erj 
had been called unproductive
teams were Soar to
s^-ra* 
on the Providence 3^“/^ re­
Friars inaugurated the cil'lv® piays. : 
suited in a touchdown^in ten
Ce weXvT Ray Belliveau place- ' 
kicked the extra P°“ • ch ln the
battered his way to th 3 
but the Play was called bacK ana u
10T^?fcriar touchdown camo
Ryan made must of the gjO™Ce 
dEdIo the^next^Ilay• Belliveau 
again place-kicked the extia pom . 
The Beaver band, on display before • 
the largest crowd thatjias semi a City 
£dleby r female drum major. Miss 
Carolyn Standish, a student at the y 
College School of Business.
The officials who worked the game! 
held a small meeting of the New York. 
’ Herald Tribune Football Sch 1 
Alumni Association. AU three—w. . 
Tewhill, Franklin V. Brodil Zlittle’s 
Girling—were students at Lou Little s 
sessions.____ ___ _____—....... ---------- -------
Friars halfback, shown in centre of pile, after scoring touchdown
early in first period of Providence College-City College of New
York games Saturday at Lewisohn Stadium, New York.
"HANK" SCORES TOUCHDOWN FOR PROVIDENCE 
COLLEGE
Portland (Me.) PRESS HERALD
Colby To Face
Elephant Back
Special Despatch to The Press Herald
Providence, R. I., Oct. 15 Bid 
Moge, flashy triple-threat soph­
omore from Springfield, may 
give way to Dick Vitullo, heavy 
junior, in the Providence ^starting 
lineup which will face the un­
defeated Colby eleven at Water­
ville on Saturday according to 
Coach McGee of the Friars. Moge 
was slightly injured in the City 
College tilt, and will be unable ■ 
to go a full game, and as a result . 
Vitullo, who was the first string 
fullback last fall, will be in line 
for the work.
Vitullo is the heaviest man on 
the squad, and probably the 
heaviest backfield player in New 
England college ranks, the War­
ren junior scales 219 P°un^ “ ’ 
is a powerhouse on the offense. 
He was a standout all last year 
and was one of the main cogs in 
the Providence 13 to 7 triumph 
over Boston College. This fall Vi- i 
tullo has had to give up his post 
, to Moge, who is more versatile, 
being the best kicker on the 
squad, and also a fine defensive 
bawith Moge out of the line"P th® 
Friars will by no mea"\la®kJ°L* 
good punter, as Coach McGee has 
a really fine staff of punters teady 
lor action. Big Hank Soar is one 
of the best of the lot, altl™“l’ 
Captain Omer Landry, Tom Ham­
mond. and Joe Balzanelli rank M 
capable kickers who are not 
daunted by charging
Landry turned in' several lo”^ 
kicks against City College and 
will probably do much of the 
bootin- against Colby.
Witn Vitullo in the lineup, the 
Friar backfield will have Hank 
Soar, all New England choice last 
fall, at left half, and cithei Kay 
Belliveau or Dorn Minicucci at 
right half, with Captain Omei 
Landry calling the signals. __—
  PROVIDENCE MAKING  FIRST TRIP TO MAINE
FOR COLBY ENCOUNTER
Friars Have Previously Been in Nearly Every State in East 
Except Maine; team Looms as Big Threat Under 
Handling of Coach Joe McGee
Providence, R. I., Oct. 1 6.—For the first time in its athletic 
history Providence College will send a varsity sports team into 
Maine when the Friar, eleven travels to Waterville for an all im­
portant test with Ed Roundy’s fast stepping Colby gridders on 
Saturday.. The Friars have seen- their football aggregation in ac­
tion in practically every state in the east in the past two'years, and 
two invasions have been made to the middle west, but Maine will 
be a new territory for them to conquer.
Under Joe McGee, who is serving his second year as coach of 
Providence, the Friars have come to the fore rapidly iw football the past 
two seasons. McGee, after two years as varsity end coach, took charge 
of the freshman team in 1933 and proceeded to turn out a team which 
lost but one .game, and which- included in its string of wins a decision 
over the Yale seconds, and a triumph over a strong Bridgton Academy 
eleven in a feature game at Portland.
Last fall McGee astonished New 
England sport critics when he up­
set a fine. Boston College eleven, 
one of the major upsets of the New 
England campaign. This victory was 
well earned by the Friars, as Bos­
ton College was outplayed from 
start to finish. Then to cap his first 
varsity season as coach, McGee 
captured the much coveted decision 
over Rhode Island State in the 
state series competition.
It will be mainly with the boys 
who visited Portland two years ago 
as freshmen, that McGee will make 
h;.s second Maine visit. This time he 
will endeavor to score a win over 
Colby, and indications point to a 
keenly contested tiit.
Providence gave big I-Ioiy' Cross 
a tussle in the season's opener be- 
I re losing 12 to 0 on a muddy field 
which halted all the attempts of 
the Friars" to uncover their much 
vaunted aerial attack. Then a week 
ago St. Anselm’s College was hum­
bled in a hard battle at Manchester, 
with Providence having a decided 
edge,1 but being unable to make the 
best of its scoring opportunities- to 
raise its score. Saturday- Providence 
defeated Benny Friedman’s clever 
City College eleven 14- to 0.
In Hank Soar, 183 pound half­
back, the Friars have1 one of hire 
standout small college gridders of 
the east, Soar won all New England 
choice last fall as a halfback, and 
now as a junior, he promises to bet­
ter his record of a year ago. A big 
triple threat who can throw passes 
as he would a baseball, and who is 
ever dangerous on an off tackle 
smash, Soar promises to give the 
White Mules a busy time in Wood­
sman stadium
The Providence line will be as 
powerful as the Colby offense will 
meet all season, for McGee has 
two ■ fine tackles in Leo Davin, 
captain of the freshman team two 
years ago, and Leo Bouzan. Dav­
in is the biggest man 'on the Rhode 
Island squad, tipping the scales 
at 210 and. standing six- feet, four. 
Bouzan his running mate, from 
Newton, tips 210, all of which is 
evenly distributed over his six foot 
frame.I
Center, . a troublesome spot at 
the beginning of the year, due to 
injury to Ben Abrams, veteran 
junior, now looms as one of the 
strongest points in the line. Abrams 
has fully; recovered from his wounds, 
but he now faces the task to oust 
Norm Eichner, sophomore from 
Torrington, from the berth. Eich- 
ner starred in the Holy Cross game 
and will prqbably get the cal 
against Colby. Flanking the- pivot­
man Coach McGee has two fas. 
running guards in Ben Polak, ISC 
■pound sophomore from Warren, 
and Jim -Borovas, 175 pound senior 
from this city.
With Ed Gill and Walt Strepek 
on the hospital list the end squad 
has been the worry of wing coach 
Ollie Roberge the past two weeks, 
but the corps is by no means de­
pleted. Paul Ryan, freshman cap­
tain last "year, and Gus Hagstrom, 
basketball star, are teaming up 
well and will be the starters against 
Colby. Hagstrom was a standout 
as a sophomore last year, winning 
varsity insignia in football, basket­
ball and baseball. . _ _; J
P.C. WILL TACKLE 
COLBY TEAM NEXT!
First Meeting of Two Colleges 
Will Take Place at 
Waterville, Me.
Th? Providence College football 
team will play Colby College at; 
Waterville. Me:, next Saturday in a 
game which marks the first gridiron 
encounter between the two, insthu-. 
tions The contest will be the fourth 
on the Dominican schedule and om: 
Of six being played by the Friars 
aivaiy from home. _
Colby tied Amherst 6-6 in its first 
game and Tufts 0-0 in its second con­
test. Yesterday it sent a revamped 
lineup against the (
mont at Burlington. Assistant Coach 
Ollie Roberge watched this game and 
gathered data for Head Coach Joe 
McGee’s use in drills this week.
Providence will start drills f°r the j. 
Colby game at once as Coach Me- . 
Gee is going to try some new com- , 
binations this week in the line and 
backfield Whether or not these 
changes will be made 
the Colby encounter will be known 
later in the week.
There are a few Dominican back- 
field players yet to be tested in a 
game and the Colby meeting may be 
the place to do the testing. Cail An­
gelica, a fleet-footed back, may work 
into the Dominican backfield and 
Jack Lengyel, a rugged aggressive 
halfback, is also headed for action 
in a starting role.
The Friars will be pointing inten­
sively for this Colby clash as Spring­
field is the opponent '
eleven and it is Springfield that has 
proven to be a jinx in tire past. All 
the Friars have been able> to do 
against the Maroon is to hold that 
eleven to a tie. Last year one point 
separted the teams at the final 
whistle and Springfield enjoyed the 
possession of that point, the margin 
of its victory.
The return of Foahd Saliem, cen­
tre; Eddie Seay, right tackle; Co- 
captain Al Paganucci, left end; and 
Paul Landry, left tackle, have bol­
stered the Mules’ ranks considerably. 
With several stars still on the side­
lines however, Coach Eddie Koundy 
plans to do some shifting this week 





  Providence College to In­




II The squad practically intact af-
» ter a hard game with the Univer- | 
i sity ol' Vermont last Saturady, Col- ' 
, by went to Work behind closed gates 
yesterday in preparation for the
1 coming Saturday clash with Provi- 
, dence college, one of the strongest 
j football clusters in the east.
Providence dropped a 12-0 de- 1 
’ cisidn to Holy Cross early in the 
’ year when the weather prevented : 
its backfield ace from breaking in- i 
to the open. Since then Providence ■ 
has remained in the undefeated : 
class.
Colby, for a team' that looked bo : 
poorly on paper before the season 
started, has done a remarkable job 
this season. It remains undefeated 
although the Amherst, and Tufts 
, games ended in ties. Coach Roundy 
; reported yesterday that the line 
t wearing the University of Vermont 
colors last week was far superior to 
either of the Tufts or Amherst 
front ranks.
Contrary to the prediction of 
many that. Colby would make no 
fight for a win against providence 
with the Bowdoin game billed for 
the following week, the Mules, are 
going- to protect their undefeated I 
record if possible. Roundy has plen­
ty of man power this season, a fea­
ture sorely missing in .past years, 
i In each of the three games to date
1 e has used 23 gridders. He plans to 
continue this practice against Pro- 
' vidence. Every position Is fortified 
- With two or three performers of 
equal ablity and upon these men 
will fall the task of .staving off an 
admittedly strong Providence at­
tack.
The play of Tom Heal and Clay­
ton, members of the jayvee team a 
week or so ago, -was outstanding, 
the coach reported yesterday. Heal 
and Layton were used in the tackle 
positions against Vermont a.ad did 
a really outstanding piece of work.
Only one change in the lineup is 
due this week, that being- in the 
case 'of Tut Thompson, Original!: a 
guard, Tut was -moved out to an 
end position early this season but 
this week he is! being stationed at 
his -former, position.
For the frst three days this Week 
Colby is doing. its practicing be- 
'I hind' closed gates.. ' Even students 





Hank Soar Leads R.I. 
Eleven To 26-0 
Triumph
Special Despatch to Sunday Telegram 
Waterville, Oct. 19—The powerful 
football eleven, wearing the Black and 
White of Providence College, proved 
to be far too strong for' Coach Eddie 
Roundy’s scrappy Colby club, and 
scored four touchdowns here today in 
winning by a 26 to 0 score. In first 
downs, the Mules were not far be­
hind, making six to nine for the in­
vaders, but the latter club took ad­
vantage of the breaks to score three 
of their touchdowns.
The Friars started right out in the 
first period to penetrate deep into 
, Colby territory. Penalties. marred the 
first period ami it_wasn’J^ until ver3!
near the end of the session that Mini- 
cucci, substitute Providence quarter­
back, went over from the Blue and 
Gray one yard line after a series of 
line -bucks from the Colby 13. Belli- 
vau made it seven points with a neat 
placement.' During this chapter the 
line play of Al Paganucci and Carl 
Hodges were the redeeming features 
for the Mules.
In the second period. Lemieux punt­
ed to Soar, visiting .triple threat, on 
the .Colby 37. From this point a. pass 
from Sbar to Landry brought the ball 
to the Mule 15. Soar made anothe. 
yard.-Then a pass from Soar to Ryan, 
Providence left end, was good for sis­
points. The try from placement failed
In the second half the Mules dem- 
‘ onstrated that they were still in the 
game by chalking up several first 
downs against the burly Providence 
forwards, but early in the third pe­
riod one of Lemieux's punts was par­
tially blocked on the Colby 29. On 
the next play, Hank Soar, a triple 
threat if there was one, cut across 
the field on a reverse and stepped 
through the entire Mule eleve nfor the 
29 yards and a touchdown. The point 
again failed.
Another tally was counted by Provi­
dence in this session when Yadwinski 
fumbled after tearing off a nice long 
run. With Angelica and Soar plunging, 
the ball was brought to the Colby 23 
and a pass from Soar to Ryan pro­
duced the final Providence six points. 
Belliveau’s placement was successful.
Colby looked very good on the of­
fence in spots but could not -click 
consistently against the heavy Friars.





At Waterville; Score 26-0
Providence Piles Up Highest
Count of Season; Hank
Soar Again Stars.
(Special to the Providence Journal,) 
Waterville, Me., Oct.. 19.— Provi­
dence College Friars outclassed Col­
by as they rolled up the largest score 
they have made against an opponent 
this year, 26-0, here this afternoon. 
The Blue and Gray was unable to 
advance past midfield in the first pe­
riod as Providence, in spite of losing 
35 yards on penalties, hammered 
away at the Colby line, and made its 
aerial attack click with precision.
Providence gradually forced Colby 
to the wall in the initial quarter, 
compelling the lighter Maine eleven 
to punt on first down three times. A 
fine goal line stand by the Mules 
when the Friars had reached the 
Colby one-yard line, in this period, 
held off the visitors momentarily.* * ♦
Don Minicucci, subbing for Hank 
Soar, who had plowed through the 
Colby line time and again for long 
gains, provided the first Dominican 
score. Taking the ball on the Colby 
34 Minicucci hit the line for a two- 
yard gain, and then threw a 10-yard 
pass to Belleveau, who danced his 
way to"the Mules’ 13 for a first down. 
Vitullo and Minicucci carried to the 
Colby four, but an offside penalty 
against P. C. set the Friar team back 
on the Colby nine.
Vitullo hit the line for no gain, aS 
a fighting Colby line proved to be 
impassable on this play. Minicucci' 
then took over the ball-carrying dut­
ies and on two off-tackle slants 
crossed the Blue and Gray’s goal. 
Belliveau missed the point by place­
ment.
Providence scored again in the sec­
ond quarter after a march from the 
home eleven’s 46, when Ryan caught 
a pass from Soar over the Colby goal­
line. There were two passes in this 
drive. After Landry had'taken Lem­




First downs ....................  10
Yards rushing ............................202
Yards lost rushing ................... 20
Forwards .................................... 6
Forwards completed ................. 5
Yards gained passes .. ............ 71
Yardage punts............................288
Average punt ............................. 36
Fumbles ..............   0
Opposing fumbles recovered. .. 2
Penalties ..................................... 9
Loss penalties ........................... 55
Laterals .............................  2
Laterals compl'ted................... 2

















to the Colby 46, Soar whipped a pass 
to Landry which picked up 15 yards, 
and Landry added a 12-yard solo 
run after the catch, to advance the 
ball to Colby’s 15. Here Soar and 
Vitullo failed to gain through the line 
so Soar dropped back, as if on a run 
around his right end, but instead 
sent a 25-yard aerial to Ryan, all 
alone over the Colby last white line. 
Soar made the point on a placement.
* ♦ ♦
Colby, for the first time, went into 
Friar territory, in the second quarter. 
Opening up with plays through the 
Dominican tackles, Colby made two 
first downs in succession, reaching 
the Providence 47, where an incom­
pleted pass forced Lemieux to punt 
on fourth down. A Providence pen­
alty and runs by Lemieux and Rog­
erson aided Colby to reach the Friar 
41, but a bad pass back from centre 
spoiled this effort. At the end of the 
half the Friars led 13-0.
Providence received at the start 
of the second half and drove upfield 
for another score, when Ryan, Friar 
reft end, -blocked Lemieux’s punt, 
and the ball rolled out of bounds on 
the Colby 30. Taking this break, 
Soar ran through the entire Colby 
team on a beautiful bit of broken 
field running, crossing the goal at a 
trot.
Hank was back in pass formation 
at the time. Taking the ball, Soar 
raced for the sidelines to his right 
and then eluded three Colby play­
ers, slowed his speed momentarily,
Continued on Page 2, Column 7
Game played: October 19, 1935
Another~Colby fumble after the ■ 
rekick and a bad pass back from j 
Centre hurt the Mules’ chances, and ; 
they could not threaten during the ! 
rest of this period. In the last quar- .• 
ter play was almost wholly in the 
Colby half of. the field. A Colby pass 
connected in this period, when the 
Mules took the ball on their own 20, 
as the result of Landry’s punt over 
the Mules’ goal, and made a first 
down for the Homesters on their 43. 
But the attack did not continue, as 
the Providence line held.
Colby showed keen alertness in 
this period, when the Blue and Gray 
threw the Friar second team back 
to mid-field with two quick thrusts. 
Jack Lengyel, at halfback, dropped 
back to pass, but delayed and was , 
downed by Sparkes, Colby right end , , 
for a 15-yard loss. Landry lost 14 . 
more when he juggled the ball on an 
attempted pass, and was nailed by 
the same Sparks. 3
Almost from the start it was evi­
dent that the Mules were up against 
a superior foe. The home players 
did not tackle as hard and as well 
in the first quarter as m later periods. 
They seemed to be chary of mixing 
with the heavy Friars. But they 
showed some short sustained drives, 
which went awry from lack of clean, 
decisive blocking, and they made a 
goal-line stand in the first quarter 
which was reminiscent of those made 
by the Dominicans against Holy 
Cross in their opening clash.
Providence showed a better attack 
in this game, but there were times 
when the Friars looked none too 
good as the backs lapsed or linemen
I drove ahead half-heartedly The one­
sided score tells the story of the dif­
ference between the teams, 
again proved to be the star with his 
passes and runs, and his steady p ay 
was a big influence in helpmo the 
Friars to stay organized when their 
attack was slowed up by frequen 
calling of offsides by an over-anxious 
head linesman.
The summary. R <o)
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE (26) * COl^^ 
Ryan, 1. e............................... • • £ t . Hodges i
Bouzan, 1. t ._♦••• •■............... 1 e Thonipson ■
Gorman, 1. g.................................6'’ r saliem
Eichner, . ........................"‘"'re Goodrich
Polak, r. g................ t stone
Guillette, r . .................................  Wright
Hagstrom, r. e........................... ■ & .'’Lemieux
Lanary iC.), q. b ...........i’h b Yadwinski
Soar, 1. h b...................... r li’ b. Caddoo
•••••••;•■■%s3bo«
^o^s-Minicucct Ryan
points after touchdown—Soar (placemenu,
gelic'a, Bobovas for Gorman. q°.
Vitullo, Morrison for Polak Snjdier tor 
vin. Spinnler for Boboras, Lawler fol Bou 
“colby—Landry for Stone, Sanders for Sa­
liem Merrick for Goodrich, Winslow ior 
Rogerson, Layton for Thompson, Coop?’- 
Wright MacDonald tor Sanders, Thomas 
for Lemieux, MacGregor for Thomas Le­
mieux for Yadwinski, Washuk for Caddoo, 
Paganucci for Young, Wright for Sparkes, 
Van Slyke for Thompson. Layton for Lan­
dry. arid Green for Rogerson ■
Before-—j. A. McDonough (Maine , tJm: 
pile—H. S. Mahan (Springfield) ( Field Judgi. 
—H. H. Mapes: Linesman—Paul Frarel 
iColby), Time ef periods—Four_ 15-mlnut^
Providence to Field Husky
 and Smart Eleven Saturday
Reports being laid on the-desk of i 
loach Jack Rothacher oE the Spring- 
eld college ’varsity footba.il squad 
Ay■ that the Providence college 
friars will field a big, fast and 
■mart eleven at Pratt field here Sat­
urday afternoon, when the - Maroon 
entertains the Providence gridmen 
in what promises to be a bristling 
battle with ’ no quarter, asked and 
none given. Springfield scouts have 
had the field glasses ■ on the Provid­
ence team more than once this sea­
son and are advising Rothacher 
that only football, of a high caliber 
will produce a Springfield victory 
I this week.Power Plus Finesse
’ Coach Bill McGee’s Providence out­
fit attacks from a single wingback 
formation behind an unbalanced line, 
rt couples power with deception and 
has a liking for- the lateral pass and 
other up-to-the-minute offensive 
nicks. Providence looked the part of 
a reallv fine, small-college team while 
polishing off C. C. N. Y. on the 
'second Saturday in October and gave 
an equally good . exhibition against 
Colby last week, despite the fact 
h couple of valuable Friars sat on 
the bench nursing injuries.
Be that as it may, . Capt Charles 
McNiven and his Springfield com- 
■ rades believe they can lower the 
Providence colors in the coming 
(game and are working with that 
thought in mind. They know that 
their performances against Brown 
and New Hampshire were not let­
ter-perfect but'they point to the. fact 
that . they beat those two teams 
without once having their goal-line 
crossed. The Springfield players 
are working hard for the purpose of 
polishing their, goal-line attack be­
fore the Friars arrive in town Sat­
urday.
Coach Jack Rothacher ordered a 
long session yesterday in spite of 
the. sultry weather. The Springfield 
players pummeled the tackling and 
blocking dummies early in the aft­
ernoon, then rehearsed their own at­
tack in a dummy scrimmage with 
the freshman candidates. Rothacher 
has equipped the Maroon ’varsity 
with a few new plays which will be 
unveiled against the ■ Friars Satur­
day. Springfield successfully passed 
the Brown and . New Hampshire 
(games without having had to take 
the lid off any of its fancy stuff. .
Springfield REPUBLICAN
Providence College Friars, Play Here Saturday
The Providence varsity football squad, which meets Springfield at Pratt field Saturday in what promises to be a torrid tussle. Front Row^ 
Belliveau, Spinnler, Strasbergy Capt Landry, Minicucci, Carlo Angelica of Enfield, Ct.; Hagstrom. Second Row: Gaffney, Lekakos, Morrison, Ba? 
zanelli, Mendozzi, McHenry, Abrams John Cronin. Third Row: Line Coach Phil Couhig, Bouzan, Boboras, William Moge of Springfield, Mass. 
Hammond, Head Coach Joseph McGee, Soar, Lengyel, Sullivan, Vitullo, End Coach Ollie Roberge. Back Row; left to right, Guillette, Ryan, Willian 
Lawler of Springfield, Mass.; Daviii, Smith, Strepek, Polak, Eichner, Stanley Gorman of Somersville, Ct. __ _______
Game played: October 26, 1955
Friars Score First Football
Victory Over Maroons, 12-0
Touchdown Drives in Second 
and Third Periods Net 
Dominicans Triumph.
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Springfield, Mass., Oct. 26.—Play­
ing its most aggressive game of the 
season, Providence College scored 
its first triumph over Springfield 
here this afternoon',y.. 12-0, in the 
eighth meeting .between the teams. 
The Friars staged two Scoring drives, 
one in the closing minutes of the 
second period and another towards 
the end of the third quarter.
The Maroons did little effectively 
with their first-string team, but in 
the last half of the fourth quarter 
the Maroon subs, aided by one or two 
regulars, staged one of Springfield’s 
best drives.
In the first period the Maroons 
were in Friar territory except for 
about six plays( They advanced to 
the Providence two-yard line before 
losing the ball to a fighting Friar 
eleven which held for downs there. 
Huston and Goodwin', Springfield’s 
outstanding ball-carriers, advanced 
the ball on this drive.
After reaching the two-yard stripe 
the„Springfield attack failed to func­
tion effectively against a Providence 
line which rose up to smite several 
Maron tries through the line. There 
was no passing on this drive. In­
stead the Maroons held closely to 
their running game, with Huston 
spinning and whirling for long 
gains. ...
At the start of the second period, 
Springfield was deep in Friar terri­
tory, having the ball at. the P. C. nine. 
‘But hard tackling by the Providence
FKOVIDENCE-SPRINGFIELD STATISTICS
Providence 'Springfield 
First downs.................................. JO 7
Yards gained rushing.............. 245 159
Yards lost rushing........ .. 24 15
Passes attempted ................... 5 (5
Passes completed...................... 0 3
Opposite passes intercepted.. 2 0
Yard gained passing................ 0 32
Yardage of punts.......................389 268
Average punt................   33 24
Penalties ..............................  7 2
Yards lost penalties ............... 75 20
Fumbles...................................... 0 2
Opponents’ fumbles recovered 2 0
Yards lost fumbles.................. 0 6
: players threw the Maroon assault 
>ba&k andeSpringfieJd-last the ball-on.- 
downs on the Friai' 14, for a loss- of 
five yards in four plays.
Hank Soar accounted for the first 
Dominican score in this second peri­
od on a fast, unexpected lateral play, 
which caught Springfield back on its 
- heels. Driving down to the Maroon 
10 from the locals’ 40, Soar and Moge 
hit through the centre and off tackle 
on the advance to this spot.
Here, expecting more cracks at the 
line or possibly an aerial, Springfield 
was caught completely off-balance 
by a Providence lateral from Belli- 
veau to . Soar, The latter, went wide 
around his left end. Moge took the 
ball on this play, and slipped it/ to 
Beiliveau on a half reverse, and as 
Beiliveau hit the line about three 
yards along, he tossed far out to Soar 
and Soar raced across the Maroon 
( goal untouched.♦ ♦ ♦
On the try for the point Belliveau’s 
‘ placement, held by Capt. Landry, 
sent in for this purpose, hit the up- 
' right and bounded back into the 
( playing field. Springfield was on its 
■ own 42, after taking Polak’s kickoff 
as this period closed. The score at 
the half was 6-0 in favor of Provi- 
’ dence.
With Soar outpunting Huston the. 
s Continued on Page 3, Column 2
Off for a Springfield Gain Against Friars
Warren Huston, Springfield left halfback, shown on an off- 
tackle smash in the game with Providence College at Spring­
field yesterday. However, the Dominicans stopped the Gym­
nasts threats and managed to win, 12-0.
Friars took the ball on the Spring­
field 37 and made their second touch­
down of the game.
Providence was off to a score sev­
eral plays before the actual drive 
culminated in six points. A penalty, 
however, set the Friars back to the 
Maroon 41 after they had made their 
way to the Springfield 26.
Starting all over again after this 
15-yard setback for holding, the Do­
minicans started a sei ies of ■ tackle 
smashes. Soar shot through the 
short side of the Friar line on a 
buck, good for 12 yards and a first 
down.Then Vitullo carried on three, 
bucks for another first down, this 
one on the Maroon 16 After pick­
ing up three yards. Vitullo gave the 
ball to Soar on a reverse, and Soar : 
was away again, in almost exactly 
the same spot, but at the opposite 
end of the field from where the first 
score was made.
"this time Soar had to fend off two 
Maroon players near the sidelines. 
He stayed on the field inches from 
the side-lilies and scored.
Soar outstarred Huston in this 
; game although Huston displayed 
some She running.
Only Slifkus, a sub back, worried 
the Friars and then it was in the clos­
ing minutes of the game with numer- 
ous Friar subs in the lineup. But 
Slifkus certainly did his share in 
that desperate rally of the Maroons 
as the game faded fast away.
Passes from' Norm Keith to Red 
Phillips made two first downs in this 
quarter and it appeared that the Ma­
roons would tally. But time ran out.
PROVIDENCE SPRINGFIELD&E<12) COLLEGER
1. r.-.m i; vso^ideu
•Guillette' t.,
Hogstr.om, r. e............................ r'„ "bW Keith
&TTV.. :: ■:::::::::: .t.%.“
Score by Periods.. 1 2 3 4
providence college.. 0 6 6 0—12
Touchdowns: Providence—Soar 2.
Substitutions: Providence College—Ban- 
ahan for Hagstroni. Davin for Guillette. 
Boboras for Gorman, Lawler for Davin, 
Landry for Moge. Abrams for Eichner. Lan­
dry for Beiliveau, Angelica for Soar Spm- 
nler for Boboras. Morrison for Polax. ,
■ Sn”ingfieH College—Allen for Webber. 
Bradford-for Winslow. Plumb for Keith, 
Allah for Colburn. Knox for Rosengren. 
Wehuslev - for- Goodrich. Raymond ■■ for 
L’Hommideu. Cartell for.. Winslow. .Buscall 
for Putnam cushin^ for Huston, Fa.scitelli 
for Powers, Fry'JorW^ber.
Referee—<L F. Farrell: Umpire—J. F. 
Martin: Field Judge—H. Ginsberg: Lines­
man—E. E Grayson. Time of periods—Four 
15-m.inUtes. - - -...... i
Game played: October 26, 1935
FRIARS GET LEAD 
OVER GYMNASTSON LATERAL PASS
Soar Races Over for First 
Score After Receiving Toss 
from Belliveau. 
MOGE’S PUNTING HELPS
Dominican Fullback Kicks Out
of Danger as Springfield 
Threatens to Score.
Providence BULLETIN- 
Sports EXTRA day Of 
game. Only first J 
period^ reported.
LINEUPS at SPRINGFIELD
1 " ‘ r PROVIDENCE
, SPRINGFIELD ... .le., Ryan I
Winslow, le. .......... J ' Bouzan !
I Rosengrcu. It.......................................... Gorman '
Colburn. .......................................... ,c„ Eichncr
McNiven, c..................................  ...rg.. Polak
rowers, rg.  ...........................rt Guillette
L’Hommcdieu, rt....................  • " Hagstrom
rutnam, re. .................... Beliiveau
Keith, qb.......................................  . . jth., Soar
Huston ihb. ■ ■ Minicucci or AngelicaGoodwin, rhb. . . inti., in fh Moge
Webber, £b............................. ..........
Springfield. Mass., Oct.
Soar and Bill Moge combined in.a . 
mixture of running attacks to give . 
the Providence College eleven a ; 
triumph over Springfield here this 
! afternoon. The Friars staged a goal- 
I v«a c+nnd parlv in the first perioo. 
Portent the Gymnasts from cross­
ing their line.
■■"■v f1-." first period
Although there was no•
this period Springfield had all rne 
best of « The Maroon took the ball 
on an exchange of punts for a 0-
with
■ three-vard stripe befoie giving P 
the ball on downs. Providence staged 
a great goal-line stand to keep the 
locals from tallying. „nd
Morge punted out to his •
-j
Friar’s front door, ....
SECOND PERIOD
At the start of this period Spring-
•/?. ^as thrown-for repeated losses'' 
untiTthe Friars took the ball on their- 
own 14. Soar rushed to his 26 on a 
beautiful smash through right tackle
As Providence failed to gain 
through the Maroon line, Moge 
kicked to the Springfield 44. But 
Springfield found the going so tough 
through the Friar front wall that the 
Maroons kicked out to the Friar 32 
from which point Soar travelled to 
his 40 off tackle.
Providence pushed Springfield 
back into its own half of the field 
Providence has been showing the 
most aggressive type of play it has 
this season. Scar’s runs were as spec­
tacular as those of Huston of Spring­
field.
With Springfield back on its 
haunches the Friars started from the 
Maroon 40 and marched over for a 
score. The p'bint failed. Soar and 
Moge did the carrying to the Maroon 
10 with Moge shooting the ball to 
Belliveau at this spot and Belliveau 
tossing a lateral to Soar in the clear 
for the score. Soar crossed the goal 
untouched. Belliveau’s try for point 
hit the upright and bounced back to 
field. The score was Providence 6; 
Springfield 0, as the half ended.
THIRD PERIOD
Providence kicked off to Spring- 
■ field, Polak making the kick and 
I Huston running.back from his 25 to 
i his 34. Failing to. gain Springfield 
punted. On an exchange of punts a 
few plays later Providence gained 
ground and starting from the Ma­
roon 36 the Friars made another 
touchdown drive. Soar went over 
from the Maroon 14 on a half reverse 
from Vitullo, Friar fullback, in for 
Moge, in this period. Soar and Vitul­
lo did the ball carrying to the point 
from which the score was made with 
the latter displaying great line-buck­
ing. Belliveau’s placement for the 
point was blocked. Score: Provi­
dence 12, Springfield 0.
Soar’s 55-yard punt, including the 
roll, was fufcnbled by Plumb, in at 
quarterback for Keith in the Spring­
field lineup, on his 11 and Plumb was 
' downed on his seven-yard linz as he 
regained the ball. At the end of pe­
riod the score was: Providence 12- 
Springfield 0.
 .
Paul Ryan, former Haverhill high star, who is an end on the Prov­
idence College football squad, will be in the Friars’ starting lineup 
Saturday when they meet Boston College in Boston.





Holy Cross Only Team The 
Has Been Able to Score
Two Touchdowns
By Edward Bulger
One year ago Coach Joe McGee brough 
a Providence College football team to
Boston College, one that was termed at 
the Dominican institution as a promising 
aggregation; promising for future years. 
It happened that Coach McGee was bank­
ing heavily on sophomores. There were 
some seniors but the foundation and a 
greater portion of the upper structure 
was composed of players just up from 
the freshman class. It happened, too, 
that the Dominicans pinned a 13-7 defeat 
upon the Eagles.
The “promising” angle is mentioned 
because Providence is coming- back to the 
Heights this Saturday and those self­
same promising players, plus a year- of 
varsity experience, ■ are coming back. 
They in turn have some new promising- 
sophomores battling them for positions, ‘ 
so between the. two of them Providence! 
has an eleven that shapes up as "frell if 
not better than the 1934 team. In four 
games to date the only team able to turn 
back .the Dominicans was Holy Cross. 
Victories were scored over St. Anselm's, 
C. C. N. Y., Colby and Springfield, the? 
latter the same team that beat Brown.
Holy Cross was only able to score twcf. 
touchdowns on the Dominicans, which'. 
speaks well for the latter for its contest; 
took took place before, the Purple took 
a slide down the offensive ladder. In 
another year, however, it is possible that 
the Dominicans may be able to give Holy 
Cross or any of the other leading New- 
England colleges even a better run for 
their money, for Coach McGee will have 
practically the same group available next 
fall, plus the present freshmen players. 
There are only five seniors on the Provi­
dence squad," but the only one of these 
who has held a first class team rating at 
any time this fall is. Captain Omer Dan- 
dry and even the leader of late has been 
side-tracked considerably by Ray Belli­
veau, a junior who ranks among the 
leading athletes turned out in recent I 
years at Fitchburg High.
Belliveau Started Last Year
Belliveau was at the quarterback post 
last fall when the Dominicans came to 
the Heights. He is one of eleven vet­
erans of that game who will be on hand 
Saturday for the return game. Five of 
these hre backs, the only thing that 
could prevent Coach McGee from start­
ing an entire group that has . already 
faced the Eagles. But there is some 
question whether some of the veterans 
will answer the opening whistle, for of 
late the Providence coach has been lean-. 
ing toward the sophomores more and 




standing star oltul B!e ’-s- the °“*-i 
a vear a°-o wf the team. Just as he was ‘ 
year ago. He cattle .to the Heights v-u: many, good things said about hiSand hl 
=«s%:'=p£™£ 
passing ^he kicking- and most of the 
which lie is a serion^TeaT^thS 
™““s ’■ *“» aXg.“
;.«? s “srs “ “»««« «.
ized It the t ^mlght be capital- 
form but nf hu!? 1 J Was Way beI°w 
come’ to iiff I ?he veteran fullback has 
baS- hU >’ PUt as yet ile has not won 
. is U Pt, starting role. Moge, when he 
, • n the game, does th,e kicking* for tho terXaP f°r he 1S he«er than Soa/u 
tills department. The nair nr +£•/ 
'firms'nZP McGee with little worry 
vtde nubP a a 8‘ 7bey should W
vide quite a duel with Anthony DiNatale,
JPe,B; C; sophomore from- Belmont who 
oi late, has blossomed forth as B. C’s 
outstanding kicker. .
Ends Bothered with Injuries
4 With Soar and Moge in the backfield at 
the start will probably be Bellivbau at 
quarter and Dominick Minieucei, a 174 
pound sophomore, at right half. This 
would leave Captain Landry for relief 
work at the signal calling berth, Vitullo 
as .Moge’s relief and Carlo Angelica, a 
junior who did not face B. C. last fall 
icr duty at either right or left half back’ 
He played both against Springfield last 
Saturday. Then there is also Tom Ham­
mond, a junior from Fall River, who 
did,get in last season,
The veteran linemen available are 
lhomas Bouzan, a left tackle who will 
practically play in his own back yard 
seeing he is a Newton boy; James 
•^oboras, left guard; Ben Abrams, center; 
Leo Davin, right tackle; and Bill Lawler 
ot Springfield and Alfred Hagstrom of 
Gloucester, ends. Boboras, Abrams and 
Davin were benched in favor of sopho- 
,™s q aSt! ' Their ^Placements
weie Stanley Gorman, Norman Echner 
. and Ray Guillette, the latter, from- Taun­
ton. Benedict Polak, another second 
year .man, is filling- the right guard berth 
vacated when Captain Bill Knutneski 
graduated last Jjirie. At left end at 
pt esent is Paul Ryan of Haverhill cap­
tain of the freshman eleven last fall
Hagstrom has been occupying the ri°-ht 
end berth, but he was injured in the 
.Springfield game. His loss will be felt 
if he is unable to play, because the wing ■ 
squad has. been hard hit by injuries this 
season. Ed Gill,. regular of a year a-o 
who has been of little use to date mav 
be able to swing back into action, ’while 
Walter Strepek, sophomore wingman is 
showing signs of returning after several 
weeks absence. From present indica­
tions, however, the starters will be Rvan 
and Edward Banahan, a junior unless 
Coach McGee decides to shift Lawler ' 
back to end. He was moved to the tackle i 
squ-ad when it appeared certain that the 
Wipg sxjuad would, gg ...feel his loss :
Boston TRANSCRIPT
Boston GLOBE
  Downes Completes the
Preliminary Work
Running Back of Kickoff Among 
Things Stressed 
  Harry Downes, appointed Wsd- 
B nesday to succeed John R. “Dinny” 
t McNamara as head coach of foot- 
| ball at Boston College, completed 
“ the preliminary routine work with 
; the Eagle squad in yesterday’s light 
■ rain. The young mentor is faced 
. with the difficult test of meeting a 
strong Providence College team to- 
| morrow, 'in his debut as a varsity 
i coach.
! The players are in fine physical 
and mental condition with the ex­
ception of Ed Driscoll, running 
back, and Henry Chairini, a block­
er. Driscoll is just recuperating 
from a knee infection while Chair­
ini ha§ a cold.
i Downes Confident
; Downes is confident that his charges 
can beat the invading Friars. The 
latter group is anxious to annex its 
second successive victory over the 
Maroon and Gold, and thus particu­
lar attention has been stressed on;
■ the forward pass defense by the Eagle; 
coaching staff during the past week. 
The Friars featured this form of at­
tack in last year’s triumph.
No changes in the starting lineup 
have been made as yet by the new 
coach. Both Vin Keough, center,1 and 
Bill Huxley, fullback, who were pro­
moted to the first team last Monday 
by McNamara, have been working 
out at their new berths. The re-' 
mainder of the starting eleven will 
have Ed Furbush and Jim Cahill, 
ends; Oscoe Gilman and Andy Domi­
nick, tackles; Paul Sweeney and Alec 
Pszenny, guards; Paul Flaherty, quar­
ter; Atilio Ferdenzi, left half, and 
Earl Avery, right half. There is. a 
possibility, however, Downes said, 
Ted Galligan may displace Gilman, 






leSe SJE, ?.J” <!’1‘
F™d„ee, thoyfa faki.g f.rwaM “ C„”X a” 
■meh as usually matks lk, week.»d5 thrmP h tXX,
been doing 0. K. thus far this season. Holy Cross and
In the opening game of the season, Providence lost tn M \d 
12-0 instead of the one-sided score the fnnfrh-11 u ^10ss> 
and it wasn’t because the Purple gave them anticipated
The Cross used their first team- for most of fhl * °f ** elther- 
six substitutions throughout the game The Pro J?”16’ maklng onlY 
depends on speed and an overhead garni wer ZS 
” this encounter because the muddy con^tE^^^®  ̂
»f b- ?• * H„,y j 
strength ...of those old rivals which h u;ompare the relative ■ 
spite of the Eagles surprising victorv^ the year and in '
be called upon to exhibit all their fhn M1Ghl*an State, they’ll ! 
the Friars. ProvidX '
B. C. a year ago and they’re hopeful of * &gainst 7
seriptioa Saturday. I„ Soar, an a)I-New Sgfad hafa X 
ago, Providence boasts one of the finest -11 ™ aIfback a year 
” this sector of foottan aetlvi^ X V eXo v Playera 
nobody’s business. The entire backffeld X-hicU "V? d passes like 
Will be the same as that of fat yeV.£ aXXo X E’S>- 
be Capt. Landry, at. quarterback; Belliveau and ^°ar> there will 
l^s. giant. Providence has plastered Colbv ?« ^a'all°’ a 219 
hiew York, 14-0 and Springfield 12-0 so i ?’ Clty c°Uege of 
Downes’ worries will star/so'on.’ that Ha^ i
tr P to Newton with the Friars and Zt “ake the
sitting m on an upset. Providence is exactly tW? hopeful of
W this game. . exactly that hopeful concern-
/
Quartet of veteran ball toers well known to Hub fans who will 
start for Providence College against Boston College in the big game at University Heights, Newton, Saturday. left to right, 
Al "Hank" Soar, 190-pound left halfback; Ray Belliveau, star defensive back from Fitch- burg; Capt. Omer landry, quarterback and 
Dick Vitullo, 215-pound fullback.
Boston ADVERTISER
 Z's Football Ratings
Boston College .............<’ F f* Pts'Pts-Against Rating :
Providence ....................5 4 , .0 Jg W+
tenon or Wye,.s, and otbe,. g°SJnion- “>»- i
By “Z” '
r Offensively due for a sewe i
1,1,81111 w«vniversiry Heights.
So parrallel have been the sea 
sons of the two opponents tha 
it is almost impossible to judgt 
which of the two is superior. Prov 
idence’s statistics, if anything 
slightly shade those of Boston Col­
lege.
Then, too, circumstances indepen­
dent of cold figures have occurred 
which may play a part in the game. 
The resignation of John R. Mc­
Namara as head coach and the ap­
pointment of Harry Downes, his 
assistant, as McNamara's successor, 
imsy have unexpected reactions, 
either causing a slump in the play 
of the B. C. eleven, or spurring it 
io a higher pitch of endeavor.
Such circumstances are incal­
culable.
PAST RECORDS
However, it is difficult to aban­
don a teani which upset a pros­
pective claimant of the National 
title, as B. C. did when it defeated 
Michigan State a week ago, thus 
ruining the Rose Bowl hopes of the 
greatest of Charlie Bachman’s 
productions.
Because Boston College did de­
feat Michigan State, it rates as the 
logical selection over Providence, 
despite the fact that it was hard 
pressed by New Hampshire. That 
victory, however, indicated that B. 
C. had recovered the natural over- 
confidence which followed its tri­
umph over Michigan State ano 
should not be caught on the re­
bound by Providence.
Providence enjoys the advantage, 
nevertheless, of pointing for this 
game with B. C„ over.-1 whom it 
scored an upset a year ago, while 
Boston College, its moral shaken 
by the shift in coaches at mid­
season- will be struggling to avoid 
a letdown.
An analysis of the form of both 
teams presents little evidence for 
favoring one over the other. Provi­
dence has played one game more '■ 
than Boston College. B. C.'s sched- ' 
ule, however, was the more gtrenu- I 
ous, including Fordham, Michigan. ? 
State, St. Anselm’s and New Hamp­
shire. Holy Cross furnished the 
high point on Providence’s game 
list, defeating the Friars in the 
opening game, after a hard strug- ’ 
gle. B. C. split even in its two 
objective games, losing to Ford-. i 
ham and beating Michigan State.
FORM favors b. c.
i In the matters of wing and 
fosses, B. C, has shown the better 
term. Offensively Providence, has 
displayed a slightly more powerful 
ground attack, rushing 749 yards 1 
to B. C.’s 612; B. C. showing an 
edge in the overhead branch; gain- 
-Ef a.O-.YaTCls.tn 159___steite cote------
<0— ... Ill' ■ .
£ GRID FORM CHART’ 
>-p 2ZZ------- — ------ -—---------------- -- ----------- -’C r"r""11"’—■«"H...... .............................,,,, --
V- 
g, , PROV. B. C.
1- Games played 5 4
.Points for 59 so
i- Points against jg 3... J
First downs by 
e. First downs against 42 33
;- FardJ gained rushing 749 612
>- Yards gained passing 159 gin
s Forwards attempted 30
Forwards completed 11 13
s, Yards penalized 230 215 1
y Punt average 37 4,
t ((Copyright, 1036, by Boston Daily Record)
pleting 13 of 46 passes as against 
11 of 30 for Providence.
Consideration of these figures. 
_ of course, must be tempered by the 
_ fact that Providence has played 
; one game more than B. C., which 
[ gives Boston College a slightly 
. higher average.
, The schedules of the two teams 
. crossed only at one spot, St.
Anselme, defeated by Boston Col­
lege, 13-2, and by Providence, 7-6. 
Yet so similar are the two teams 
in their makeup and past perform­
ances, that a Providence victory 
would not be entirely an upset of 
the dope.
Tomorrow—B. U. vs. New Hamn- shire.
HAGSTROM OLFT OF
FRIARS' LINEUP
Providence, Oct. 31—Light work 
and a dummy scrimmage consti­
tuted the drill of the Providence 
College gridmen as they preDareri 
for the Boston College gameSat urday. Al Hagstrom,%egX rFgh[ 
end, who was hurt in the Snrin~ 
field tilt will be unable to appeal 
agamst the Eagles. Laterals and 
forwards will play a p^minent 
in the Providence attack, both 
these departments having been 
pressed m practice periods th“
 Ray Belliveau, Capt. Omer Landry and Hank Soar, left to rio-ht, three stalwart members of the
Providence College football squad which will make a valiant attempt to bring down the Boston Col-
lege Eagles at Boston on Saturday. The above members of the Friar backfield are hard-running 
backs.
To Carry the Torch Against Eagles
Boston POST
One of Toughest 
of TestS for B.C.
VILLAGE A. C. BY 13 TO 0
The Bedford Athletic Club football 
eleven lost its first game of the season 
yesterday afternoon, being turned back 
tn® heavy. Village Athletic Club out- 
1 Cambridge, ^3 to O, on the Browne 
and Nichols School gridiron, in Cam­
bridge.
Providence College Game Saturday 
Sure to Force Eagles to Limit— 
Hard Work This Week
vvitn we i\ew Hampshire Wildcai 
team numbered among their victims, 
the Boston College Eagles will begin 
pointing’ior what looms as one of the 
toughest games on the schedule, the 
clash with Providence College next 
Saturday at Alumni Field. In spite 
of the victory, Dinny McNamara will 
not give his gridmen a holiday to­
day, but will have them out on the 
practice field getting ready for the 
Friar invasion.
PULLED SURPRISE
The Eagles on the whole were not 
over-extended last Saturday. McNama­
ra split the game up between three 
. teams,, content with gaining a victory 
and with no desire to run up a large 
score. As a result, none of the Eagles 
was overworked and all are expected to 
be on deck today.
McNamara pulled a surprise by start­
ing the second team against the Wild­
cats, and after being presented a touch­
down shortly after the contest began 
the second stringers would undoubted­
ly have run up a few more tallies if 
they had been allowed to stay in. But 
the Eagle mentor tossed in the regulars 
and they proceeded to take it easy.
The absence or Tom Guinea, fast 
*1 stepping sophomore, and. Ed Driscoll, 
the Woburn veteran who turned in some 
great ball carrying against Michigan 
.State, slowed up the Heights offense. 
Both remained on the Boston College 
bench nursing injuries which are ex­
pected to. be cleared up in time to al­
low them to show their stuff against 
Providence. Guinea has an injured 
ankle out of a scrimmage last week, 
and Driscoll a wrenched knee, received 
in the Michigan State game.
Another Eagle back who was missed 
Saturday was Tony DiNatale, the sen­
sational sophomore Quarterback from 
Belmont, and one. of the shining lights 
in the victory over Michigan State. Di­
Natale sported a limp from an injured 
knee after colliding with the head of 
one of the wildcats early in'the game, 
and rather than risk any further in­
jury to his fine signal caller, McNamara 
yanked him.
Bill Huxley, second team fullback, 
made a big advance toward a first team 
berth with his work in Saturday’s 
clash. Whenever there were laterals
it to be caught, fumbles, to be recovered 
or passes to be intercepted Bill was 
’’ generally on the right spot.
n Huxley, a junior, as playing his sec- 
e ond season on the varsity but failed to 
see much action last year. He prenned 
e at B. C. High but until he reported 
last season he had never played other 
than sand lot football. He is one of 
e the ruggedest men on the squad and 
'.1 with his 5 feet 11 inches and 185 pounds 
he throws a very effective block.
Another Eagle who may be used more 
5 frequently in the future as a result of 
» his work Saturday is the 155-pound Billy 
Fenlon, a former St. James' High Ha­
verhill, and St. John’s Prep signal 
caller. Billy gave the team a notice­
able zip and spirit when he entered 
the battle, and he it was who quarter- 
backed the Eagles on the 70-vard march 
for the second score.
> O’Brien Not Yet Ready
' Captain Joe O'Brien, the hard luck 
; Boston College leader, took part in his 
J first game of the season and during the 
short time he was in the fray he did 
well at times but seemed to be favor 
ing the finger he injured a few davs 
before the first practice session of 
season. e
The finger was encased in a leather 
fibre cover but it is still tender and an 
parently O’Brien was afraid of info? 
ing it. The feeling will wear off with 
a little more action and the tftn™ 
the red-headed Hyde Park star is w?e 
to strengthen the right end position 
where Jim Cahill has been doing veo- 
man work, but because of the lack of' 
worked. replaC6fflents has been over-
Biil Ormsby gave the Providence team 
the snrin2flema^ the Priars turned back 
Ind Gymnasts last Saturday,
that Previa aCk w*th the impression 
to beat WH1 be a hard club
member Hank h«aV® E°°d reason to re‘ 
f the Friar ace, who
thl agalnst Springfield, for
Xntv^f Hank caused the Heightsmen 
f hail Snef last year with his punt­
ing, ball carrying and passing.
 (picture from International News Photograph service)
"Bring on those Friars" gurgle the Eagles shower trio. Pauk Sweeney, Al




Boston College meets 
a far more severe test in 
its game with Providence 
College tomorrow than it 
has at any time this sea­
son.
The others were mostly ques­
tions of physical superiority 
and the ability to execute on the 
field of competition the lessons 
learned in practice.
Tomorrow’s game with the 
Friars is equally as much a men­
tal problem, whether or not the 
Eagles can assimilate the shock cf 
their mid-week shift in coaching 
personnel and extend their best ef- 
' forts only a few days later.
Providence is a worthy foe. 
Memory of last year’s game when 
, the Friars pulled out with an un­
locked for 13-7 victory and a bit. 
of speculation on this 1933 record 
of five consecutive victories, is 
proof of the visitors’ strength.
SOAR SPARER
On top of that, Joe McGee’s 
team, well coached and possessing 
| a heavier lineup and a backfield 
: which includes one of the great 
backs.of the East in the six-foot 
Hank Soar, is highly optimistic 
over the outcome.
The big Boston College question 
is then:
“Can the Eagles settle down 
and play their best brand of seri- 
: ous football after a hectic 
week?”
Down-town feeling is that they ! 
are in for a licking.
These fellows claim that the de- ; 
parture of Dinny McNamara as \ 
head coach and the succession of \ 
Harry Downes will be unsettling \ 
and a disturbing factor.
. Expressions of sentiment at Uni- 
versity Heights differ radically | 
from these.jothers
Eyes of Grid World on B.C. 




Leo Bouzan, 208-pound Providence College left tackle from Newton, will 
start against Boston College this afternoon at Alumni Field. It will be
homecoming day for Bouzan, for his home is but a short distance from 
University Heights. He was a standout football and baseball performer a
few seasons ago at Sacred Heait High School.
The squad, one and all, insists 
that it will give Downes its full co­
operation and has assured him that 
the Friars will meet a determined 
team, one which will be “up” as it 
was “up” against Michigan State.
Downes, himself, is of the same i 
opinion. He feels that his players 
j play football for sheer enjoyment of 
the game. And he is more than 
hopeful. He is confident that they 
will be out there giving 100 per cent 
effort tomorrow.
Our own impression, as one who 
has followed closely the vital 
changes which have taken place i 
this past week, is that the Eagles ‘ 
have accepted as inevitable 1 
Dinny s” loss and are resolved to | 
show their deep admiration and re­
spect for Downes by starting him 
off on his head coachship with a 
decisive victory.
Both teams have been well 
scouted and defenses have been 
erected.
Soar is only one of several dire 
threats to continued Eagles’ suc-
SAME LINEUP
A year ago, this 188-pound half­
back won All-New England honors. 
Bill Ormsby, end coach at the 
Heights, would make him an All­
Eastern halfback were he on this 
years selection committee.
Soar runs, passes and kicks with 
about equal ability. He gets help 
m large gobs from Dick Vitullo, 
: 219-pound fullback, who scored 
against Boston last fall, Ray Belli­
veau and Omer Landry, clever 
quarterbacks, and Bill Moge, sopho­
more triple threat.
• The Friars want to win tomor­
row’s game more than any other 
this year. They have pointed for 
it. A win wm fill their cup of joy 
to overwhelming and mark the best 
year that the Friars have ever had.
Fortunately injured Eagles are 
now listed as cured. Every man 
on the squad will be available.
Downes will stick to the lineup j 
which worked so well against Mich- 
gan State. Paul Flaherty will call 
the signals. Tilly Ferdenzi and Pat ' 
Avery will be the halfbacks and 
either Huxley or Bryan the fourth
Atilio Ferdenzi, classy little Boston College halfback, is shown skirting the Providence right end for a seven-yard gain, in the first period 
day's game' with Providence College at Alumni Field, which the Eagles won 20 to 6. Ferdenzi has just pulled away from, the grasp of a Providence 
man. Ben Polak, Friar right guard, and Ed Banahan, Providence right end, are crossing over to stop the Ashland will-o'-wisp, but Ferdenzi outran 
them and was brought down by the Providence secondary.
FERDENZI PICKS UP SEVEN YARDS FOR EAGLES
EAGLES CONQUERFRIARS, 20 TO 6
B°Sfon POST
BY PAUL H. SHANNON
Outweighed considerably in the 
line, opposed by, the strongest and 
most versatile eleven ever turned out 
by the Friars of Providence, the Bos­
ton College Eagles overcame the han­
dicap of wet grounds, the imposition 
of drastic penalties and the supposed 
setback incurred by an 11th hour 
change in its coaching system while 
administering a decisive defeat to 
Providence College yesterday after­
noon though the score of 20 to 6 
hardly does justice to the superior 
play of Harry Downes’ pupils. The [ 
result was satisfaction supreme for ' 
the defeat sustained at the hands of 
the Friars last year. And the well- 
earned victory an emphatic rebuke to 
’ carping critics who have referred to 
; the Eagles’ win over Michigan State 
,as a fortunate upset, as well as to 
predictions that the Eagles would 
never rise to such heights again. _ J
For it was no team of weaklings that 
B, C. trimmed so decisively yesterday 
Few teams in the Bast can boast of'a 
stronger or more rugged line than the 
one that tried vainly to withstand an 
attack that from the start to the end 
of the bruising fray had those Friars 
guessing. Few teams on any Eastern 
schedule can boast of a back more re­
sourceful than the mighty Soar, or a 
frontier that had hitherto withstood the 
assaults of all rivals. Endowed with 
speed, durability and all the assets in­
cluded in a powerful array of grid- 
sters, the Providence team was forced 
to bend before an eleven that had 
checkmated the power of a mighty 
Michigan team and was in no mood to 
have the Friars halt them in their win­
ning stride.
Dazed momentarily by mistakes due 
to the over-eagerness of anxious line­
men, penalized so heavily at the very 
start as to make the result seem doubt­
ful, in spite of. a score that was due al­
together to these errors the. Eagles 
raced through the Friars to settle at 
once any question as to superiority and 
assure Downes’ team of eventual vic­
tory. Incensed by the breaks that gave 
the visitors that unexpected touchdown 
the Eagle.’ strategists with Brennan,’
Decisively Defeat Providence Eleven 
to Start Downes Off on Right
  Foot as Head Coach
Al Tortolini, Boston College back, took a lateral pass from Fer- 
denzi in the opening period of y esterday’s game with Providence 
College and made a six-yard gain to the Dominicans four-yard 
mark. Here the Friars stopped the threat. The Eagles won the 
game 20-6.
Friars Stopping Eagles’ Threat On Six-Yard Line
Fenlon,- Ferdenzi. and Di Natale show­
ing- the way to their mates put on an 
exhibition of football that proved with­
out question that the Eagles possess an 
offence that is bound to count heavily 
in the more important games to come.
Statistics Tel! Tale
The statistics of the game will make 
this manifest. The Eagles scored three 
touchdowns to the Friars’ one. Boston 
registered 10 first downs to their op­
ponents’ three. The Eagles carried the 
ball 308 yards, 214 of these by rushing 
and the remainder through their suc­
cessful use of forward and lateral 
passes. The Friars made 72 yards by 
rushing and .'Providence 26 by passing. 
Boston completed nine of 15 passes at­
tempted. The Friars, supposed to be 
adept in the aerial method of attack, 
made but two of their seven attempts 
click. Outdoing, their rivals in punt­
ing, the recovery of fumbles, and in 
fact in almost every particular, the 
Eagles likewise outdid the Friars in 
ponents’ 25, and thereby allowing the 
ponents’ 25( and thereby allowing the 
visitors their only score.
Had the Boston eleven been able to 
cash in on all of their many opportuni­
ties the margin of victory might -well 
have assumed portlier proportions. 
Times innumerable the Eagles were 
knocking at the Friars’ door though it 
took the entrance of the indomitable 
Tom Brennan and the clever Bill Fen- 
Ion into the,conflict to start them on 
j the road to triumph.
| All afternoon, saving for that brief 
|'period in the first quarter when over- 
i anxious Eagle linesmen gave the vis- 
I itors an opportunity to escape a shut- 
; out, the Friars were kept Well down in 
i their own territory, and most of the 
I time backed up against their very goal 
I posts.- Only the splendid defence of the 
! Providence line and the failure of the 
I Eagle offense to get started kept this’ 
'• Boston team from administering heavi­
er punishment.
Fight for Points
Though the Eagles won decisively, 
.every point made by Boston had to be. 
bitterly fought for. Seldom has a vis­
iting team shown alertness or more 
ability to stand punishment than the 
great frontier that Phil Couhig has de­
veloped at Providence. While the slip­
pery field -and the uncertain going most 
likely slowed up the Eagle backs at 
the'Start, if. was the alertness of Provi­
dence ends and the impenetrability of. 
the Friars’ line that discounted repeat­
ed Eagle marches and held the total 
within respectable limits.
If Tom Brennan had been injected) 
into the game at the outset instead 
of being held in reserve till the Friars 
had drawn first blood, the Eagles 
might easily have transferred generous 
yardage into scores. And after watch­
ing this burly back show at his best 
yesterday, it is hard to understand 
why he has not already taken rank 
with the high scorers of the Bast. 
Most, versatile of all the backs at. 
University -Field yesterday, adept at 
throwing passes, great in punting, ir- 
resistable in his plunges at a line that 
proved immune to any other assault, 
and great upon the defence as well, 
he scored two of the Boston touch­
downs by his own superb work and' 
was a. big contributory factor in the 
third Boston score.
F enion, Scant orwaHrt._bu7 
coot and resourceful field >>«7?e^y' 
great running mate for Brenn^a ’ 3 
a quarterback who handle?? k ’ and 
capably all the time h3 T hls team 
Play, shared the honors withTh^ th6 
er line breaker, while Ferdeiwi 
tolini and' Di Natale reanld ! Tor' 
meed of honors. In snTe of 11111 
that they were competing X th® £aet 
whose booting abilities have h St Soar’ 
Providence tradition theyV® become * 
held their own against 'th than 
rival. b this dreaded
Tilly Cuts Capex's
Eerdenzi especially wa.« o ;
the backfield, and but for aPdW6r • 
! m the first quarter whJ a Vision 
failed to note that hT was °®eial
,'fered with while receiver Inter'
• pass he might have had « ? f°rward 
to his credit. “ “ touchdown
Offsetting the very „ 
poundage that the Providence”?' derable 
sessed, poundage that J, e llne Pos- 
hard to overcome becau« of The hT°" 
gomg, the Eagle-forwards ya vlT h , Vy 
did account of themselves wffh o’ m' 
, gan especially distinguishing G lh' 
It was Galligan who WoS'/ h,n?self- 
recovered a fumble and T "® kjc,<’ 
Providence passers consistently r I?® 
Keough, who plaved a brim'sUke 
at centre, and Furbnsh .OnU,,ant Same I 
at left end iJTas one"?1 
the Boston fr°»«£ StaI' ' 
Twice eome Providence Jinejnen ( 
Eagle bf^cXeTanTTX0 X th* 
a heavy loss but in W him f°r
: the blame for this be laXtTheT® 
This^fe Xr™F up­
field and carried out every UT6” the 
perfectly. His work met vdtb +hW?ent 1 
est commendation from ' thl^w’®11' 
coaches. 171 l“e Eagle'
Soar Brilliant 
mosflylorX^iaro^63 themsalves 
ented’halfback* Ryan llri taI' 
Eichner, the Providence „ end’ alW 
fumble may have led to Byan's 
final touchdown as it DU° fh® ®agles 
team in a position m the Bost<m 
should be realized that hsS6 but 11 hard when he madeWhi ® r*S Wt very 
exhausted eleven was not _''lip?P as the 
Eagles in reserves. For three’®*1 &S lbe 
of the battle he was probabTv t?Uarter® 
alert Friar on defence w.. T,® most 
Eagle backs time after'tim?\Pf’1Ied *he 
had really got started? ° 6 they
Eichner, sub centra 
On three different nroJ a standout, 
through to snil] ihP r -asjons he broke for CSonsidmPab!leh!ofXt0nH^ °arri-erS 
was excellent as well '<snP*? r passlnS 
to all the great things that ”P
said about him wa. TZ that have been 
; of all the Pro’videnePhh^LSt versatile 
he been blessed with back® and had 
nearly as good 'X n?””1”5 mates 
more trouble for th 1 r.?aXe made far 
did. Yet hirkicTnlX aSleS than he 
runbacks the S ^“T!ent'his 
. either team mpllshed byEriars mad? would &* hfr?he 
registered but for his TccuratepasT"
Friars Get Jump
From the way the battled started 
the outlook seemed anything but prom­
ising for the Eagles, as penalties drove 
them back into the very shadow, of their 
own goal posts before the game was 
hardly a couple of minutes old. Here 
Al Soar, the Friars’ burly ball carrier, 
and a justly esteemed triple threat, 
.showed his versatility by putting his 
I opponents on the defensive and starting 
a brief attack, which was shortly to 
result in the Friars’ only score.
Though Captain O’Brien won the toss 
and the Eagles elected to kick off, the 
visitors brought the ball quickly into 
Boston territory .and kept it there. 
Running back Pszenny’s boot almost to 
mid-field, Soar kicked in turn after one 
fruitless attempt to puncture the line, 
and the Eagles down the ball on their 
own 15-yard line. On the first effort to 
advance Boston was penalized for hold­
ing, so Flaherty had' to kick from be­
hind his own goal posts, the Friars re­
ceiving it on the 35-yard line. Soar 
made six yards in three rushes and 
then threw a long forward pass, which 
was knocked down by Ferdenzi on the 
five-yard line.
However, the officials decided that 
there was interference with the re­
ceiver and the pass was allowed, giving 
the Friars a first down with the goal 
posts but five yards distant. To make 
matters worse the Eagles were caught 
offside on the following play and now 
the visitors had but a scant three' 
yards to go for a touchdown. Through 
centre, which was for a time the weak­
est spot in the Boston frontier, Vitullo 
plunged for the score, the 220-pound 
fullback leaping into the air and carry­
ing the B. C. forwards across the line 
with him. But the attempt to add the 
extra point failed. This was the only 
time during the entire game that Bos­
ton College territory suffered an inva­
sion by the Providence eleven.
For the remainder of this period the 
Eagles rushed the Friars about. Fer- 
denzi’s long run back of a Providence 
kickoff was followed by Flaherty’s long 
boot which carried to the Providence 
five-yard mark. Soar and Minicucci 
for the Friars made a few short ad­
vances, but the Eagle line was stiffen­
ing- constantly and the Friars’ running 
attack failed. Di Natale got away a 
fine punt, that went for 57 yards, and- 
this came after some eagle-eyed offi­
cial failed to. see interference with a 
long forward to Ferdenzi that would' 
have been good for 25 yards. This.. 
interference was exactly the same a.#' 
that which put the Boston goal in jeop­
ardy a few minutes before and was one 
of quite a few instances wherein the 
officials seemed'to be a bit off. How­
ever, a 15-ya.rd penalty ■ for holding 
forced Providence to kick from behind 
their own goal line right after this.
Eagles Come to Life
Then the Eagles staged a real threat. 
Di Natale tossed one to Ferdenzi that 
carried the ball from the Providence 
37-yard mark to the 10. Another heave, 
Ferdenzi to Tortolini, just missed a 
first down and a touchdown into the 
bargain, the Eagle back being thrown 
only three yards short of that last 
white line. But the promised score was , 
not forthcoming. The Friars frontier 
was holding like the Rock of Gibraltar. 
Two smashes at the line resulted in 
no gain, an attempt at and end run 
developed into a 10-yard loss, and wher 
on the final attempt Ferdenzi wa. 
h,T?i?n?he ^ard Hie the Friar, 
ended 3 doWns and the duarteri
Boston POST
.Victory Big Thrill for
Boston College Coach
Harry Downes received the thrill 
Of his life, he said yesterday, when 
te Boston College Eagles decisively 
defeated Providence College, 20 to 6, 
to make his debut as head coach a 
fiZ !bcce8sk Downes praised tha 
fight shown by the Eagles through­
out the contest and said that on a 
dry day they would have made a few 
Z H PaU’ Rya” at left 
and Hank Soar, giant backfield ace 
were the standouts for Providence in 
Harry s estimation.
McGEE PRAISES B. C 5 ITEAM AFTER DEFEAT'
“I knew Boston College had a good 
team,” said Joe McGee, Providence 
head coach, yesterday, after his team 
went down to a 20 to 6 defeat at the 
hands of the Eagles, “but it is a far 
better club than I anticipated.” 
McGee praised the great line p]ay of 
toe .eagle forward wall, the fine ball 
trying of the B. C. backs and the 
smartness of the Eagle quarterbacks 
m the way they mixed up the run.
I mng and passing plays.
gore^ow, anfThar’su tjlirs'iinS^toS 
' by the visitors had „ Sd«d«sfuJ stand
Punishment. With th^V-'56^'3'6'3 sur® 
second quarter thep, - nmng of the Pelted to ki£ and hXnftT6 £°?” 
exchange the indomiiaki ™er a ^rief started to tear hi« ^le ^om Brennan 
touchdown. Messrs p^?rtllrough to a 
tolini took their pan and Tor"
well, for the former ?® assault as 
partly blocked Soar’s through
alert Tortolini fell on t?Un^ ,and the 
Providence 37-yard at^6 ba!1 at the 
tossed a fine forward ?e‘ EreMM 
latter plunrtne- th™ to Bryan- the
tut Eictner l.’. l irt through°"-a plunpe. 
this and downed Ferdenzi Jlg,t ^fter 
yard loss. Anoihe! » for a five- Pass from Brennan to%Ura,tely thrown 
first down and let the lat? °n added a 
Providenoe five - yard /■reach tlle 
smashes at the FrfX. r Str,pe‘ Tw0 
a slight loss, for the L'nme ?SUlted in 
Friars seemed rooted • v^.P.rovidenee 
and were puttta tracks
goal line defence^ bu’t ther splendid 
nan’s versatuit?, ’ but °nce more Bren- 
fence all in vain B f® mak« this de- 
other fine forward a”'
eyedBdMiLt 8 arms ,he de­
touchdown. When° rX thS h>n? f°r the 
extra point „ Pszenny kicked tht I 
lead the stands B°stoh into the
ie stands went wild.
Gives Eagles Punch
'it wasn’t long h^eS punch- And 
eleven, enthused by 1 Xrt,?® .Boston 
ment for their attack ™ 4 remforce- 
the Friars ra°^pd a •’ were running 
other touchdown *° SC01'® am­
ended. oefore the quarter
The advance which rao„u .
second score begaii „t tk I ln' ‘his 
yard line. On third d 4he EagIes’ «- 
from Brennan to Fenton^a a forward 
12 yards. Then Fenion u , F°oA t0T 
a 22-yard run around b °ke loose f0>’ 
Placing the oval on the 4h? rush ’mark. Avery was X fcs’ 1
gams through the link J r two short 
fighting Brennan X Ut 54 Was the 
it first down by smathm ® than made 
the centre of the p™ Fght through i 
He wasn’t stopped Wl i ™Ce £rontier’ 
the Friars’ i0.yard li P ® ?ad reached 
•^enlon to Bryan wa 6’ Pass from 
yards and it renLiSd f°od for seven 
smash.right through ?h£ofinBrennan t0 
jstfer a touchdown though 1“e.and jeg- 
lly across the line Th!?? was bare’ 
.failed to add the extra no™! Pszenny 
Period ended shortly after *nd 4h®
Scoreless Period
third period thouiglTthe1'^®84011 4he 
Friars’ territory! 4 ® luarter in the 
t^WbUanawhenOaB“fr Sh0rtly after 
Pszenny’s kick and ?.®1Ilveau fumbled 
on the visitors’ in . ?llman covered 
Providence defeneZhad «ripe' Eut the 
by the return ofH ’ d ?e®n reinf<Wed
-hied Poss^o^S^c-^^ -
"........................ ... aj ‘HT.s1.iaC
STATISTICS OF EAGLES
  VICTORY OVER FRIARS
B.C. Prov.
First downs 10 3
Total yardage gained 308 98
Yards gained by rushing 214 72
Yards gained by passing 94 26
First downs gained by
rushing 7 2
First downs gained by
passing 3 1
Number of passes at­
tempted 15 9
Passes completed 7 2
ed by 2 3
Forward passes intercept­
ed by 2 3
Number of punts by 8 12
Aver, distance of punts 41 31
Times penalized 8 3
Yards penalized 46 25
Fumbles by 1 2
Fumbles recovered by 3 0
The Eagles /carried' ffiZball to the 
Providence 30-yard stripe later on 
mainly through one nice run by Fer- 
denzi,” but the Boston advance was 
summarily halted as Soar intercepted n 
forward pass and ran it back from his. 
own 10-yard mark to exactly midfield. 
But the Eagles gave the Friars a sim­
ilar taste of their own medicine di­
rectly following this for Huxley inter-- 
cepted one of Soar's passes on the Bos-j 
ton 30-yard stripe and carried back to 
the 40-yard mark before being downed.
But the Eagles were getting tired of 
gaining so much, territory without more 
substantial results, s Coach Downes, 
sent in his scoring duo, Brennan and
1 Fenlon, right here. This pair didn’t get 
started for a while though Brennan 
got away a fine kick that went to 
the Providence seven-yard line before 
; it was grounded. This forced Soar to 
kick from behind his own goal posts as 
: the period ended with the ball in Bos­
ton’s possession and only 43 yards from 
the opposing goal posts.
In very short order, the Eagles pro­
ceeded to cash in with Brennan as the 
battering ram. A pass from Avery to 
Cash was good for nine yards. Then 
Brennan fought off a trio of tacklers 
and smashed his way for 13 yards to 
the Friars 22-yard mark. Again Tom 
hurled aside the opposition with a 
smash at right tackle and was on the 
12-yard line before the Friars secondary 
defence spilled him.
■ But Koslowski fumbled to check the 
march and then Vltullo intercepted a 
forward pass. A groan of disappoint­
ment swept through the Boston Col- ■
lege cheering section as they saw this 
chance for another score apparently 
thrown to the discards but the scene 
changed almost immediately when 
fRyan trying to skirt left end fumbled 
She ball and Galligan fell on it.
1 In three succeeding plays the Eagles 
went over for the third touchdown. A 
■seven-yard rush by Brennan started 
the advance, and after two fruitless 
assaults on the line Brennan circled 
the Friars’ left end on the wellknown 
Statue of Liberty play and registered 
the additional six points without oppo- 
/sitlon. Pszennny kicked the extra point 
again.
From this time on the Friars were 
never able to get the ball beyond their 
own 35-yard mark. On one occasion 
Avery intercepted a forward pass. The 
kicking of Di Natale kept the Friars 
continually defending their own goal 
line, and while the visitors in despera­
tion tried time after time to get away 
long passes that might give a better 
tinge to the result they were back on 
their own five-yard line after check­
ing the Eagles’ final attempt to score 
again.as the battle ended.
BOSTON COLLEGE PROVIDENCE
Furbush, le.................................... re. Banahan
Gilman, It ,........................................... rt. Davin
Pszenny, rg ........................................ poiak
Dominick, rt .................................... lfiBmzanCahill, re ................................    . 1P u,van
Flaherty, ob ............................... qb,' BelliveaFerdenzi. Ihb ...................  rhb,’ MiSki
Avery, rhb ...................................... ]hb soar
Huxley, lb ■.................................... ft,, vitufio
Score by periods:
Boston College ..........  0 13 0 7 20
Providence  ...............6 0 0 0—6'
Touchdowns—Vitullo, Furbush, Brennan 2 
I omt after touchdown—Pszenny 2. Substi- 
tutions: Boston College-:—Le, Koslowski: It, 
Galligan; Iff, Owens, Perrault: e. Blandori; 
rg. Keaney; rt, Jamisas;. re, Cash: nb. Di­
Natale, Fenlon; Ihb. Brennan: rhb. Tortol- 
.Providence—Bt. Guillette: 
s. Spinnler Eichner, Gorman; c, Eichner: 
1-eliZ m Z Lan<Wrffi>< Minicucci, Am 
fjmrfrZr yO8t> ..Betere^-E. E. Allen, 
p 1Tve~7yWi?’ iHead linesman—
■ > We—-W. F. Lane,rime -Foul l.o-minute periods.
Boston POST
College Scores Against Eagles in First Quarter at the Heights





F. C.-B. C. STATISTICS
. B. C. B. C.First downs........................  3 j 3
Yards gained rushing............... V4 200
Yards lost rushing................. 15 23 :
Yards gained passing............. 29 y$)
Passes tried ............................. 7 33
Passes completed..................... 2 g
Yardage of punts..................... 352 319
Average punt......................  32 40
Fumbles ..................................... 2 1
Opponents’ fumbles recovered 1 2
Penalties .................................... 4 7
Yards lost penalties................. 40 41
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Alumni Feld, Newton. Mass., Nov. 
2—Providence College bowed to an 
awakened Boston College team, 20-6, 
as the Eagles overcame a six-point 
deficit and staged rallies in the sec­
ond and fourth periods to down the 
fighting Friars in the sixth contest 
-between the colleges here this after­
noon.
Showing a marked reversal in 
form, after a weak display in the 
first period, Boston staged a power­
ful running-game, interspersed with 
deceptive passing, to avenge their 
13-7 setback by the Friars a year ago. 
The Eagles “snapped out of it” as 
soon as Bill Fenlon, sub quarterback; 
Tony Di Natale, reserve signal-call­
er; Tom Brennan,, another sub quar­
ter, and Wally Bryan, hard-running 
fullback, were, in turn, injected into 
the' fray.
» » »
It was heady play-calling by Fen-! 
Ion, fine punting by Di Natale, and 
line-cracking of a high calibre by 
Brennan and Bryan, that gave the 
Eagles the wide-edge over the Friars. 
Earl Avery smacked through centre 
again and again to send Boston’s at- i 
tack'goal ward at a fast pace.
Providence showed winning form | 
on its first touchdown drive, which ! 
came as the result of fine play and 
two “breaks.” Boston College placed 
itself at a disadvantage by rough tac­
tics to give the Friars both these i 
“breaks.” Dick Vitullo, who drove 
through the B. C. line in rare form 
in the first period and during the 
other times he was in the lineup, 
made the first score, bucking 
through centre from the Eagle one- 
yard line.
Changes in the Friar lineup, just 
as Boston College took a firm grip on1 
itself and started to go places, helped 
the Friars little. These shifts made ' 
at the start of the second period to 
counter-balance several substitu­
tions by B. C„ broke up the first 
team, which had the glint of victory 
in its. eyes after pushing over a 
..touchdown.. <
Friars, First to Score, Lose 
Lead in Second Period; j 
Brennan Gets Triple.
 s- ? ;^»S|
DENZI, BOSTON COLLEGE BACK, MAKES 12-YARD DASH AROUND RIGHT END, AGAINST PROVIDENCE
Providence started where it left 
off in the Springfield game and B. C. 
could do nothing in the first period 
against the,hard-charging P. C. line. 
Once the starting combination was 
broken up, 'the Friars began to feel 
the telling thrusts of the Eagles.
Ryan and Polak played for three- 
quarters of the game for the Friars. 
It was Ryan’s tackling and running 
on end around plays, and Polak’s un­
tiring efforts together with Belli-. 
veau’S heady signal-calling, Soar’s 
remarkable runs and fine punts, and 
line-crashing by Vitulio and Mini­
cucci that drew the plaudits of the 
Friar fans. Yoeman work by re­
serves was done by Bill Lawler, Bill 
Spinnler, Ray Guillette, Carl An­
gelica, Ed Gill, Norm Eichner and 
Stan Gorman.
» * »
Defending their goal with hard 
counter-thrusts as a desperate B. C. 
eleven threw all it had at the Friar 
wall, Providence looked better than 
the winners defensively throughout 
the game.
Vitulio took the opening kickoff 
from his 25 to his 40-yard line. Soar 
punted to the Eagle 10 and Ferdenzi 
carried out to the Eagle 18. A pen­
alty for holding ' put B. C. on its 
three. Flaherty’s punt went out of 
bounds on the B. C. 37.
Soar and Vitulio made seven yards 
off tackle and through centre, res­
pectively. Soar dropped back and 
threw a 35-yard pass which dropped 
over Ed Banahan’s shoulder into his 
arms. Ferdenzi’s foot was in the way 
and Banahan went down, dropping 
the ball after a hard fall. This pass 
was called completed because of this 
interference, giving Providence the 
ball on the B. C. four.
♦ ♦ ♦
Vitulio made two yards through 
guard. An offside against B. C. penal­
ized them half the distance to the 
goal, and put the ball on the Eagle 
one-yard mark. From this spot Vitul­
io went over on two bucks.
Bill Moge subbed for Vitulio at the 
start of the second period and his 
punt on the first down in this quar­
ter, partly blocked, went out of 
bounds at the Friar 37. It proved to be 
the turning point of the game. Bryan 
passed to Ferdenzi for a first down 
on the P. C. 19. Avery carried to the 
Friar 15, but Tortolini was thrown 
back seven yards to the Friar 22, 
Eichner making the tackle.
Ferdenzi raced into the open, out­
side the B. C. right end, on the next 
play and took a pass from Brennan 
which set the ball on the Friar seven. 
Avery was hurled back for a four- 
yard loss and stopped for no gain 
on the next two plays. With the ba JI 
on the P. C, nine, Brennan faked a 
pass, then hurtled through centre for 
Boston’s first score. Pszenny, a 
garud, made the point by a place­
ment held by Quarterback Bill Fen- 
Ion.
Providence was unable to make its 
passing-attack work and resorted to 
out" M.°ge made a ^ort kick 
out of bounds on the B. C. 42 and 
from this point Boston was off on 
another scoring drive. Earl Avery 
wffh^r6 n’S -hare of the ™ning 
with Pom Brennan bucking through 
centre for the score. Ben Polak 
•Fnar guard, blocked the placement 
13-6thS P°lnt At the haLf B' C- led
There was no score in the third 
Period as the teams punted back and 
Nodhn A? the Start pf the fourth Pe­
riod Boston went' from the Friar 45 
to the Friar 10, but faltered in the 
lace of vicious P. C. tackling. Ryan 
fumbled on an end around play and 
iGalligan recovered on the Friar 17. 
he Eagles made their third score 
as Brennan chalked up a “triple/’ He 
crossed the Friar goal for the third 
t-me during the afternoon on a Statue
Liberty play from the Friar 12 
after three line plays had met stone­
wall resistance on the part of the ■b nars.
The summary: 
rS'bu°iN f°LLEGE (20) PROVIDENCE <6) 
I Gilman, 1. t.................................e- Ryan
■ Sweeney. 1 p- .......................... * , • JSouzan
i Keough c ............................... *• g-’ B°boras
Pszennv. r’W‘”*.................................. Abrams
- Flaherty a’b........................re., Banahan I
Avery. 1 h................................ . b->, Beiliveau i
Ferdenzi, r ’ h..........................V V Soar '
Huxley, f. h ........................r‘ b-’,Minicucci
Sco-re by periods’:’ ‘ 1 ’ * ’ 2 ” qb“’ Vltull° 
&n°c°“ege............... % 13 g 7-20
Prov7dCenc°eLn4it®lot0n Co!lc^B^™nan 3; 
Pszenny 2.““ touctld°wn: Boston College—
Providence—Moge for Vi 
Gomian for Cn^Or Mlnricucct Gill for Ryan 
I Lawler for ?°boras’ Landry for Beiliveau, 
GuUlltte forB?“zan' SPinnler for Polak,
«S|fo^^oziowski foi Furbush, Keanev for Pszennv 
hX^erauV?^ Di Nata’e 
Furbush.1* f Rszenny, O’Brien for 
Pw'jud^-F wnrn: Umplre^-W. S. Lane; 





Largest Football Crowd in 
P. C. History Expected 
for Contest
By FRED FOLEY
(News-Tribune Sports Writer) 
In the presence of hundreds of ! 
alumni returning for the opening ! 
game in the new cement stadium, j 
Providence Col- ■
lege will take to 
the gridiron at. 
Hendricken Field 
tomorrow after­
noon a slight 
favorite to win 
over Niagara
University.
It's the first 
home appearance 
of a good Friar 
eleven that has 
lost only to Holy. 
Cross and Boston 
College in six 
games up to this 
points and, this 
together with the' 
opening of thein m  
new stadium, is expected to draw 
the largest crowd the Dominicans 
have ever entertained in football.
No official dedication ceremonies 
are planned tomorrow. They’ll be 
reserved for next Saturday when the 
Friars meet Rhode Island State for 
the State collegiate championship. 
But there’ll be plenty of color about 
tomorrow’s stadium opening as a 
mark of the most definite step the 
Friars have taken in years to es­




Under close guard, the “Friar of What-Ho,” new mascot at Providence College, made his first 
appearance on the campus today with (left to right) Bill Lawler, Hank Soar and Leo Bouzan, mem- 
bers of the football squad. The mascot, a Dalmatian, brought from the What-Ho Kennels New 
York, will be beside the Friars’ bench when Providence College plays its first home game of the sea- 
son Saturday on Hendricken field, with Niagara University providing the competition. (Staff photo.)
New Mascot at Providence College
Long range view of Dominican College’s athletic field where 
Black and White gridders entertain Niagara University on Sat­
urday afternoon. The new steel and cement stands on right will 
seat 6000 spectators and Providence College officials are antici­
pating a capacity throng for the first home game of Joe McGee’s 
outstanding team against the Purple Eagles from New York State. 
The new, closed-in press box, one of the features of the new plant, 
can be seen atop the home stands.
NEW STANDS RISE ON HENDRICKEN FIELD, HOME OF FRIARS
Year’s Records Give Friars
Slight Edge Over Niagara
Dominicans, Outweighed in 
Line, Have Heavier Back- 
field.-—Visitors Practice.
Two “comeback” teams clash at 
New Hendricken Field this afternoon 
at 2 o clock, when the Providence 
Friars return from a successful sea­
son on the road to tackle Niagara’s 
Purple Eagles, 40-0 conquerors of 
Alfred last week, and 7-0 victors over 
the Friars a year ago at Niagara 
Falls.
Niagara started a comeback last 
week by swamping Alfred, and Coach 
Ed Hunsinger hopes to see his play­
ers take the Friars into camp. Provi­
dence went down fighting a great 
battle against Boston College last 
week. While the large score of this 
game has been laid to the fact that 
the Friars suffered a letdown after 
their triumph over Springfield, the 
Dominicans have snapped back’into 
a determined mood.
Season records point to a Provi­
dence victory today. The Black and 
White has met some rugged oppo­
nents and has taken four of six. 
clashes, bowing only to major opposi­
tion, Holy Cross and Boston College.
Niagara ran through a fast warm­
up drill yesterday on the Friar grid­
iron and Providence took the field at 
4 o’clock wth the “ghost” balls to 
finish its preparations for today’s 
_ encounter. Coach Hunsinger yester­
day nominated a starting backfield 
of Jim Brady, quarterback; Chuck 
Dunn and Jack Shults, halfbacks, 
and Jack Godfrey, fullback. I
Godfrey is playing his third sea- : 
son as a fullback, has plenty of < 
speed, is a hard ball-toter and av- ]
LINEUPS AT NEW HENDRICKEN FIELD
PROVIDENCE NIAGARA
Ryan, 18. le ........................le„ )90 Rossa.
Bouzan, 208, It...................... lt„ 31Sj Lucas
Boboras, 1,2, Ig.................. lg. 200, Laurenzi
Abrams, 184, c............... c-i 19(j Di Giovanna
Polak, 182, rg.......................r?., 200, Petit
Davin 210 rt........................... rt> 300, Reef
Banahan, 158, re.......... re., 200 Crottv, <C>
Belliveau, 170, qb..................qb., 165, Bra Sv
-.oar, 19Q, ihb...................... Ihb., j65 Shults
Minieucci 174 rhb.............. rhb, 195, Dunn
litullo, 218, fb.................. fb, 205, Godfrey
Officials
Referee—D. Len Daley, (Boston College). 
Umpire—Edward Murphy, (Brown). Lines- 
8- Connell, (Tufts). Field Judge— 
F. W. Lewis, (Salem). Kickoff—2 o’clock.
erages 50-yards in punting. Brady, 
at quarter, was reserve signal-call­
er last year and has won an assign­
ment over Clare Leonard at this post 
for this game.
Dunn is a 195-pound halfback. He 
packs a terrific drive on the attack 
and backs up the line in strong fash­
ion. Shults has been moved from 
fullback to a halfback post to bolster 
the backfield. He is a hard runner 
and good blocker.
Providence will rely on the back- 
field which has shown the best re­
sults this year. Hank Soar, rugged 
Friar ace, will start at left halfback, 
where his triple-threat ability is ex­
pected, to come, in very handy. Don 
Minicucci, stocky ball-carrier, who is 
a constant threat on the offence and 
a great defensive back, will be at 
right half. Dick Vitullo, 218-pound 
giant, will start in the fullback berth, 
with Ray Belliveau, heady signal­
caller, at quarterback.
Providence’s 187-pound line will 
be outweighed by the Niagara for­
wards about 12 pounds per man. In 
the backfield the Friars will be three 
pounds heavier than the visitors. 
Team averages are: Providence- 
186 pounds; Niagara—191. Provi­
dence will be more evenly balanced 
back and front, than the Eagles.
The Providence College halfback made substantial yardage at 
this point this afternoon when h e slashed his way through the 
Cataract City’s Purple line.




Coach Joe McGee’s crack1 Provi­
dence Coliege football team avenged 
two previous setbacks by Niagara 
University at new Hendricken Field 
this afternoon piling- up 20 points in 
"L, fwSt p®r!0d before the bewild­
ered New York State athletes could 
. get any kind of a start.
Paced by Hank Soar, brilliant 
I triple-threat artist, the Friars 
gashed over the goal line for three 
i touchdowns in the first chapter to 
sew up the contest, then eased along 
as Coach McGee gave, all available 
players an opportunity to enter the 
8'aFle and display their wares.
Each Niagara thrust during the 
tirst half was stymied by the Friars 
and the P. c. stars displayed a 
sieady brand of football to dispose 
ot Ed Hunsinger’s shifty eleven. Ap­
proximately 3500 fans sat in at the 
recently erected Friar stadium
FIRST PERIOD
Niagara kicked to Providence’s 39 
where the receiver was held. On the 
second play the Friars made a first 
down. Niagara held. P. C. punted to 
! the visitor’s nine. -A pass and- a line 
play netted no gain and after' Ni- 
agara fumbled and recovered. bn the 
third play the. Purple punted t« 
their own 35. / ,
A pass, Soar to. Minicucci, was 
good for eight yards and an offside 
penalty against Niagara gave Prov­
idence a first down on the 22.
■Soar .sliced off tackle for' four 
yards but after a short pass was 
downed and a longer one knocked 
M^n^b\a„Purple back, Niagara 
took the ball on downs on their own 
"L. /Y end run and lateral play 
netted two yards and a line Smash 
two more.
and°aM?m°? N?agara’? Punt on his 39 
rand ’ feceiving a lateral
Wenrt ^Niagara’s 44. Swife, Prov- ‘ 
! idence College end, failed by a
Game Played: November 9, 1935 Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
HANK SOAR
Scores for P. C.
quarter inch to snare a long’ pass 
Rom Soai’ on the Friars’ ten yard 
stripe. Soar advanced to the 35 on 
an off-tackle pay and on the next 
try of the same sort made first down 
> on Niagara’s 31.
1 Ryan failed to handle another of. 
J Soar’s long passes to the 12-yard 
1 mark. The Friars again elected to 
i pass but the ball fell dead as Soar 
1 was buried. The Providence College 
p Pur}t went out of bounces six inches 
. inside the goal line.
Niagara’s return kick went out­
side in their own 20 and Soar, in two 
plays, advanced to the 12. On an off 
tackle smash on the next- try he ad­
vanced to the one-yard stripe and 
on the next crossed the stripe for 
a touchdown. The try of Belliveau, 





Godfrey took Davin's kickoff on 
ms 20 and ran it back 21 yards. 
Niagara fumbled on the next play 
and Ryan recovered on the visitor’s 
80, A pass, Soar to - Gill, substitute 
end, gave the Friars a second 
touchdown. Belliveau’s kick was 




Abrams of P. C. ran the kickoff 
back 18 yards to his 38. On the third 
down Bouzan, P. c. tackle, re­
covered a fumble in the air and 
raced for a third touchdown. The 




Eichner, in at guard for P. C. 
kicked to Regan, Niagara back who 
raced from his 5 to the 27 as the 
period, ended.




Landry intercepted a Niagara 
pass on the 40 and advanced to the 
34. Soar went through a wide open 
line for a first down on the 23. He 
and Landry lost seven yards on the 
next two tries. Moge, substitute 
back, was held at the line and Soar 
punted. The Friars downed the ball 
on Niagara’s five yard stripe.
Niagara tried a pass. It failed. A 
line try lost three yards and put 
the sigskin on . Niagara’s 2. A Pur­
ple punt went only to their 31. Soar 
gained four yards on a right end 1 
sweep. He went off tackle for two < 
more but Moge was held at the line. , 
Landry circled left end for a first 
down on the 20.
Soar was held at the line and two 
Friar p asses were incomplete. 
Regan, Niagara back intercepted a 
third but fumbled it tnd the Purple 
took the ball on downs on their 17. 
The first play netted them an eight 
yard loss.
Fourth down found Niagara on 
their own 10 and. Abrams kicked to 
the Friars’ 46. Providence made 
wholesale substitutions. Soar was 
held twice at the line and punted to 
Brady on the Purple 20. The Niagara 
quarterback was forced out of 
bounds on his 30. Freeman made 
eight yards off tackle and a double 
pass, Regan to Crotty to Kutzee, 
gave the visitors a first down on the 
Friars 48. _ .........
Brady dropped the Friar punt on his 
15 but recovered. Korach crossed the 
field to gain five yards on an end 
sweep He advanced three more off 
tackle but Shultz was stopped at the 
line at the Friars analyzed a spin-,:, 
ner and Korach punted outside at' 
his 37. ,
Minicucci went five yards through 
a wide open Niagara line. Two 
more line tries netted two more 
yards for Providence but an offside 
penalty put the ball back on the 35. 
A pass failed and Moge kicked out 
of bounds on the visitor’s eight.
A forward pass failed but a com­
bination reverse and lateral Korach 
to Shultz was good for five yards. 
Another, Korach to Dunn, was com­
pleted but netted no gain, Provi­
dence took the ball on Niagara’s 15.
Minicucci hit the. line for three 
yards but the ball went back to the 
32 on a penalty for holding by the 
Friars. Fourth down left'the Friars 
with 15 yards to go for a first down 
and the visitors took the ball on 
their 20 when Minicucci tossed a 
wild pass into the end zone.
A forward pass, Dunn to Shultz 
advanced the Purple to their 41. 
Korach skirted right end for eight 
yards.
Dunn made first down on the 
Friars’ 49. He hit the line again for 
five yards. A long pass, Dunn to 
Kossa, was knocked down. Dunn 
slanted off tackle for a 14-yard gain 
and a first down on the 29. Another 
line smack by the flashy Niagara 
back gained three more. He was 
helped limping from the field at this 
point. Niagara fumbled and re­
covered.
A pass, Leonard to Schulz ad­
vanced the Purple to the 21 and 
Leonard skirted end for a first down 
on the 15.
Regan went around the other end 
for five yards. Leonard swung 
around the right side for a touch­
down. Albano’s place kick for the I 
extra point was blocked.
The score:
Providence College 20 
Niagara 6
Madigan, Friar tackle, ran the 
kick off to tl»e 39 from his 18 and on 
the next play Minicucci raced 33 
yards before being forced out on 
Niagara’s 28.
Digiovanna, Niagara, center inter­
cepted a pass by Balzaneili on the 
20. A pass to Shultz gave Niagara 
eight yards as the game ended.
.( Final score:
: ’rovidence College 20
Niagara 0
Soar,' whose _ playing had been 
Providence’s main strength, left tn- 
game at this point,
" Niagara made another first down 
on the Friar’s 36 in three plays, ri- 
hav was downed as he attempted to 
pass from the 43 and the Friars 
took the ball on downs. Minicucci 
punted to Brady on Niagara s oO 
Tihay, on an end sweep, was forced 
out of bounds on the 36. A pass 
brought the balk to the 39 as the 





Shultz took the kick off on Niag­
ara’s 15 and advanced to t'he 32. a 
pass, Leonard to Shultz, was good 
on the 40 and a Providence offside 
gave the Purple a first down on 
their 43. A- lateral, Leonard to 
Godfrey, put the visitors on the cen­
tre stripe and Niagaira punted at 
once to Soar on his 20. It took six 
tacklers to down him on the Friar 
25. Vitullo smashed the line for 
four yards. Belliveau made no gain 
at the line and Soar’s punt was 
downed by Gill on the Purple 31.
Leonard, ready to pass, SW^P’- 
around end for a. first down on -he 
45 when he could find no receiver in 
the clear. Niagara fumbled but re­
covered and Shultz advanced eight 
yards on an off tackle plunge. God­
frey hit the centre of the line for 
a first down on the 44 and a pass, 
Leonard to Shultz, brought the ball 
to the 36.
Leonard threw another long P^s
■ that Belliveau intercepted on the
■ Friar’s 10 .and ran back 85 yards 
along the boundary before the 
Niagara secondary could . halt him 
“soar Sliced off tackle, for five 
yards on the next play but made no 
gain on a similar try at the other 
side of the line. A third like try 
gave him two yards Belliveau made
, first down on the visitors one yard 
lmvitullo was held there on a centre 
plunge and Soar lost four yards on 
an end sweep try. PjetrowsM, 
Niagara end, tossed Soar for a 
“NiL-ara took the ball on downs 
When°a Soar to Vitullo lateral was 
ineffective so far as yardage went 
The Purple punted to Soar on the 
40 He advanced only 3 yards.
Dunn, Niagara back, tackled Mi j 
cuci so hard in the next play as tt 
lift him a full five feet m the ail 
and carry him backward^ a g
^.^taSd
’ thr
Providence to the Niagara I- Gil] 
Another long pass, by Soar to WU 
was knocked down in the end zone. 
Another to Vitullo likewise was 
spoiled in the scoring space. Niagara 
took the ball on downs at their zw 
^fhrT/toTs' gained no distance and 
Soar was forced out of boun 
the visitors’ 48 after runttig, P 
back 12 yards. He gamed four yards 
at the lin" ~n the next £>lay as 
period ended. ? »




Providence fumbled but recovered
Hendricken Field Scenes as Friars Triumph
Eddie Gill, Providence College end, shown in the upper photo, 
carrying the ball for a gain that put the ball in scoring position 
for the Dominicans in the opening period. Soar tossed a pass to 
Gill following this play with the latter romping over for the score. 
Kay Belliveau, Friars’ quarterback, is shown in the lower picture, 
off for a short gain in the third quarter. Providence College won 
the game, 20-6.
Friar Eleven Which Meets Niagara Today
Front row left to right—Gus Hagtrom, Gloucester, right end;i 
Leo Davin, New Haven, right tackle; Ben Polak, Warren, right 
guard; Ben Abrams, Providence, centre; Jim Boboras, Provi-; 
dence, left guard; Leo Bouzan, N ewton, left tackle; Ed Gill, Prov­
idence, left end.
Back row left to right—Captain Omer Landry, Central Falls,! 
quarterback; Ray Belliveau, Fitchburg, right halfoack; Dick Vi- 
tullo, Warren, fullback; Hank S oar, Pawtucket, left halfback.
Game played: November 9, 1935
Dominicans Put Over Three 
Touchdowns in Four Minutes
Visitors Stage 80-Yard Drive 
for Score in Last 
Period.
Providence College lised its bril­
liant aerial and ground attack to win 
: a bruising battle from Niagara Uni­
versity 20-6 yesterday afternoon on 
New Hendricken Field. By this vic­
tory Providence evened tile series at 
two-all and avenged the two set­
backs in a row meted, out by Niagara 
teams of ’33 and ’34.
Led by the team’s ace, Hank Soar, 
the Black and White eleven played 
much of the game in Niagara terri­
tory. All of the 20 points were scored 
in about four minutes of the first 
period. Riding along on this score, 
. the Friars had no easy time with the 
■ rugged Niagarans who put some 
well-chosen and well-executed plays 
together in the fourth period for an 
j 80-yard touchdown drive.
i Deception and hard running by 
Dunn, Shults, Korach, Regan and 
Leonard accounted for the Niagara 
tally. Leonard scored it.
Outstanding players of both teams
Providence First downs ....................... 8
Yards gained rushing ..,.. 157 
Yards lost rushing ....... 25 
Passes attempted................... 1G
Passes completed................  4
Opponents’ passes interc’td 2 
Yards gained passing........ 5G
Punt ydge. from scrim lin$ 265 
Average punt...........................33
Fumbles........................... j
Own fumbles recovered . 1
Opponents’ fumbles recov. 3 
Penalties ........................  4
Yards lost penalties.......... 3(1
Laterals..............................  3
Yards gained laterals 14



















were injured as the game, rough 
from the beginning, became even i 
rougher as the final minutes ticked I 
off. . Ed Gill, Ed Banahan, Don 
Minicucci and Hank Soar were some 
of the Friars who took hard enodgh 
bumps to need attention from the 
sidelines; and Chuck Dunn, Jack 
Godfrey, Jack Shults, Jack Di Gio­
vanna, Alex Tihay and Steve Ko­
rach required aid from the visiting 
trainer.
The game was filled with exciting 
play and packed with hard tackling 
and desperate stands in the vicinity 
of the goals. It pleased the 4000 foot­
ball fans at the new Friar plant yes-
Continued on Page 6, Column 1
terday. I’raise went to both sides; 
from north and south stands alike.
Niagara permitted the Friars few: 
easy moments and took advantage 
: of every miscue the Black and White ; 
made. .....
The Providence touchdowns were ; 
made by Hank Soar, Ed Gill and Leo j 
Bouzan with Ray Belliveau making 
two out of three placements for the 
extra points. After Godfrey’s punt, 
from behind his goal, ip the last five 
minutes of the first period had gone 
out of bounds on the N. U. 20, Soar 
carried the ball on four successive 
plays and plunged over despite the 
efforts of three burly Niagarans to 
stop him.
Leo Davin kicked off for the Black 
and White. Then Paul Ryan jumped 
into the limelight by snaring a loose 
Niagara lateral behind the Purple 
line to give Providence a touchdown 
set-up. Gill carried nicely On a 
fake buck which became an end 
run and reached the Niagara 26. Soar 
dropped back and hurled a 35-yard 
pass to Gill, who stood alone over the 
goal-line. Belliveau place-kicked the 
point.
Davin again kicked off to Niagara 
and Tihay carried back to his 38. 
Bob Freeman, in at fullback, then 
tried to go through Leo Bouzan’s 
left tackle position. Bouzan came 
out. of the tangle with the ball 
tucked under his arm and raced 40 
yards for a score.
Ray Belliveau made his second 
perfect kick of the afternoon and 
the Friar scoring was at an end. 
Providence used many reserves and 
changes in the combinations on the 
field slowed the attack momentarily. 
But the reserves made some fine 
tackles and outstanding gains.
In the first period play was almost 
wholly in the visitors’ side of the 
field. Niagara, slow to start, fell back 
before the hard-charging Friar line 
and the hard-running Friar backs. 
In the second period Niagara, appar­
ently underway, lost the ball when 
Captain Omer Landry intercepted 
Leonard’s pass to Shults, giving 
Providence the ball on the Eagles’ 
34.
Providence was thrown for losses 
on second and third downs. Soar 
kicked to the N. U. three. The ball 
bounced back to the N. U. five and 
Regan downed it there. Niagara, 
its back to the wall, then withstood 
a Friar attack during which three 
P. C. passes went incomplete.
Taking the ball on its 20 toward 
the close of the quarter, Niagara ad­
vanced to the Friar 37 on two clever- 
lateral plays, Brady’s 10-yard run­
back, a pass, a five-yard penalty and 
; two bucks through the line. Regan 
: to Crotty to Kutzer was the lateral 
i combination which accounted for 17 
I yards in two plays. Niagara was 
• halted at the Friar 37 as Ryan threw
Tihay for an il-yard loss.
t In the third quarter Ray Belliveau 
I brought the fans to their feet with 
j an intercepted pass which he car­
ried for a 77-yard gallop from his 
lL 10-vard striae to the visitors’ 13,
•Mr AS °so.*eiieST.ted rttv!:iS r1 ™ w “
3 ble for consideration in mythical all-New England eleven dsng *°r during ,season maites hIm
—Journal photos. .Ball
Hank Soar of the Friars
Again Niagara put up a fiihfmp 
goahdefenee and the Friars were un­
able t° get through. The Black and 
White eleven plowed to the Niagara 
one-yard stripe for a first down, but 
Niagara threw them back and the 
ball went to the visitors on their 
own 10. Niagara punted and Provi­
dence went into scoring position 
again as Soar and Minicucci com­
bined with Vitullo to reach the 
Zot tOrS ir17' passes again did
not click and Niagara took posses­
sion on its 20. *
Niagara’s score in the last period 
was the climax of some hard-driving 
by both clubs. Providence in f 
threatening position for more than 
half the period, was caught wide- 
open for tackle smashes and passes 
Dunn, Korach, Shults and Leonard 
alternated on an 80-yard march with 
Leonard faking a lateral and romp­
ing at top speed, wide around his 
own right end, to outdistance the 
Friar backs and score.
Excellent punting by Soar, Moge 
and Minicucci gave the Friars an 
edge in this phase of the game. Pass­
ing honors and ground gaining hon­
ors also went to the Friars.
The summary;
PROVIDENCE (20) NIAGARA U. (6) 
Ryan, 1. e.................................. 1. e., Kossa
Bouzan 1. t.................................. 1. t„ Lucas
Polak, 1. g............................. 1. g., Laurenzi
Abrams, c............................... c., Di Giovanna
Boboras, r. g................................... r. Petit
Davin, r. t.................................... r. t„ Scrufari
Banahan, r. e........................r. e„ Crotty fc 1
Belliveau, q. b..............................q. b., Leonard
!• ......................... 1. h., Godfrey'
Minicucci, .r. h..............................r. h„ Dunn
Vitullo. i. b.................................... f. b., Shults
Score by periods: 12 3 4
Providence ............................ 20 0 0 0 20
Niagara ................................. 0 0 0 6—6
Touchdowns: Providence—Soar, Gin,
Bouzan; Niagara—Leonard. Points after 
touchdown: Proivdence—Belliveau 2.
Substitutions: Providence—Eichner for 
Boboras, Gill for Banahan. Angelica for 
Minicucci, Guillette for Davin, Landry for 
Belliveau, Moge for Vitullo. Gorman for 
Polak, Lawler for Bouzan. Banahan for 
Ryan, Spinnler for Abrams. Lengyel for 
Banahan, Morrison for Spinnler.
Niagara—Brady for Leonard, Freeman 
for Shults. Kutzer for Kossa, Regan for. 
Dunn, Tihay for Godfrey. Albano for Lau­
renzi, McMahon for Di Giovanna. Reef for 
Scruari, Foley for Petit. Pietrowski for 
Crotty, Dunn for Regan, Korach for Tihav 
Keegan for Godfrey. ’
: Referee—D. L. Daley. Umpire—Edw 
I Murphy. Field judge—W. S. Cannell. Lines- 
I FlanVFl w' Lewis' Time periods—Four. 15-mlnute.__________ —L___ —___
HANK SOAR
Friars’ Star
P.C. FAVORED TO BEAT R.I.
If the zip and pep of the Provi-i 
dence College football squad as it 
drilled yesterday for the Ram game 
is an indication of the mental atti­
tude of the players toward this fray 
then they will enter their final con­
test raring to go.
A three-hour drill on all phases of 
the Rhode Island attack was meted 
out to the players yesterday, and 
they liked it, so much so that the 
spirit of enthusiasm was translated 
to the spectators, coaches, managers 
and Friar students who looked in on 
the practice session. As darkness 
fell on the field the players scam­
pered to the showers definitely in the 
mood for battle.
Today’s workout will be a lengthy 
one, the first the coaches have called 
on a Friday afternoon this year. 
Whereas Friday afternoon is usually 
the time for a short, light workout 
and the boarding of busses for a game 
on a foreign gridiron, today will be a 
regular drill day, with all hands on 
deck and an intensive program 
mapped out for the entire afternoon.
The Providence coaching staff does 
not mean to let this spirit of eager­
ness for battle spend itself too soon. 
It appears that the Friars will enter 
the Rhode Island game with plenty 
of confidence, but with nd overconfi­
dence that the opponent they are 
meeting is an easy one.
Providence plans to stage its 
strongest display—with laterals, 
double laterals and all the open work 
that makes a game spectacular.
Providence had another two-mile 
: run yesterday through the streets in 
the vicinity of the college and the 
players returned from that trek to 
circle the field several times before 
the session ended. As far as running 
is concerned, the Friars expect to be 
the equal of their light, fleet op­
ponents tomorrow. .
Bob Mudge, fullback for Rhode Island State, is shown in the 
mix-up at the left just as he was about to hit the sod this after­
noon in Providence College-State set-to.
Game played:
November 16, 1935
Soar Makes Touchdowns in 
First and Last Periods 
of Contest.
RIVALS HAVE HOT FIGHT I
I
■i— <T
Providence Outfit Makes Its 
Best Offensive Drive in 
Third Period.
LINEUPS AT HENDRICKEN WELD
RHODE ISLAND COIAJECIE
Souther Tb' 7.7.7. 7.7 itlaOS, Trumpetto^ 168, ig ...........
Robertshaw, 172, e................. <=■ 184. Abrams
Lepper, 168, rg ................  rg, 1,2 Boboras
Belisle, 184, rt .......................... • ■ rt,
J. McCarthy, 150, re ■ ■■■"•■ le’Wright, 150, qb ... qb, lo7, Ca.pt. Landry 
Mantenuto, loo, lhb .......... lhb, 188, Soare" 153. rib.......... rhb 171 Angehea
Mndre 160, fb.................... 1 itulloMu0X’iaY^A. R. Ayer, Colby, referee; W. 
T Prendergast, Colbv. umpire: J. S. Chalm­
ers Middleburl field judge; W. C. Schuster 
<Di^OofWg“ao'-elock. Place-Hen- 
drickeii Field.
The game Rhode Island football 
fans had been waiting for proved a 
thriller when Rhode Island State 
College and Providence College 
clashed at Hendricken Field this af­
ternoon in a battle for the Rhode 
Island championship. The Friars 
won the victory, the final score: 









Rhode Island kicked off to Provi­
dence. Fred McCarthy, booting the 
opening placement to Soar, brought 
the ball back to his 38. Failing to 
gain, Soar kicked to the .State 19, 
where Mudge was downed. Two line 
plays gained only two yards so 
Keaney, in for Messina, punted out 
to Providence 35 where Soar took 
the ball back to State’s 46.
Providence then marched to the 
State four on Soar’s 21-yard dash 
through tackle and two smacks at 
the line by Vitullo and Landry. But 
the Friar attack stalled when there 
were two fumbles in a row and State 
tightened its defence and took the 
ball on downs.
Keaney punted out to the State 40 
where McCarthy downed the ball. 
State broke through to stop Soar’s 
•passing and Providence was salted 
for the time. But a five-yard penalty 
against State helped Providence' to 
make a first down on the Rams’s 25 
and in four plays Providence scored 
with Soar, threading his way off 
tackle and crossing back to cross 
Rams’ goal with perfect interference. 
Soar made the point by placement 
held by Captain Landry. Score: 
Providence, 7; Rhode Island, 0,
SECOND PERIOD
Davin kicked off for Providence 
to Mantenuto on State’s 15 and 
Manty carried out to his 32. Two line 
plays met sturdy resistance by the 
Friars and Mudge punted to Soar on 
Providence 30, where D’lorio 
brought the Friar ace down in his 
tracks. Neither team was clicking 
effectively and a poor out-of-bounds 
punt by Soar gave State the ball on 
P. C.’s 45. A stray lateral set State 
back to its 48 but Mudge made a 
swift sweep around his right end 
from punt formation and Wright 
made a first down on the Friar 33. 
Mudge and Wright carried to the 
Providence 24.
Mudge was hurt as he hit one of 
the sticks of the measuring chain in 
running out of bounds but remained 
in the game. Mudge and Wright 
picked up another first down to P. C. 
22. State’s attack clicked in grand 
style and Mudge passed to Mantenu­
to for a first down on the Friar 10.
After a Providence time out dur­
ing which several Friar subs entered 
the game State was thrown back to 
the Friar 20. Davin brought Mudge 
down as he attempted a wide sweep 
around his left end.
This blow seemed to slow the Ram 
attack and Providence took the ball 
on its 17.
Soar kicked to State’s 20 as Provi­
dence failed to make progress. Man­
tenuto carried back to State’s 30. 
Keaney punted out on Providence 49. 
Ray Belliveau entered the game to 
sail signals in place of Capt. Landry. 
At this point Providence, protecting 
its one touchdown advantage, used 
quick kick formation and Soar punt­
ed to the State 17 where Casey car­
ried back to his 21.
State made some^ progress but 
elected to punt and Keaney booted 
' play Trumpeto recovered a stray' P. 
i C, lateral and State clicked off a 
pass, Fred McCarthy to D’lorio, for
; a first down on the Friar 17. A five- 
’ yard penalty for Providence offside 
aided State’s advance arid Wright 
made a first down on the Friar five- 
yard line. Wright smacked centre to 
the Friar three and the half ended 
there with the score: Providence, 7, 
R. I. State, 0, but Rhode Island just 
missed a score as time ran out on 
them as they were hammering 
through the Providence defence for 
consistent gains.
THIRD PERIOD
c('DaVJ?n kfcked off to Casey on the
State 10 and Casey dashed back to 
great run' Casey andc?'lShLhlt centre for a gain to the 
btate 40. Casey made three and 
there were two yards to go for a 
first down when Keaney kicked to 
Soar on the next play and D’lorio 
downed Soar on his 20.
Ryan hurt his hand on the first 
play following as Soar made two 
yards off tackle. Banahan replaced 
Ryan at right end. Providence lost 
five yards for offside on the next 
Play Soar then crashed . through 
ac : a and rnade a first down on his 
/a. Zitullo lost two yards, but Soar 
minted oiS 44 On neXt play- Soar 
punted to Casey on State’s 11 and 
Casey run back to his 25.
State was unable to make a first 
down though cracking hard through 
he Fnar line and Keaney. punted to 
the Friar 48, where McCarthy 
±7^ n? ral1- Failing t0 advance 
Jhrough the line, Providence took to 
the air and Soar hurled a 16-yard 
pass to Angelica, bringing the ball 
to State's 36.
Soar fumbled and recovered on the 
Ram 34. A pass, Soar intended for 
Banahan, went over Banahan’s head. 
Soar was rushed on another attempt 
to pass and the Friars -were getting 
nowhere. State took the ball on 
downs but on the first play Banahan 
downed Mudge, for a loss. However, 
a five-yard penalty was called on the 
Friars and State had the ball at its 
36.
Mudge picked up a first down to 
his 44 on a great smash over his right 
guard. State was inches from a first 
down as Mudge ran out of bounds on 
the Friar 49. Providence took the 
ball on downs as State was stopped 
for no gain on its fourth down. Soar 
made one yard and then Vitullo 
crashed through centre for a first 
down on State’s 40. Soar made an­
other first down on State’s 19. Vitullo 
and Landry hit hard to bring the ball 
to State s 8. Soar smashed through 
to the three and the quarter ended 
with Providence making its best 
offensive drive of the game, smack­
ing through the State line and around 
I the Ram ends for a 50-yard advance 
Las the period ended
"Or. the first ' play of the-fourth - 
period Soar went through guard for 
a second Friar score. His placement 
■ for the extra point was wide. Score: 
Providence College 13, R. I. State 0. /.
Davin kicked off for the Friars to 
State’s 15, where Messina took the 
ball and raced back to his 30.
Mudge made three, but Bouzan 
stopped Wright for no gain. A pass 
netted the Rams no gain. Mudge 
punted to the Friar 30 and Soar car­
ried back to the State’s 48, being 
brought down there by Messina.
Landry’s shovel pass to Banahan 
brought the ball to State’s 40, but the 
next play gained nothing.
State took the ball on downs, but 
gained only two yards and Mudge 
i punted to the Friar 20, Soar cairy- 
I ing back to his 28.
Soar circled end to his 32. Mudge 
almost had an interception on Soar’s 
pass to Landry, but dropped the ball, 
the second time he did this during 
the game.
Providence sent Moge, Guillette, 
Morrison, Belliveau and Eichner into 
the game at this point as officials 
argued a penalty. It was finally de­
cided that there should be a 15-yard 
penalty against the Friars and they 
took the ball on their 16.
Moge punted out of bounds on the 
Friar 35 but Soar intercepted Mes­
sinas pass on his 25 and ran to his 38 
to take the advantage.
Soar passed to Belliveau to the 
Friar 44.
On an end around play Gill swept 
towards his right end and lateralled 
to Soar who scampered to the State 
45. A penalty set the Friars back to 
their 40, the penalty being holding 
against the Friars.
Minicucci went in for Angelica 
who played a great game all after­
noon, filling in for the Naugatuck 
soph.
Soar’s pass to Moge was incomplete 
but on the next play Moge carried 
for a gain, half falling and stumbling 
through the State players to State’s 
45. Soar’s pass to Belliveau gave 
P. C. the ball on the State 37. Moge 
made a first down over centre to the 
Ram 33.
State took the ball as Hibbits in­
tercepted Soar’s pass meant for 
Banahan. Hibbits was downed on 
his 16.
Three minutes remained of the 
game. Keaney was downed for a 14- 
yard loss to his five as Lawler broke 
through. Keaney kicked from behind 
his own goal to the Friar 31.
Providence sent Balzanelli in for 
Soar and McHenry for Eichner at 
this point.
Balzanelli carried for three yards 
and then-passed to Gill to the Friar 
39. A nice run by Balzanelli for a 
first down-was nullified by a. 15-yard 
clipping penalty against Providence.
Balzanelli punted to the midfield. 
State made no gain on its first play 
with about one minute of the game 
I remaining... ........... ... .... ........ ........
Hank Soar Features
Providence College Victory
Over R. I. State
Brown Eleven Plays Best
Football of Season in
Scoring Victory Over
Boston University
Providence College emerged from’ 
Saturday’s football hostilities with 
the mythical championship of Rhode 
. Island and Providence Plantations. 
There is no complete title series in 
Rhode Island, but the showing of the 
three college teams in the three 
. games among themselves gave them 
1 this standing.
i Won. Lost. PC.
Providence College 1 0 1.000
Rhode Island........1 1 .500
Brown ................... 0 X .000
While Providence College was ad­
ministering a 13 to 0 defeat on Rhode 
Island on Hendricken Field, Brown 
was getting considerable satisfaction 
in chalking up its first conquest in 
10 starts by turning back Boston 
University, 14 to 0. Inasmuch as it 
was the second time that Brown has 
scored in a season that is rapidly 
drawing to a conclusion and that this 
game offered the best of three re­
maining chances to gain a victory to 
avoid a complete rout in the season, 
the two-touchdown margin over the 
Terrier was a cause for real elation.
FRIAR BACK SCORES 13 POINTS
AS TEAM WINS STATE CROWN
SOAR OUTSTANDING?
BACK OF GAME
The Providence-Rhode Island 
game was very much a Soar con­
quest. The talented Friar back was a 
colossal figure as he scored all 13 
of the: points for his team. If he had 
done nothing more during his play­
ing career on Smith Hill, he’d be en­
titled to rank as one of the greatest 
of the Black and White stalwarts. As 
it is, this game was just another rung 
in his ladder of fame, and he fully 
■ deserves recognition among the 
greats of the season. •
. ♦ ♦ «
After being repulsed early in 
the opening quarter, Providence 
came back following Junior 
Keaney’s punt to the Rhody 42- 
yard line, and in eight plays 
gained a touchdown. Rhody par­
tially hailed the ground attack, 
but Providence was alert to take 
advantage through the air-lanes, 
and aided by an offside penalty 
on Rhody, managed to tally the 
touchdown. On fourth down, five 
yards to go, Soar gathered his 
Friar forces on the State 22-yard 
line and behind massed interfer­
ence hit off his own right tackle, 
then cut back sharply to the cen­
tre and went across for the tally, 
with Capt. Omar Landry hold­
ing, Soar kicked a placement for 
the conversion.
» » »
Then. Providence scored a second 
time on the opening play of the final 
period as. Soar cracked through from 
the two-yard stripe: The touchdown 
came as the culmination of a 52-yard 
march, Providence taking the ball 
on her own 48-yard line when Rhode 
Island missed a first down by an 
inch. On that decision hinged con­




When the ball was downed on 
fourth down, it first appeared well 
beyond what would have been a first 
down for State, but after the official 
had finished moving it around and 
apparently marked the stake position 
,.with;his eye, it was the inch short. 
It was a point that probably wouldn’t, 
have mattered greatly in the end, but 
it was one of those points that leave 
an unpleasant reaction on many in 
the ' football public. Providence 
didn’t need that sort of “break.” In 
• any case, the Friar got the ball in 
mid-field, then marched 52 yards in 
seven plays for the touchdown. Vi­
tullo and Landry alternated with 
Soar in making the carries, and Soar 
went over. The conversion attempt 
was missed, and that ended the 
scoring for the day.
, - -s'* ■ ♦ ?#
Rhode Island had tWo 
chances to score in the second 
psnod. The Ram marched to the 
Providence 10-yard line th»n 
. lost the ball on downs. ’ 
those fighting Rams marched la tyher b nte 5 n,the PeriOd- S 
the ball on the Providence two- 
J ard line, three downs to go the 
the°haTfdS’ WhCn tIme eXPired at
Bobby Mudge was the hero of 
the Ram cause, and the Kings­
ton team covered itself with 
Pr°ry-jf°r itS defensive stand.
, Providence had power to burn 
and ft richly deserved its tri- l 
nmph. but still there was honor
enough for both of those fighting 
elevens. * « «
Over on Brown Field, the embat­
tled Bruin was making his best 
stand of the season in taking B. U. 
into camp. B. U. threatened, to be 
sure, but she couldn’t score. For 
that matter, the B. U. team had a 
first down on the Brown one-yard 
line when time ran out at the half.
Brown still couldn't show too po-: 
tential an offence, but she did rise 
on two occasions to grind out touch­
downs. Threatened with the loss of 
the ball on downs as the Bruin made 
his first sortie deep into enemy ter­
ritory, Perry Elrod faded back into 
passing position, then pulled the an­
cient Statue of Liberty play with 
“Mickey” O’Reilly scampering 
around to the B. U. 12 before the 
. lackadaisical Terrier secondary 
woke up. It was a chagrined B. U. 
team that saw Elrod pass flat to 
O’Reilly to cover 16 yards for the 
touchdown, Michael Turcone provid­
ing the block that put O’Reilly across 




Brown’s second tally came in the 
third period, when Freeman Love 
tackled Pattison as he took Elrod’s 
punt on the B. U. 10-yard stripe. 
Pattison fumbled and Bob Johnson 
recovered. Then Brown blocked 
with enough fury to send Elrod 
over through his own left tackle, 
the entire 10 yards. Elrod kicked 
the point, and the scoring was com­
pleted for the day.
♦ ♦ •
Brown tackled well, generally, 
and the blocking was consider­
ably improved. But even good 
blocking on the sweeps was of 
no avail, for Elrod was repeat­
edly caught from behind by 
Famiglietti,. the B. U. fullback. 
Elrod is considered the fastest 
man on the Brown team, but he 
didn’t keep in position behind his 
mates on the sweeps. His kick­
ing was of high order, his pass­
ing was generally creditable, 





Pick Up Your Hint, 
Should You Have 
An “All-Star” Stint
* * *
TUST in case there are any football coaches or other writ­
ing experts who can take a hint-----
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At a meeting of the Providence Col­
lege football squad this afternoon, 
26 varsity players were awarded 
letters and 27 freshmen were 
awarded numerals. In accord with 
the request of Coach Joe McGee, 
it was decided that no captain 
would he elected. Instead Coach 
McGee will select a captain for 
each game.
The lettermen: Capt. Omer H. Lan­
dry, Pat Morrison, Joe Balzanelli, 
Ray Belliveau, -Al Hagstrom, Bill 
Lawler, Bill Moge, Leo Bouzan, 
Edward Banahan, Leo Davin, Carl 
Angelica, Ben Polak, Dick Vitullo, 
Paul Ryan, Bill Spinnler, Norm 
Eichner, Ray' Guillette, Stan Gor­
man, Don Mihicucci,'Joe McHenry, 
Ben Abrams, Ed Gill, Jim Boboras, 
j and Hank Soar. Awards also were 
: made to student managers Quentin 
J. Geary and Joe P. Dwyer.
Friars Reported Planning
Big-Game Grid Schedule
Alumni Behind Movement to Bring Holy 
Cross, Boston College and Others Here as 
Part of Tercentenary Program.
By Joe Nutter
Drafting of a 1936 Providence Col­
lege football schedule that will bring 
a series of major rivals here as a 
part of the Tercentennial Celebra­
tion next season is under way, it was 
reliably reported this afternoon.
Boston College, perennial rival of 
the Friar institution, is expected to 
till an October date in this city.
Providence College is negotiating 
with the Holy Cross officials, and 
strong' alumni pressure from the 
graduates of both institutions is urg­
ing the appearance of the Purple 
team here.
Notre Dame’s B team may appear 
on the schedule, although final pa­
pers have not yet been signed. It 
is known that John E. Farrell, Ath­
letic Director at Providence College, 
has communicated with Elmer Lay­
den, the Notre Dame Athletic Direc­
tor, and the only obstacle in the way 
of signing the game lies in the fi­
nancial stipulations. The Notre Dame 
B team won five of seven games this 
season, defeating Loyola of New Or­
leans, 26 to 0, and Niagara. 25 to 12, 
and is rated by Layden as fully com­
petent to give the Friars a great 
°ame with all the fan-flare and trap­
pings of a Notre Dame eleven.
Rhode Island State College will 
provide an objective game in re­
suming the intra-State series.
Springfield will come here in main­
taining the series with a rival that 
is considered major opposition.
The schedule will be the finest 
ever arranged for the local eleven 
and will be in sharp contrast to the 
road team that has operated in re­
cent years. Completion of the new 
steel stands on Hendricken Field and 
the rise of Providence College as a 
force in the football firmament has 
necessitated the arrangement of a 
schedule commensurate with the 
new era on Smith Hill.
Concurrent with the announce­
ment that the schedule would be 
extended to provide local followers 
of the Friar teams with suitable 
spectacles was the word that Joseph 
Continued on Page 47, Col. 15
FRIAR COACH SIGNS NEW CONTRACT
Joe McGee, head football coach at Providence College, shown signing new three-year contract as 
John Farrell, graduate manager of athletics, watches.
BY JOE NUTTER <
i 
P. McGee had been signed to a three j 
year contract. McGee immediately ' f 
: announced on the proffer of the con­
tract that will extend his sojourn on 
•Smith Hill as head coach to five 
years, that he would probably Te-_ f 
name all of his present assistants.
Phil Couhig, former Boston Col- , 
lege football and track captain, is . 
the present varsity line coach. Oli- . 
ver Roberge, a former Providence • 
College all-around star, is the end " 
coach; Charley Burdge, another for- j 
met Friar star, headed up the fresh- . 
men work, and Tom “Junie" Bride, • 
also a Friar graduate, handled the ■ 
scouting. It is possible that Bride 
may return next season as the back- . 
field coach. - '
• McGee’s association with Provi- • 
dence College athletics dates back to 
the year of the rounding of football 
at the institution. Starting at Holy 
Cross where he operated as one of 
Cleo O’Donnell’s most promising 
ball-carriers, he transferred to Prov­
idence when the local college was 
•opened, and in 1921 was elected the 
first . Providence College football 
captain. He played on. the ’21, ’22 
and ’23 Friar teams, and was grad­
uated in 1924. Returning in 1931 as 
head coach of Freshmen when Archie 
iGolembeski was head varsity coach. 
IMcGee was named head coach at the
close of the 1933 season. He has 
rounded out two full years in his . 
present tenure, turning in 10 vic- ; 
tories in 15 starts.
4 « «
Genuinely pleased with the new 
contract, McGee said last night: “My 
’assistants and I have worked hard 
for the past two seasons and we have 
felt that there has been a gradual 
improvement in the play of the team . 
as a whole. It is pleasing and gratify! 
ing to us to find that the athletic offi­
cials at Providence College have felt 
that there has been an improvement 
and that we are to be entrusted with 
the football destinies of the Friars 
for three more years.
“I want to say a word in praise of 
my assistants, all of whom very prob­
ably will be back with me next fall. 
Phil Couhig. former captain and 
tackle at Boston College, and Oliver | 
Roberge, a former Friar athletic star, j 
as line and end coach have had a ; 
large share in the Friar .successes. 
They have turned out excellent for­
ward walls.
“Charlie Burdge, another former ( 
Friar star, has done a fine job with ; 
the Freshmen this fall and Tom 
‘Junie’ Bride has, as a scout for the • 
team, had an important part to play. : 
Next fall Bride may be at Providence 1 
College again as backfield coach. I 
have been altogether satisfied with 
the work of my assistants.”
V- (fouhig was a gridiron brilliant in 
'his own right at Boston College. His 
work at tackle for the Eagles brought 
him All-American honorable men­
tion. H. Roberge and Bride, all assist­
ant ’Varsity coaches, have had a share 
in the Friar football successes of the 
past two seasons.
» ♦ ♦
McGee, as head coach and back- 
field coach, also has had a big hand 
in the fortunes of Friar football. Un­
der his regime the Friars have won . 
10 out of 15 games through 1934 and 
1935 A year ago the Dominicans de­
feated Boston College, City College 
of New York, Lowell Textile and 
Rhode Island State but dropped de­
cisions to Holy Cross, Springfield 
and Niagara University. The record ; 
is as follows:
Providence 0, Holy Cross 25. 
Providence 19. C. C. N. X. 6. 
Providence 13. Springfield 14. 
Providence 13- Boston College 7. 
Providence 0. Niagara 7.
Providence 34. Lowell Textile 0. 
Providence 21, B- I. State ,.
The victory over Boston College 
was the highlight performance of 
that season. This year the Friars lost 
but two verdicts, both to major ri­
vals, Holy Cross and Boston College, 
but whipped six other opponents, St. 
Anselm’s, C. C. N. Y., Colby, Spring- . 
field, Niagara and R. I. State. The 
1935 season’s record is as follows;
Providence 0, Holy Cross 12. 
Providence 7, St. Anselm’s 6.
Providence 14, C. C. N. Y. 0. )
Providence 26, Colby 0.
Providence 12, Springfield 0. 1
Providence 6, Boston College 20. r
Providence 20, Niagara 6. c
J. Providence^, R- I^State_0. ____ _____ r
JOE McGEE
Gets New Contract
Team Not to  
 Pick Captain 
 For Season 
Coach Will Name Leader 
for Each Week; Spring 
Drills Planned
Meeting with his squad today after 
renewing his contract for three 
years, Coach Joe McGee of the 
Providence. College football team 
disclosed plans for next season, m- 
eluding two 'important changes in 
Friar gridiron procedure.
At the request of McGee the 
Friars next year will break with 
the custom of the past in having 
the coach name a ctptain for each 
game instead of having the this sea­
son s lettermen elect a captain for 
the entire 1936 season.
McGee made his request because 
of the large number of junior let­
termen on the squad who would be 
eligible for the captaincy and the 
possibility of long-drawn-out ballot­
ing for the post, if an election were 
held.
The Friar coach also disclosed 
that he is planning on spring prac­
tice next year for the squad, there­
by. resuming a system that the 
Friars abandoned several years ago.
It’s generally known that the 
Friars are looking forward to a big 
season next year, with several 
important home games in the new 
stadium, built this year, as athletic 
features of the city of Providence 
Tercentenary observance.
McGee’s signing of a three-year 
contract with the Friars follows two 
' successful seasons for the former 
Providence college star in the pilot's 
seat for his alma mater. During 1934 
and the season just closed Joe's 
teams won 10 out of 15 games.
PRAISES ASSISTANTS .
While signing the three-year con­
tract, McGee had words of commen­
dations to say for his assistants, Phil 
Couhig, line coach; Ollie Roberge, 
end coach; Tom Bride, who took a 
leave of absence from his job as 
backfield coach this season, but. 
served the team as a scout, and 
Charlie Burdge, freshman coach.
I; McGee said that all his assistants 
j would probably be back next fall, 
I and that Bride may take up his du- 
, ties again as backfield coach, a po­
sition which McGee himself filled 
this year along with his job as head 
coach.
Previous to his taking over the 
head coach’s job for the Friars, Mc­
Gee was an assistant to the former 
coach, Archie Golembeski, for three 
years. In his college days he starred 
as halfback in 1921, 1922 and 1923 
Friar elevens. He was captain of the 
1921 and 1922 teams and graduated 
in .1924,. .......... _ . ’ -—-—-—1
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE

BY JULIUS E. STEINBERG |
From Coast to Coast, North to 
South, way stations and whistle stops 
in between, your selector has scoured 
the country for the outstanding foot­
ball players of Jewish descent who 
are most deserving of the laurel 
wreath that goes with being picked 
on the All-J ewish All-America team. 
It is therefore with a feeling of sat­
isfaction for having performed a deli­
cate and arduous task well, that we 
present our sixth annual selection.
OVER 60 COLLEGES
We have contacted in the vicinity of 
three-score colleges, universities and 
players in every section of the gridiron 
universe In an effort to consider every 
available player for this honor. We 
feel that while it is.' always possible to 
overlook someone, that we have select­
ed the' 11 best- Jewish players in the 
land. As is consistent with our policy of 
the''past, whenever it was impossible 
to receive absolute and authoritative in­
formation that a player was Jewish, we 
refrained from picking him, in direct 
contrast to others who have picked sim­
ilar teams.
A glance at the' roster shows how 
truly all-American' the team is, for 
every important section is represented, 
the East carrying off the honors with 
foul- representatives, closely followed by 
the Mid-West with three, the South 
with two and the Southwest and B ai - 
West bringing up the rear with a single 
star entry. The class of the team is 
proven by the fact that seven 01 the 11 
players were outstanding individual 
units on five of the great teams of the 
season, U. C. L. A., Marquette, N. Y. 
U., Rice and Vanderbilt. ■
A notable change in Jewish football 
players this year was the fact thia 
more high class linemen came io the 
fore than backs, and the players as a 
whole ran more to size than in other 
years. The composite all-Jewish all- 
American football player of 1935 is 21 
years of age, weighs 1S9 pounds and is 
5 feet, 11 inches tall.
Boston POST
Machlowitz, Mandell and Friedman 




Clever Leader of All-Jewish Team
Boston POST
, Centre—As usual the field ~oT 'Jewish j 
pivotmen was small, but Ben Abrams 
of Providence College was the best ofj 
the lot. His chief contention came I 
from Bob Hersch of N. Y. U., who! 
played a harder schedule, but Abrams 
was some 15 pounds heavier, weighing 
close to 200, several inches taller and 
every bit as fast. In addition he had, 
the edge in passing, never having had 
a bad pass checked against him in two 
seasons of play.
His ability to diagnose opposing at­
tacks and cover alien aerials made him 
one of the best defensive centres of 
the year. It is a tribute to the sports­
manship of American football that; 
Abrams, a Jewish boy, should be a 
regular member of a team represent­
ing a Catholic institution.
BURGE IS NAMED 
 FRESHMEN COACH
Joe McGee Selects Former
Friar Athlete to Join P. C.
Football Staff.
Charles Burdge of Warren, ’var­
sity football and baseball brilliant 
at Providence College before his 
graduation in 1934, has been named 
coach of the Friar freshmen gridiron 
eleven it was learned yesterday. 
Burdge is an appointee of Joe Mc­
Gee, Friar head coach, and will work 
under McGee.
A star athlete at Warren high 
where he played football, baseball 
and basketball Burdge added to his 
athletic laurels at Providence Col­
lege. He played three years of 
’varsity football at a tackle post and 
was an ace pitcher on the late Jack 
Flynn’s diamond teams for two 
years.
In the latter role he was unde­
feated, compiling a record of eight 
straight mound triumphs .with his 
major performance a no-hit exhibi- 
! tion against Massachusetts State 
which the Friar nine won 7-1. Fol­
lowing his graduation in June of last 
year he pitched for the Bourne team 
in the Cape Cod League and this 
summer has recorded eight victories 
as against no defeats for the Nar- 
ragansett Engine Co. nine in the 
Warren Twilight circuit.♦ * ♦
Given a tryout with the Boston 
Braves this spring the Warren ath­
lete had hopes of a major league 
career dampened when a shoulder 
ailment mitigated against his chances 
, of gaining a berth with the Hub 
i tribe.
It was learned unauthoritatively 
that Burdge will take the places of 
Charlie McCormick and Charlie 
O’Keefe who combine? as coaches 
of the Friar yearlings last fall. 
Neither McCormick nor O’Keefe is 
expected to return this year.
Burdge will take over his post as 
aide to McGee tomorrow when the 
candidates for the Friar eleven draw 
equipment at the college and set out 
for' Narragansett Pier where pre- 
season practice is scheduled. At the 
Pier camp Burdge will assist McGee 
with the ’Varsity candidates and will 
take over his duties with the fresh- I 
men when they report at Hendriken 
field on the 16th or 17th of’ the month.
Former Schoolboy Stars to Play at
Hendricken Field Tomorrow
Some of southern New England’s 
outstanding schoolboy stars will be 
in action at Hendricken Field tomor­
row afternoon' when the Providence 
College Freshman football team, 
opens its schedule with the Holy 
Cross Freshmen. The game will start 
at 2:30 o’clock.
The visitors have drilled with the 
Crusader ’Varsity reserves during 
.the week and are ready for a rugged 
game -with the local eleven. In a 
recent 70-minute scrimmage the 
Purple yearlings Rattled the reserves 
evenly until the closing stages when 
’Varsity condition asserted itself 
and the upperclassmen scored sev­
eral touchdowns.
Providence’s squad has been train­
ing since Sept. 17. The group ap­
pears lighter than last year’s but is 
aggressive. Against the Friar ’Var­
sity the Freshmen have shown hard 
tackling and fast charging. The big 
problem has been the backfield, 
where capable material is scarce.
Henry. Ouellette, former Lawrence 
high star, is the outstanding mem­
ber of the Holy Cross Freshman 
team. He runs, passes and kicks, 
high above the average, and in spite 
of a weight of only 155 pounds is a 
powerful back. Bill Osmanski, 
185-pound back from Central high, 
Providence, is another able Crusader 
yearling.
Other standouts are Ziruti, Law­
rence Academy luminary; Griffin, 
200-pound Boston Latin product; 
Miglin, Hillhouse high. New Haven 
star; Manoli and Collins, co-captains 
at Arlington high; Montgomery, 
Lawrence Academy, and Dumont, 
St. John’s prep.
The Providence lineup will be 
headed by Johnny Jaworski, former 
La Salle captain, who will start at 
quarterback. Tom Conley, Burrill- 
ville star, will be at right halfback; 
Paul Morin, Attleboro, at left half, 
and Mike Michaels of Danbury, at 
fullback.
The line will include Harold De­
mers, Woonsocket, centre; Jiray 
Avedesian, Pawtucket high, and Bob 
J ohnston. La Salle, guards; Ben 
Katz. Bulkeley high, New London, 
and Jim O’Neill. Somerville, Mass., 
tackles; and Anthony Pariseau, At­
tleboro, and John Lyons, St. James 
high, Haverhill. Mass., ends.
Bill Halloran will referee and 
William Schupert will be field judge. 
The head linesman has not yet been 
selected.
FRIAR FRESHMEN TO MEET
CRUSADERS IN OPENING GAME
Game played: October 4, 1955
 PURPLE YEARLINGS 
  OUTSCORE FRIARS
The Providence College Freshman 
football team lost 6-0 to the Holy 
Cross Freshman eleven at Hen 
dricken Field yesterday a-Lterl30°n- 
In the first period, Henry Ouellette 
tossed a 15-yard pass to> B UR® 
halfback, over the Friar goal line fo 
the only score.
Providence began to show lm 
provement in the second period with 
the punting, of Johnny Jaworski, 
quarterback, holding off thejnvad 
ers. The locals spent most of the 
afternoon on the defence. ,
Bill Osmanski, former Centra 
high player and fullback with the 
Crusader yearlings was a power m 
the land attack. In the air Ouellet 
accurate heaves and the excellent 
receiving of Renz and Ceague made : 
the Purple a strong threat every time, 
they tried a pass. _ nilp11pttp !In the fourth period, Ouellette , 
'took one of Jaworski’s punts and 
j raced through the Friar team behind 
strong interference for a touchdown 
only to be called back because of a 
C1-J(?vYSCROSSlty' PROVIDENCE
freshmen
Miglin. 1 e........ ..................... j;"t o.Nein
Manoii, 1. . .............................. ( Avedesian
Collins. 1. g............................. s''r Demefs
Dumont, c........ . ................‘"r‘r "johnston
Montgomery, r. g............... •' s''r t Ka,tz
Griffin, r. . ......................... ........... j 'e Lyons
zirtH' £' e'„"h..................... " 'q.' bo JaworskiOuellette, q. t>........ ............. M b Morin
Renz. 1. h............... ........... "j,' 'McKinnon j
Teague, r. h...............  • f "b Mjcnaels
Osmanski, f. . ........................... . 2 3 4
Score by periods ..............  * 0 ^g
Holy cross Freshmen .... y r®shlV-Renz 
Touchdown: Holy Cross ,
(Ouellette).’ ®u"sOi'uT'Tn,tlrP Bedard for 
Jawwsk^Murphyfor^Fari^^Cqbnow for
TaTanzi for Teague. Garalo for non ,
a^Camgan for Collins
Time of Periods—Four 12-mmute..........
Game played October 12, 1935
B.C. FRESHMEN
TRIM PROVIDENCE
(Special to the Providence Journal.)
Newton, Mass., Oct. 12.—The Bos­
ton College Freshmen won their first 
start of the season here today, de­
feating the Providence College 
Freshmen, 20-0. The winners scored 
twice in the second period and once 
in the final quarter to pile up their 
score.
Artie Allen, former Rogers high 
athlete, opened the scoring for the 
home team with a 75-yard run after 
intercepting a Providence forward 
shortly after the second period got 
underway. Late in the same period 
Walter Belacovitz added the second 
score with Felia Gintoff accounting 
for the final touchdown.
boston providence
COLLEGE (201 COLLEGE (01
McFadden, 1. e.................... ...1. e.. Pariseau
Murray. I. t................................. 1. t.. O'Neill
Holland. 1. g.........................1. g._ Avedesian
Worth, . ...........................................c., Demers
John Connelly, r. g................r. g., Johnston
James Connelly, r. t................r. t., Memphis ,
Palumbo, r. e............................... r. e._ Lyons I
Cull q. b................................... q. b.. Jaworski
Gintoll. I. ......................................1. h.. Morin
Horsfall, r li............................r. h.. Connors
Javilekian. f. b......................... f. b._ Michaels
Score by periods: 12 3 4
Boston College ..... 0 14 0 6—20
Touchdowns: Boston College—Allen, Be- 
lacovitz. Gintoff. Points after touchdown 
—Fay 2. (Place kick). Substitutions: Bos­
ton—Richard for Javilikian.' Dray for Gint­
off, Flynn for Murray. Cummings for Rich­
ard. Fay for Borstals. McNulty for Fay, 
Dugan for Holland. Providence—Katz for 
Memphis. Bedard for Jaworski. Butler for 
Connors. Malvich for Johnston. Murphy for 
Lyons. Conley for Butler, Forstot for Morin.
Referee—Sullivan (Dartmouth). Umpire 
—Samborski iHarvard). Field Judge—Cer- 
veni (Holy Cross). Linesman—Kelly (Dart­
mouth). Time—Four 15-minute periods.
Game played: October 19, 1935
FRIAR FRESHMEN
TOP DEAN 13-12
(Snecial to the Providence Journal) 
■ Franklin, Mass., Oct. 19.-—Scoring 
touchdowns in the second and final 
periods, the Providence College 
Freshman football team defeated the 
Dean Academy eleven 13 to 12 here 
today. Jaworski scored the _ extia 
point which brought the Dominicans 
I Dean made both of its scores on 
aerials, one coming in the third pe- 
riod and the other in the last, lne 




O’Neil, It. ....................................... ig Cleary
Avedesian, lg............................. P Loucka
Demers, c. .........................................j’ Ware
Johnson (Capt.), rg-/ -rt.’.'indri'nso (Capt.) 
Katz, . ................... • rp Buyrne
Jaworski, qb. ................... Malinoski
. Leahy lh. ................................ ’ rh>i Kelly
Qqnnelly, rh....................... ............fb Qngnos
Michaels, fb................:•’A’'’ 3 4
Prov. Col. Freshman.0 7 0 g_12




&VwoohS. %mpir^’Neil. Field 
judge—Plsini. Linesman—De Lutis. nme 
ot periods—15 minutes.
Game played: October 25, 1935
FRIAR FRESHMEN
TRIP MARIANAPOLIS
Scoring three touchdowns in the 
first half the Providence College 
Freshman team defeated Marian- 
apolis Junior College 19-0 yesterday 
afternoon at Hendricken Field. It 
was the second victory for the Friar 
eleven in four games and the first 
over the visiting team, the contest 
being the first between the two 
schools.
PROVIDENCE '39 (191
MARIANAPOLIS J. C. (0)
Pariseau, le................................. le. Juodolis
O’Neill. It ................................. It. Dranginas
. Avedesian. lg ......................... lg. Alinskas
Deniers, c ............... -................. c. Akstrias
Johnston (C). rg .................. rg. Kikeiionis
Katz, rt ................................... rt, Bambulas
Lyons re .....................     re, Balcunas
Bedard qb ....».............. qb, Kamanidulas
Manning, ih ...................  Ib, V. Kazlaukas
Conley, rh ................................. rh, Petratis
Michaels. fb ........................fb, T. Kazlaukas
Score bv periods. . 12 3 4
Providence '39 ... 12 7 0 0—19
Touchdowns: Providence ’39—Bedard
(rush); Manning ‘interception); Murphy, 
(pass from Beda-rd).
points alter touchdown: providence '39 
—Bedard (rush).Substitutions: Providence 39—Memphis 
for Katz: St. Jean for O’Neill: Murphy for 
Lvons: Malvltch for Johnston: Galleshaw 
for Avedesian: Kidney for Demers; Butler 
for Conley; Jaworski for Bedard: McKin­
non for Manning; Forstart for Michaels;
I Quinn for Forstart: Connors for Quinn.
! Marianapolis—Kaseta for Kamandulis;
; Naviilis for T. Kazlaukas; Stanionis for 
Dranginas; Aliskaukas for Bambulas; 
Radzevicius for Kaseta.
R-feree—lames Sullivan Umnire—Fred 
Huggins Linesman—Arthur Shevlin. Time 
of periods—Four 12-minute.
Game played: November 8, 1955
CRIMSON JAYVEEES
TRIP P. C. FRESHMEN 
 
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Cambridge, Mass., Nov, 7.—The
Providence College Freshmen fell 
before the superior manpower of the 
Harvard Jayvees 34-7 here this af­
ternoon. After Providence had held 
the second-string Jayvee outfit to 
a 13-7 score in the first half, the first- 
stringers were sent into action, fresh 
from scrimmaging the Harvard 
’Varsity.
This first string eleven used 
Princeton plays, and with straight ■ 
bucks and trick pases which account- i 
ed for the three touchdowns in the 
second half.
Providence’s lone score came with 
suddenness. Clean blocking by the 
Freshmen forwards and backs open­
ed a hole at right, guard and Mike 
Michaels, Danbury star, raced 
through this spot and 57 yards to a 
touchdown. Ray Bedard held the 
placement and Johnny Jaworski 
made the point.
For Harvard, Parquette, who 
scored Harvard’s only touchdown 
against Army last year, was the 
standout. The summary;
HARVARD J. V. <34)
, PROVIDENCE FRESHMEN (7) 
J cTdn/' i'i........................• ’• e- Pariseau
viJ.'hte.V1' ............................  '• g-’ Avedesian
£ r- g' i........  r- (C>. Johnston '
D. Gardner, r. t. ,..............   /r + Katz
Harkness, r. e............ ... / r e ’Lvons i
P0MUe1“eh ’• b....................b., Bedard
Owen, r. h. r. h., Conley
APPeI» Michaels
Score by periods:
„ 12 3 4
Harvard J. V. ...... 7 6 7 14—34
Providence F................0 7 0 0 7
Touchdowns—Harvard J. V.—Owen 2’ 
Parquette, Hallett, Harkness. Providence 
Freshmen—Michaels. Points after touch­
down—Harvard J. V.—Parquette 4; Provi­
dence Freshmen—Jaworski.
Substitutions—Providence Freshmen— 
Murphy for Lyons; Malvitch for Katz; Kid­
ney for Demers; Malvitch for Johnston; 
.Murphy for Pariseau; Jaworski for Man­
ning; Butler for Michaels.
Substitutions—Harvard J. V.—Gordon for 
Pope; Gregory for Appel, Johnson for Cald­
well; Martin, for D. Gardner; Sprague for 
Eichler; Simmons for J. Gardner; Marks for 
Hallett; Pebble for Owen; Snead for Baum;/ 
Avery for Sprague; Norton for Martin.
Referee—Kelly; umpire—McGrath; lines­
man—Gilroy; time-—four .15-minute periods.
Game played: November 15, 1935
FRIAR YEARLINGS
TIE RAMLETS 6-6
Gough Scores Deadlocking 
Touchdown Midway in 
Final Period.
The Rhode Island State College 
freshmen came back strong in the 
last quarter at Kingston yesterday 
afternoon to tie the Providence Col- . 
lege yearlings.
The Providence attack, built 
around Ray Bedard’s passing and 
the fine running of Michaels, 
brought a score in the third period, 
when Bedard ran the last nine yards 
of a 28-yard march for a touchdown.
The Ramlets, uncovered a 20-yard 
pass from Elliott to Robbie to enable 
the latter to scamp 29 more yards 
to reach the Providence 11-yard 
stripe. After once being halted, they 
came back mid-way in the closing 
period to march 42 yards for a touch­
down.
Providence’s touchdown came as 
Lyons, the visitors’ crack end. re­
covered a fumble by Robbie. Be­
dard, protected by a strong interfer- 
I ence, raced around end foi' a first 
I down on State’s 10-yard line. Fol­
lowing a one-yard gain by Morin, 
Bedard hit right tackle to score 
easily. Michael’s placement was 
blocked.
The Ramlet touchdown followed 
hi a poor pass from centre on fourth 
down. Elliott ran from punt forma­
tion in midfield to the Providence 
18-yard line. Three plays later, Mur­
phy reached the eight yard line, 
and Tommy Gough smacked centre, 
on a reverse, for a score.
The summary:
R, I. STATE ’39 .(6) PROV. ’39 (6) 
Brice, 1. . ..................................>• e-, Panseau
Corr, 1.. ....................................  ’ ‘I
Griffith, 1. g........................I B- Avedesian
Masterson,  ..................................... c-i -Deineis
Smith, r. g............................. r- Johnston
Magee, r.  .........................................r- t., Katz
Cooper, r. . ....................................r-
Elliot, q. . .................................. --q- b., Bedard
Marcotte, 1. h............ .  1. h., Manning
Whitely, r. h................... --r- .c°nleyMurphy, f. b.................. , ....f. b., Michaels
Score by' periods: J.2 - 4
Rhode Island ’39............ 0 0 0 6—6
Providence ’39 .............. .. 0 6Touchdowns: Rhode Island 39—Gough; 
Providence '39—Bedard.
Substitutions: Rhode Island 39—Medici 
for Masterson, Pullano for Smith. Russell 
for Corr, Johnson for Brice, Gough for 
Marcotte. Clouart for Cooper, Medici for 
, Brice, Costaldi for Griffith, Scullen for 
i Fitch.
i Providence ’39—Memps for Katz, Morin 
for Katz, Murphy for Lyons. Lyons for Mur­
phy, Morvitz for Avedesian, Zowski for 
Bedard, Morin for Manning, Jaworski for 
Bedard. „ ,
Referee—J. E. Sullivan (Holy Cross). 
Umpire—F. Hopkins (East Providence). 
Field Judge—E. R. Gilmartin (Georgetown). 




Fullback High Scorer on Team. 
Johnston Outstanding 
Lineman.
Although the Providence College 
reshman football team’s record was 
not as impressive as that of recent 
elevens, the club produced a number 
terial SrS Wh° loom 3S varsity ma_
Mike Michaels led the Freshmen in 
scoring and turned in a strong run­
ning game at fullback. Ray Bedard 
proved to be the best field general, 
calling plays wej] and keeping the 
team moving along swiftly on offence 
and driving hard on defence.
Henry Manning, Tom Conley, Dan 
McKinnon, Ed Butler; Jr., Johnny 
Jaworski and Paul Morin all had a 
hand m the backfield assignments 
and turned in capable performances. 
t'Onley Manning, Bedard and 
blckfioW W°fked together as one 
a th m With Johnny Gorski 
both If 1 man’ fitting in caPably 
both at quarter and halfback.
The linemen were led bv Bob 
Johnston, captain of the teain, who 
season°mAai\WOrk at right guard al: season. Anthony Pariseau was best 
of the wingmen. His deadly tackling 
and defensive work standing out in 
every game. Henry Demers at cen- 
re was strong on the defence and a 
power on the offence.
" John Malvitch.Jim o Neill, Bill Murphy, John Ly­
ons and Bill Katz were other stellar 
line performers. Katz was effective 
on defence at tackle along with 
° Neill regular throughout the sea-
' strength 6 hnS’ WhUe Iight’ packed
The record:
providence freshmen
0 Holy Cross Fr 6
0 Boston Coll. Fr. . i...... 20
io ™Ca” Acac?emy ............... 12
19 Mananapoiis .................. n
7 Harvard J. v.............  \.
6 R. I. State .........  g
INDIVIDUAL SCORING
Mike Michaels ... F
Ray Bedard..................2 0 r> ‘
Henry Manning . ...1 o g






Cranston Football Expert 
to Tutor Backfield 
Stars at P. C.
By GERALD PRIOR
(News-Tribune Sports Writer)
Providence College reached down 
today and plucked one of the rich­
est gems from the collection of 
Rhode Island schoolhoy football, 
•coaches by signing Carleton Merritt 
■ of Cranston high, as-backfield coach 
! for the Friar, ’varsity eleven.
I • Merritt, whose brilliant Jt-year rec­
ord as Cranston mentor in football, 
baseball and hockey brought him 
widespread recognition through! New 
England, recently resigned from the 
Cranston post, with the resignation 
to become effective at the end of the 
current term.
Merritt, familiarly known to his 
host of Rhode Island friends as 
'‘Speed,’’ has been looked upon for 
several vears as likely to ascend to 
a college post. In fact, the Friars 
started negotiations: for his services 
some time ago, but the news of his 
signing was held up until he first an­
nounced his resignation at Cranston.
The backfield coaching post with 
I the Friars became vacant when lom 
“Junie” Bride, Friar graduate, who 
held the job, had to relinquish it. 
before the start of last season be- ; 
cause of pressure of business..
Head Coach Joe McGee during the 
past season also handled the back- 
field task while there was still some 
prospect that Bride might be..avail- j
able for full time work next year, i 
But when that possibility faded, j 
Merritt was signed for the post.
STAFF TO HEAD SCOUTS
Bride, who aided the Friars in a 
scouting capacity last season, will 
serve in the same fashion this year. 
In this department the Friar staff 
was additionally bolstered up today 
with the announcement that Edgar 
J. “Spike” Staff, for many years 
Freshman ccach at Brown, will 
head the Providence College scouts 
during the 1936 campaign.
Staff, widely known through this 
section as a football authority, has > 
already done some scouting work 
for Friar teams. He was in no small 
measure responsible for the Friars’ 
win over Boston College two years 
ago for he scouted the Eagles two 
weeks prior to the game.
OTHER COACHES TO RETURN
It is expected that the rest of the 
coaching staff will return to serve 
under McGee next fall as contracts 
have been tendered to both Phu 
Couhig, line coach and former Bos­
ton College star, and Ollie Roberge, 
end coach and former Friar all- 
around athlete. Both these men 
were instrumental in developing tne 
unusually strong line the Friars 
fielded last fall.
Merritt’s availability at this time 
comes at a fortunate point in their 
athletic history for the Friars. They 
are branching out into a real OS 
time”, .schedule next year, includ­
ing several feature home games, 
and their chances of establishing 
themselves firmly as a popular /a - 
traction with the city’s football 
faithful depend largely upon the W 
they come through the stiff IHoo 
campaign.
The Friars hit upon Merritt after 
making a survey of the coaching 
field when it was. felt, that a fu 
time man should be siS“e^ to , 
sist McGee with' the backfield, while 
the young Dominican mentor is la­
boring at the stiff task of develop­
ing the entire Friar varsity and 
Freshmen gridiron program.
WEALTH OF EXPERIENCE
Merritt brings to the job a wealth , 
of experience gained from his 0 |
days as a college football star i 
his long and successful term oi se - 
vice at Cranston high. At 
his Green Thunderbolt hackfields 
were known and feared throughou 
the State for their speed and power.
The new Friar backfield coacn. 
when his term as coach and teacher 
at Cranston ends, will go into ous - 
ness in East Greenwich, a step ne 
has been contemplating for sever" 
years. He’s looking forward, though, 
to the two or three-week period or 
spring practice which Coach Mc­
Gee plans for the Friars during 
April.
Graduate Manager John E. Far­
rell of the Friars, and Coach Me- ■ 
G'ee today were both enthusiastic 
about the" signing of Merritt, hailing ( 
it as a decided step forward m • 
Friar athletics. All three will at- 
tend the coaches and officials meet- 
jn<yq at' ftrew York, this week-end*-—
On P.C. Board of Strategy
Providence College’s athletic authorities today announced the addition of Carl Merritt of Cranston 
as backfield coach and assistant to Head Football Coach Joe McGee. At the signing ceremonies this 
morning, Merritt, seated in above photo, is handing the official document to John E. Farrell, Friar, 
director of Athletics, on right, while'McGee looks on in centre. Merritt has had considerable success 
with sports teams of Cranston for more than a decade, turning out “Thunderbolt” aggregations that 




Friar Basketball, Baseball and 
Football Teams Compile 
Good Records.
The winning of the State college 
football crown for the first time, the 
j naming of Capt.Bill Kutneski as all- 
I New England guard in basketball, 
the signing of Jack Egan to replace 
Jack Flynn, whose passing closed a 
brilliant baseball career as player 
and coach, the 4-1 setback which 
ended Holy Cross’s 14-game victory 
streak in baseball, the 12-0 shutout 
over Springfield in football and the 
signing of Joe McGee to coach foot­
ball for three more years were some 
of the main events of the Providence 
College sport year, 1935.
Coach Albert McClellan completed 
his eighth year as Friar basketball 
coach with a team which won 17 
games and lost five. The ’Varsity 
quintet had two six-game victory 
streaks, and its chief triumphs were 
over St. John’s of Brooklyn, here, 
58-28; Dartmouth at Hanover, 42-35; 
Rhode Island at Kingston, 47-23, and 
Brown at the Brown gym before 
Rhode Island’s largest basketball au­
dience, 63-43.
In basketball Providence won the 
city title by its victory over Brown 
and the State title by this victory 
and two victories over Rhode Island. 
The Providence Freshmen lost their 
first game to Bryant and Stratton and 
then won their next 17 contests for 
a noteworthy record. Both city and 
State titles went to the Freshmen as 
they defeated the Rhode Island 
Freshmen 49-46 and 43-35 and the 
Brown Freshmen 51-29.
Capt. Bill Kutneski led the ’Var­
sity basketball scoring with 66 field 
goals and 43 foul attempts for a total 
of 175 points. Gus Hagstrom was one 
point behind with 174, as a result of 
79 field goals and 16 foul tosses. Capt. 
Ed Bobinski of the Friar Freshmen 
took high scoring honors for the sea­
son with 96 field goals and 34 fouls 
for 226 points. ,
• # *
The Friar baseball hopes were 
dealt a severe blow by the death of 
Jack Flynn, well-k&own major 
leaguer and coach of the baseball 
forces at- Providence College from 
the 1924 season until last Spring. 
Jack Egan, close friend of Flynn and 
another prominent figure in major 
and minor league baseball, was 
signed to take over the diamond 
duties for the Friars and proceeded 
to whip a “green”squad into winning 
shape.
Under Egan the Friars won 12 
games, tied one with St. John’s of 
Brooklyn and lost eight. The Fresh­
men ball club won all eleven games 
on its schedule for an undefeated 
season. City and State titles went 
to both ’Varsity and Freshman teams 
as Brown and Rhode Island State 
fell before the P. C. nines. The ’Var­
sity handed first defeats to Rhode 
Island at Kingston in a 12-inning 
game, 7-6, and to Springfield here 
in a regulation-length game, 8-7.
The City series in ’Varsity base­
ball was extended to three games. 
Brown won the first contest 6-4 and 
Providence took the second and 
third games, 7-4 and 3-1. Holy Cross 
lost its first game, after 14 straight 
triumphs, to the Friars at Hendricken 
field 4-1. Other important victories 
for the Friar ’Varsity ball team were 
the 2-0 setback given Yale in New 
Haven, the 11-7 decision over Prince­
ton at Princeton and the 10-3 tri­
umph over Villanova at Villanova.
♦ ♦ ♦
Three of the games the undefeated 
Friar Freshmen won were over 
strong teams by one-run margins. 
The Harvard Freshmen were defeat­
ed 2-1, and the Boston College 
Freshmen 5-4 and 1-0. In the City 
series the Freshmen defeated the 
Bruin yearlings, 9-1 and 4-1, and 
went on to take the State Freshman 
crown by 5-3 and 9-1 decisions over 
the Rhode Island Freshmen. „
At the close of the baseball season 
1 last June, Capt. Leo Marion was 
signed by the New York Giants and 
farmed to Richmond of the Piedmont 
League. George Tebbetts, ’34, signed 
by the Detroit Tigers in June, 1934, 
was sent to Springfield, Mo., of the 
Three-Eye League for seasoning, 
and then to Beaumont of the Texas 
League, the club which gave Okla­
homa City a stiff battle before los­
ing the league pennant in a playoff 
series. Fred “Lefty” Collins, sopho­
more from New Milford, Conn., who 
won eight of the 11 games he pitched 
for the Friars, was approached by 
the Yankees but deferred acceptance 
until the end of his college career.* * *
With Francis Fitzpatrick as its 
leading player the Providence Col­
lege ’Varsity tennis team won four 
matches, tied one and lost two. The 
Freshman tennis team won one, tied 
one and lost two. Fitzpatrick gained 
the semi-final round of the New Eng­
land Tennis Intercollegiates at Am­
herst to provide the highlight of the 
Friar tennis season.
Some of the best football players 
Providence has had in years gave the 
Friars a successful 1935 season with 
six victories and two defeats. But 
the Friars again failed to topple their 
keen rivals, Holy Cross and Boston 
College. The paradox of the Holy 
Cross game, in which the Friars had 
a minus 19 in the total yardage 
i “gained” during the contest, found 
the burly Crusaders able to put over 
only two touchdowns against a team 
that rose to the occasion with a re­
pulsing defence within the shadow 
of its goalposts every time except 
twice.
'The-Springfield game was the best 
the Friars played all season as mo­
tion pictures of the contest later con­
firmed. Every department func­
tioned to a high state of proficiency 
that day and Providence scored a 
12-0 victory over the Maroons, the 
Friars’ first triumph over a Spring­
field football team in the history of 
i
athletic relations between the two 
institutions.
For the first time the Friars won 
■undisputed possession of the State 
football title when they defeated 
Rhode Island 13-0 in the season s fi­
nale Rhode Island had previously 
won its first football game from a 
Brown team 13-7. Hank Soar again 
was the leading Providence player, 
exceeding his work as a Sophomore, 
and placing high in Eastern college 
scoring with 50 points.
Ben Abrams, ace centre, was 
named on the all-Jewish football 
eleven and Paul Ryan drew posts on 
the Holy Cross and Boston College 
all-opponent teams. Leo Bouzan was 
the outstanding lineman playing... 
close to full time in the major games -. 
and scoring one of the touchdowns 
which stopped Niagara 20-6aftei 
snatching up a fumble m the Friars 
first game in their new stadiumat 
Hendricken field. Coach Joe McGee 
and his staff were signed to direct 
Providence College football for three 
more years. , , , ,With the football equipment stored 
Providence turned to basketball 
with prospects for a-fine season-. The 
hie Friar first team won an easy vic­
tory over Assumption College m 
Worcester to open the season an 
then drooped Yale with a 48-24 se 
back. Two games were won over 
East Stroudsburg Teachers and the 
team lost its first contest m an extra­
period game with the strong ® 
bus Council team of former college 
stars, 45-43, in Brooklyn. .Completing 
its annual Christmas trip the • •
’Varsity tripped the University Club 
of Stamford, Conn., 30-29.
Football news from the college 
indicates an earnest attempt on the 
part of the P. C. athletic authorities 
to vive the Friars a home schedule 
of games for the R. I. tercentennial.- 
year. The feature contests will be 
with Western Maryland on Oct. 10, 
and with Boston College on an Octo­
ber date, if plans go throughi with 
the Eagle sport officials. Colby, 
Springfield and Rhode Island are 
other foes who may appear at Hen­
dricken Field in football next year.
* >» . *
The 1935 sport year was virtually 
brought to an end with one of the 
most important steps taken by Prov- 
idence College athletic authont e to .. 
produce a stronger football team. 
Carl “Speed” Merritt was signed as 
’Varsity backfield coach to succee 
Tom “Junie” Bride, former Friar 
football luminary at ^umterbaclq 
whose business demands will not 
permit full time participation m the 
activities of the Dominican football 
SC1Bride will be an advisor next sea­
son and may act as scout also. As hea 
of the scouting forces Edgar Spike 
Staff, member of the Brown Rose 
Bowl team that started the new ser­
ies of Rose Bowl games in 1916, was 
signed. Under Staff, Tom Bride and 
Ollie Roberge, who scouted some for 













Make a Separate Check I®r Each Game
I hereby apply for.........Preferred Seats at $1.50 Each......... $■
(Tax Included)
----------- Other Seats, (behind Goal Posts and
at Ends of Field), at $1.00 Each, $.
Add 20c to the amount for postage and registry^
.....  Total, $
Make Check or Money Order Payable to: Providence College Athletic Association over
.20
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE ATHlfLETHiC ASSOCIATION 
Football Ticket Application 
Providence vs. Rhode Island State 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16,1935 AT NEW HENDRICKEN HELD, PROVIDENCE
PRINT CAREFULLY
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Continued from Page 19 Col. 2.
slipped past more Colby men and 
then cut back with a burst of speed 
which left him in the clear. He 
trotted over the goal line as Colby 
players looked on unable to stop 
him. Fine blocking by the entire 
providence team aided the husky 
Sbar in his solo touchdown run. Soar 
failed to make the point when he 
was stopped, as he attempted to run 
the ball.
Stan Gorman recovered Yadwin­
ski’s fumble on the Friar 38 just as 
Colby was making a drive toward 
the Dominican goal line. Lemieux 
and Yadwinski had picked up a first 
down, to the Colby 38. when Yad­
winski slipped through the Friar 
line, and as he was tackled at the 
Friar 38, dropped the ball, and Gor­
man recovered for Providence.
Paul Ryan made a first down on an 
end around play and Soar and An­
gelica danced their way through the 
Colby tackles to the Mules 30. Here 
Providence met a reverse when they 
were caught offside. But a play later, 
Angelica took a short pass from Soar 
and went to the Colby 22. An at­
tempted lateral was called a forward 
pass by the officials, and Providence 
suffered another penalty of five 
yards.
Then Soar threw a 17-yard aerial 
to Ryan, who was being tailed by a 
Colby back. Ryan leaped into the 
air and took the ball from his oppo­
nent's reach, turned and ran, stum­
bled, almost fell, got his balance, 
juggled the ball in the air and finally’ 
scampered over the Colby line for 
the Friars’ third tally. Beiliveau 
made the point
* Copyringht, 1935, by Daily Racing Form Publishing Cd. .................. w
TENTH DAY, OCT. 31, WEATHER RAINING, TRACK FAST.
—(First half of Daily b. f. 2; —Happv Time-Green Strine-
two1 v^ar X?rlMS^ Purse $1000; for tarined by owner; value to winner,
d ’ cla^inS; start good $750; $150; $70; $30; time :23 4-5;Dom gate; won easily; place driving; ;48 2-5; 1:13 4-5. ■
off at 3:17%; winner, Jack Whyte’s
Horse______ Pos. Wt. St. % y3 str. Fin. Jockey Owner Eq. to 1
Smu2eEriMen‘K iVa7 A p 15 ~A.Cooper, J. Whyte ..... .2.25
xB»i“ar Maid 3 lm 7 7? J ,, 'Ll2 2n0 C-Or'fleld. M.B^auchamp 4.45
Sun“crum^ d' 1 ? 2 ?72 41?„ ’!# C.Phillips, Mrs.chappell 11.35
Sttinn Mem’oVv ? 11. 7 ?Iv S','2 41/2 T.Luther, Mrs.L.Ames 38.05
The Daunhin y J2 H1?1!/ s Rnt sV ?/2 l.'v2 R-Pinnerty, C.A.Grande 83.75
Cablegram 92 ViY2 I a? 2 , V./2 M. Meyer. P. F. Ratti.. 29.65
xSnn raSn” R Tn- o »h ?,nk ®nk 7 J. Stout, A. Hullcoat.... 1.40
PhotoeraSv'' ’ 7 i?i a L L L 8= c- St’v’son, G. T. Libby 38.40rnoiograpny.. , 7 111 5 62 7*Z> 8h 9 F Horn W H Gallauhor % Rq
Scratched—Cicary06 allowance- Winner entered to be claimed for $1250.
$2.00 MUTUELS" PAID— CREME D’ MENTHE 6.50 3.30 3.00
SMILIN’ ED............... — 4.20 3.60
,_____ ______ •__________ BEGGAR MAID . ... — — 6.60
Oi erne De Menthe, steadied along in and closed with good rournffp «iiinpursuit of the pace established by Crump' undeT steldving ?Pstllint fS
W&TcflleTupoT M ^t, g* XTUders ‘“pmnirg3 MeX
X%I^!p5Pa!IeVe°wSaPyare'Be^^aMd lun^camp^r^ba™ ’“"’i * IaCt°r' 
outpaced early, swung to the outside___________ _______ *
«nmvONf?r •B£S?T<te ^rl0Ilg?:.IJUrse Mger’s br. c„ 2—Brown Bud-Betti
two-year-olds; claiming; Boot; trained by A. L. Copeland, Jr.;
5”! SS..frl»1i^i WOn dIlvlns: value to winner $750; $150: $70; $30.
place same, off 1.49; winner, F. M, Time :23 3-5; :48 3-5; 1:14 2-5.
Horse Pps. Wt. St. Va. »/3 str. Fin. Jockey Owner Eq. to 1
2 2 -**1 l’/b L.Hardy F M Alger' 4
1S 7 B* a a a IFBWil g“;:* / £ 11 JIxMSgte-11% i 4sh
Sambo Jones .. 8 115 8 7h 9* 9* S« G feito PBrSSxBattle Coq .. 10 106 10 10 10 lo io Coule Mrs B Evans^ *2is"^
x 5 pounds apprentice allowance. Winner entered to be claimed lor*$1250."
$2,00 MUTUELS PAID— MATapeake .. .10,70 4.30 a sn
Matapeake went to the front in th' 
opening strides but had to be vigorous? 
urged to the close to hold Mad Dasi 
safe. The latter worked up steadily oi 
the outside and closed with a rush 
^Lassie’s Mary well up, continued game
third RACE—(Second half o 
Dally Double); six furlongs; purs 
S1000; for three-year-olds and up 
claiming; start good from gate; woi 
driving; place same; off 2:14; winner L
Horse Bos. Wt. St. >A %
Cancel ............ 6 113 4 Ih Ink
General A. .... 8 116 3 2h 2’
Balmacan .... 7 108 2 3-'/2 3HA
xYenoor .......... 2 108 5 5h 5 A
Bethlehemstar . 3 108 6 8 8
Morgil ............. 1 lie 1 43 41/3
Sis Agnes ..... 4 110 8 6nk B-
xLady Kiluna . 5 105,4 7 “* 7 72




Cancel showed good speed, withstood 
determined opposition from General A. 
throughout and held him safe to the
General A. on outside while
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE WINS
Piles Up Lead in First Period to 
Beat Niagara, 20-6.
Special to Thu New York Times. 
PROVIDENCE, R. I., Nov. 9.- 
Scoring all of its points in the first 
period, Providence College defeated 
Niagara, 20 to 6 here today. Ni­
agara’s lone tally came in the final 
period after an 80-yard_ L
Hank Soar led the Enars to victoiy 




Ryan ..................... ................... ... Lucas
Bouzan ................ .. ' r " ..........   LaurenziBarabas .. ........................ Diaiovanna
Polak ....................S’™...........  scrufort
Banalian ....... .......K-g.............. Leonard
Bellieveau ............ S®............... Godfrey
Sooar ................•'ww................. • Dunn
vi’tuS0 ."■ '■■■■■ Shuns 
SCORE BY PERIODS.
Providence ...................... 2® ® g 0_“6
NTouchdowns^SoM2; Gill, Leonard. Points 
aRV£ett“D°TSDBaleyCTUmpire-E. Mur- 
Pta!£ HddD3udge-W. S. Cabnell. Linesman 
—F. W; Lewis.
Stopping the Rams —By Halladay
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